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Meeting Agenda 

Wednesday, June 12, 2019  
5:30 p.m. – 7:00 p.m. 
Main Library 
Board Room 
585 Liberty St. SE, Salem, OR, 97301 

1. Call to Order 

2. Approval of Minutes 
 Wednesday, May 8, 2019 

3. Public Comment 
(Appearance of persons wishing to address the Board on 
any matter other than those which appear on this Agenda.) 

4. Information Items 
 Teen Advisory Board (TAB) update 
 Chair’s report 
 City Librarian’s report 
 Friends of SPL report 
 SPL Foundation report 

5. Discussion Items 
 Viewing and commenting on collection 

tracking reports requested by City Council 
(Lois) 

6. Action Items 
 None 

7. Miscellaneous Board Items 

8. Adjournment 

http://www.cityofsalem.net/


Staff News 

Celebrate! 

 

Robin Saunders celebrated her 25 years of service with the City of Salem/Library in 

May. Congratulations Robin!  

 

Looking for our newest team members 

 

Recruitments for three vacant Library positions were opened in Mid-May and closed 

May 29. Interviews for these positions will take place in June.  

 

The High School Library Aide I recruitment took place over the month of May.  

Out of the 48 applicants who applied,10 Library Aide I staff will be hired and begin 

the second week of July. Library Aide I staff help with processing returns and 

shelving. They work about 12 hours a week. 

 

The college Intern recruitment will open this week. Library Interns gain valuable 

customer service experience in a library/government setting during their 6-month 

term. 

Library Spaces 

It’s time to start preparing to move 

 

Be aware that starting in November, the Library will no longer be booking our event 

spaces in the Library as we finalize packing and moving details to make way for the 

construction crews.  

Collections 

Showing and sharing our work 

 

During the month of May 2019, staff tracked all collection maintenance decisions 

and created a report to highlight the output from the tracking. See the “Collection 

Maintenance Tracking Report” for more detailed information. 



 

Events 

May Events 

Fun things are always happening at the Library! 

 

May the Fourth Be With You, Saturday, May 4 - hundreds of people attended an 

all-ages celebration of all things Star Wars at the library, which included the Cloud 

City Garrison in full costume, photo opportunities, a (really challenging!) scavenger 

hunt, crafts and Star Wars Lego fun. 

 

Explore Earth Exhibit Open House on Saturday, May 25 was a success! Nearly 70 

people of all ages interacted with the exhibit during the open house hour. All but 

one of the 24 attendees who completed a program evaluation found the Exhibit 

interesting and would recommend the exhibit to others. Also, Library staff noticed 

that patrons spent time interacting with the exhibit, throughout the weekend, with 

adults pointing out interesting facts to their children. The Explore Exhibit will be 

available all summer for visitors to enjoy, thanks to the NASA @ My Library and the 

Space Science Institute. 

 

Discovery Room - “Down on the Farm” closed Friday, May 24. Mary Beth Hustoles 

and her helpers are busy preparing “Universe of Discovery through the end of May. 

The new exhibit debuts Tuesday, June 4 as part of ”A Universe of Stories” Summer 

Reading Club. 

 

Storytime Break - storytimes were on hiatus the last two weeks of May while Youth 

Services staff made last minute preparations for the annual summer reading club, 

“A Universe of Stories”.  

 

School Visits Galore - The Library hosted class visits from several elementary 

schools during May, as teachers and Library staff encouraged students to discover 

all the Library has to offer, and to join the Summer Reading Club.  Students learned 

about the Library through stories, scavenger hunts and sneak peeks at Summer 

Reading prizes.  



 

General Library News 

Library as Community Forum 

 

There was some controversy in May over a private group that booked the Library’s 

meeting room. This group, Free Speech NW, had invited speakers that many in the 

community objected to speaking in Salem. Despite the challenges, security and 

library staff worked together with close support from Salem Police department. 

Everyone stayed safe and patrons were still able to use the library as normal during 

the day.  

 

Measuring our impact 

 

Through the SurveyStance kiosk, users reported an 85.4% satisfaction rating with 

the service they received during the month of May. This is the highest percentage 

of satisfaction reported, during the last 4 months of surveys. Excellent work, public 

services team!  

 

Included in this month’s report is “A Day In The Library”. It contains some facts 

about library outputs from the perspective of a single day. We are currently 

visioning a future, routine report to share with you with similar data points. Our 

hope is to include information about how the library is used and impacts the 

community formatted in a way that is easy to digest and will be helpful to tell the 

story of the great work that occurs at your library!  



  A Day in the Library 

First-time     

Check-outs 

2,980 

New Accounts 

26  

*Information based on 2019 year to date. Averages based on monthly totals. 

Holds Filled 

520 

Renewals 

2,030 
 

Research Help 

149 

Library visits 

2,054 
 

E-book/E-audio 

check-outs 

590 



Collection Maintenance Tracking Report May 2019 
 
The Salem Public Library serves the Salem community by providing a broad selection of materials in a 
variety of formats to meet its users’ informational, educational, cultural, and recreational needs. This 
report provides a snapshot of the library’s collection maintenance during the month of May.  

 
Background  
The library's collection is carefully and constantly curated using industry-standard tools, national best 
practicesi and the expertise of professional librarians. Collection maintenance helps create a vibrant, 
appealing collection that meets the community's needs. This process frees up shelf space for the 
constant arrival of new materials, makes shelves easier to browse, identifies subject areas that need 
updating and identifies items in poor condition that need replacing. 

This work relies on the judgment of professional librarians, who use industry-standard best practices to 
make data-driven decisions. All items are individually reviewed in order to assess replacement and 
mending needs, and multiple data points are used in decision-making, including knowledge of the 
community and its needs. Every area of the collection is treated individually with its own criteria. For 
example, publication date is a data point that generates item lists for review in the subject areas of 
health and technology, but is not used in the subject area of literature. 

Collection maintenance is an important part of the ongoing, systematic process that encompasses the 
life cycle of library materials. With the upcoming renovation project, it is especially important to 
complete a review of the entire collection before the library moves to its interim facility. Doing so now 
will help avoid the need to store items that are in poor condition or outdated.  
 
Process  
During the month of May, staff documented all collection maintenance decisions. Librarians were tasked 
with evaluating specific portions of their assigned collections. Librarians initially identified items to 
review using two main criteria— condition and last use date. These criteria were determined by Salem 
Public Library’s condition guidelines and the CREW Manual. The CREW Manual is an industry-standard 
collection maintenance method. Librarians generated review lists using CollectionHQ, the library’s 
collection management tool, which retrieves data from the library catalog. While searching for items on 
the review list, librarians also looked for items in poor condition or that met other CREW Manual 
criteria.  
 
Items were reviewed one by one and manually entered into a tracking spreadsheet. The spreadsheet 
collected specific data about the items identified for review, such as if the item was reviewed and 
returned to the shelf, if it was sent to be mended, or if it was withdrawn and why. Items were 
withdrawn for one or more of the following reasons: excess copy, poor condition, lack of use, outdated 
content, or another factor specified in the CREW Manual. Librarians also indicated in the spreadsheet if 
a replacement was purchased or if additional copies of the item remain in the library’s collection. Finally, 
librarians were encouraged to give further information detailing their decisions in a note field. 
 
The following notes exemplify the professional evaluation each and every item received in the during 
review, and demonstrate the nuanced and complex reasoning that informs the collection maintenance 
process.  
 

● Japanese homes and their surroundings by Edward S. Morse. Withdrawn. Published in 1961. Presents 
information as current when it is not. Ordered a new edition with an introduction placing the information 
in historical context.  

 
● Northwest originals: Oregon women and their art. Retained. Published in 1989. Recommend moving to 

Hugh Morrow Collection to make it more accessible to patrons seeking Oregon-specific historical 



Collection Maintenance Tracking Report May 2019 
 

information. Even though this item has low circulation, it is of local interest and contains information not 
found elsewhere in the Salem collection.  

 
● Carpinteria: herramientas - anaqueles - paredes - puertas. Withdrawn. Published in 1992. Has not 

circulated in 5 years, has outdated information on building doors, shelving, and walls. For example, the 
book demonstrates how to make a bookshelf for a nursery but does not describe anchoring it to the wall 
(to prevent tip-over). There are more current books on building and home projects with safety measures 
included.  
 

● More Make It Fast, Cook It Slow. Replaced. Popular slow cooker author and blogger who has a wide array 
of beloved cookbooks. This particular copy was in bad shape. The book was sticky, with a bent back cover 
and water damage. A well-loved and used cookbook! A new copy recently arrived and joined the 
collection. 
 

● The Unbroken Web. Retained. Noticed in poor condition. Hasn't circulated since 2017. Award-winning 
author of Watership Down. Two other works circulating well. Sending for a new cover and repairs (spine 
starting to split, stains on last page) to refresh. 

 
In accordance with City Council’s motion, all adult non-fiction books withdrawn for a reason other than 
poor condition were placed in storage. For the purpose of this directive, 304 items have been retained. 
 
Detailed tracking results 
The following data illustrates the review and decision process staff used during May 2019 to maintain 
the collection.  
 
Less than 1% percent of items in the collection were identified for review.  

● 1,395 items were reviewed by librarians as part of routine collection maintenance.  
● 662 items were returned damaged or found in poor condition while shelving (“Snags”). 

 
Additionally, 260 magazines were withdrawn as part of regular magazine maintenance.  
 
Outcome of reviewed items 
Of items identified for review by librarians, 63% are still available at Salem Public Library. 

 

 

Still available at SPL
63%

Withdrawn
37%

Outcome of reviewed items



Collection Maintenance Tracking Report May 2019 
 
 
Detailed disposition of reviewed items 
Of the reviewed items, 22% were withdrawn but were not the last copy, 19% were reviewed and 
returned to the shelf, 15% were replaced, and 7% were sent to be mended. The remaining 37% were 
withdrawn. 

 

Withdrawn items by criteria 
Of the 37% of items withdrawn during routine collection maintenance, the largest proportion (40%) 
were withdrawn for more than one reason. 29% were withdrawn due to poor condition, 21% due to lack 
of use, 7% were withdrawn because they were excess copies, and 3% due to outdated content. 

 

Returned to shelf
19%

Sent to be mended
7%

Withdrawn- being 
replaced

15%
Withdrawn- not last 

SPL copy
22%

Withdrawn
37%

Detailed disposition of reviewed items

Withdrawn - excess 
copy 
7%

Withdrawn - poor 
condition 

29%

Withdrawn- lack of use 
21%

Withdrawn - outdated 
content or other CREW 

factor 
3%

Withdrawn - multiple 
factors

40%

Withdrawn items by criteria



Collection Maintenance Tracking Report May 2019 
 
Snags 
“Snags” are items returned damaged or found in poor condition while shelving. Snags are reviewed 
separately from librarian-driven collection maintenance and are routed to Technical Services for 
potential mending.  

● 662 items were identified as snags. 
● 39% were able to be mended.  
● 61% were not able to be mended and were withdrawn.  

Librarians are notified of withdrawn items so they can determine if they should be replaced.  

 

Net Item Change 
The quantity of items added and withdrawn varies from month to month throughout the year. In May, 
3,719 items were added to the collection. 1,658 items were withdrawn from the collection during the 
month of May. This resulted a net change of 2,061 items.  

 

 

Snags - withdrawn
61%

Snags - mended
39%

Snags

Item totals
Items added 3719
Withdrawn - review -1031
Withdrawn - snags -367
Withdrawn - magazines -260
Net change 2061

-2000
-1000

0
1000
2000
3000
4000

Net item change



Collection Maintenance Tracking Report May 2019 
 
Conclusion 
Librarians work daily to maintain and curate a varied and current collection for Salem Public Library that 
covers a wide range of subjects and contains multiple points of view. Librarians are responsible for the 
entire life cycle of collection development, including selection, evaluation, withdrawal, and replacement 
decisions. This is standard practice in public libraries. The decision to withdraw an item is nuanced - 
items are not automatically withdrawn due to their presence on a review list. Collection maintenance is 
careful and thoughtful work, and librarians use a combination of industry standards, national best 
practices, and professional expertise to evaluate each item and make reasoned decisions on a case-by-
case basis. 
 
   

i Industry-standard tools and national best practices used by Salem Public Library include: 
● Salem Public Library's Collection Development Policy.  
● The CREW manual (provides criteria regarding condition, use, and currency of content for specific areas of 

the collection) 
● CollectionHQ (generates data including last circulation date, over and understocked subject areas, and 

turnover rates). 
● Orange Boy community survey data from 2012 and 2018 (community analysis and survey of library use). 
● Federal data provided by the Institute of Museum and Library Services, state data provided by the State 

Library of Oregon and other national data from industry groups such as the Public Library Association, a 
division of the American Library Association. 

                                                



Title Call #

Reviewed and 
returned to 
shelf

Sent to be 
mended

Withdrawn - 
excess copy

Withdrawn 
- condition

Withdrawn- 
lack of use

Withdrawn - 
outdated 
content or 
other MUSTIE 
factor 
(misleading, 
ugly, 
superseded, 
trivial, 
irrelevant, 
elsewhere) Last copy?

Is item being 
replaced? 
(check if yes) 
Not necessarily 
a one-to-one 
replacement - 
i.e. replacement 
could be the 
same book, a 
newer edition, or 
another title with 
similar content. Notes

1000 tiles : ten centuries 
of decorative ceramics 738.6 One 2004      x   x  

Last circ 9/2015. Have 
other items in collection 
that cover the topic

123 I Can Build! J 745.5 Lux 2009  x        
123 I Can Collage J 702.812 Lux      x   x  

200 small house plans 728.37 Two 1997     x    x  
Spine torn in two. Have 
similar titles in collection

20th century jewelry OVERSIZE 739.2709 Pullee      x  x  x  x

Last circ 11/2015. 
Ordered new item on the 
subject

300 small home plans 728.37 Small 200     x    x  

Dirty and stained. Have 
similar, newer titles in 
collection

325 New homes plans for 
2003 728.37 Three 2003     x    x  

Foxing on spine. Have 
similar titles in collection

500 Small houses of the 
twenties 720.973 Five 1990     x    x  x

Stained and dirty pages. 
Ordered a new title 
covering the subject 

A Book About Design J 745.4 Gonyea      x  x  x  
A Certain October TEEN FICTION Johnson, A.      x   x  
A connoisseurs guide to 
Chinese ceramics OVERSIZE 738.0951 Beurdele  x       x  

Good resource even if low 
circ

a cualquier precio
SPANISH Baldacci, D. For. Lang. 
Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) book is yellow, 
has grime, on the bottom 
and top of the book. Has 
not circulated for three 
years. Cover has pen 
impressions and creases. 

A Dash of Mustard 641.3383 Holder 1995     x  x  x  x  
Yellowed cover. No circ in 
4+. Binding.

A Forgotten Place MYSTERY Todd, C.    x      Lucky Day

A Game of Spies Altman, J.     x  x   x  
Hasn't circ'd in over 2 
years. Some staining.

A graveyard preservation 
primer 736.5 Strangstad      x   x  Last circ 7/2013
A Guide to the Other Side TEEN Imfeld, R.  x        
A Guide to the Other Side TEEN Imfeld, R.    x  x     
A Hero's Guide to Deadly 
Dragons J Cowell, C.     x     x

A history of art in Africa 709.6 History 2001  x       x  
Good quality information 
on subject even if low circa

A House for Hermit Crab JP Car   x       
A House for Hermit Crab JP Carle  x        



Title Call #

Reviewed and 
returned to 
shelf

Sent to be 
mended

Withdrawn - 
excess copy

Withdrawn 
- condition

Withdrawn- 
lack of use

Withdrawn - 
outdated 
content or 
other MUSTIE 
factor 
(misleading, 
ugly, 
superseded, 
trivial, 
irrelevant, 
elsewhere) Last copy?

Is item being 
replaced? 
(check if yes) 
Not necessarily 
a one-to-one 
replacement - 
i.e. replacement 
could be the 
same book, a 
newer edition, or 
another title with 
similar content. Notes

A Japanese touch for your 
home 729 Yagi 1982   x       Cover needs mending 
A Legacy of Spies Le Carre, J.    x      Lucky Day.

A Listen to Patriotic Music J 782.42159 Collard 2014+      x   x  

A Long Way from Chicago J Peck, R     x   x   
A Look at Cubism J 709.04032 Collard  x        

A Look at Renaissance Art J 709.024 Roberts  x        

A Look at Urban Art J 751 73 Greve 2014 +         

Has only circ'd 3 times 
and has not gone out for 
almost 2 years, but fills a 
gap in the collection on 
the subject.

a orillas del rio piedra me 
sente y llore SPANISH Coelho, P. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  x

(fiction) last checkout in 
2017, warped spine, 
stains but good 
circulation. Ordering 
replacement. Other copy 
exist in CCRLS.

A Perfect Crime Abrahams, P.     x    x  x

Grubby, stains, split spine. 
Author circs fairly well, will 
order replacement. Circs 
very well under 
pseudonym Spencer 
Quinn.

A Recipe for Bees Anderson-Dargatz, G.  x        

Last circ'd almost 3 years 
ago. Author's mysteries 
circulated in 2018. Giving 
this one some more time.

A Soup Opera JP Gil  x        
A Surprise for Giraffe and 
Elephant JP Gud     x     Out of print

A testament OVERSIZE 724.9 Wright 1957      x  x  x  

Last circ 7/2013. Have 
other materials covering 
Wright's work with color 
images 

A treasury of woodcarving 
designs 736.4 Bridgewater 1981  x       x  

No other items in the 
collection have such a 
comprehensive collection 
of designs 

Abominable Snowman of 
Pasadena J Stine, R.     x     x



Title Call #

Reviewed and 
returned to 
shelf

Sent to be 
mended

Withdrawn - 
excess copy

Withdrawn 
- condition

Withdrawn- 
lack of use

Withdrawn - 
outdated 
content or 
other MUSTIE 
factor 
(misleading, 
ugly, 
superseded, 
trivial, 
irrelevant, 
elsewhere) Last copy?

Is item being 
replaced? 
(check if yes) 
Not necessarily 
a one-to-one 
replacement - 
i.e. replacement 
could be the 
same book, a 
newer edition, or 
another title with 
similar content. Notes

About modern art 709.04 Sylvester 2001      x   x  Last circ 4/2014. 
Abstract Expressionism J 709.04052 Spils 2009  x        

Acquisitions staffis MYSTERY Francis. F.    x  x     
Lucky Day. Some water 
damage.

adan en eden SPANISH Fuentes, C. For. Lang. Coll  x        

(fiction) book has checked 
out recently. Spanish is of 
high quality. Pages are 
dark yellow, but the 
binding is sturdy. Another 
copy exists within CCRLS. 
Copy will be returned to 
the stacks.  Language is 
of quality - written by the 
author, not a translation

Adventures of Sophi 
Mouse J Green, P.     x     x
Adventures with a 
microscrope 502.82 Head 1977       x  x  

African art 709.6 Rea 1996      x  x  x  x

Last circ 10/2014. 
Ordered a newer, more 
comprehensive title

afrodita
Spanish 868.64 Allende 1997 For. 
Lang. Coll  x       x  

Checkout was about 2 
years ago, book has 
grime, but it is sturdy. It's 
a cookbook with Spanish 
literary romance stories 
which is not represented 
as much in the Spanish 
collection.

AIA guide to New York City 720.97471 AIA       x  x  x New edition ordered 
Alaskan Holiday ROMANCE Macomber, D.    x      Lucky Day



Title Call #

Reviewed and 
returned to 
shelf

Sent to be 
mended

Withdrawn - 
excess copy

Withdrawn 
- condition

Withdrawn- 
lack of use

Withdrawn - 
outdated 
content or 
other MUSTIE 
factor 
(misleading, 
ugly, 
superseded, 
trivial, 
irrelevant, 
elsewhere) Last copy?

Is item being 
replaced? 
(check if yes) 
Not necessarily 
a one-to-one 
replacement - 
i.e. replacement 
could be the 
same book, a 
newer edition, or 
another title with 
similar content. Notes

albañileria y 
autoconstruccion II

Spanish 690.837 Manual 1998 For. 
Lang. Coll      x  x  x  

(nonfiction) last checkout 
was four years ago, it was 
published in 1998. There 
are no safety measures 
included in the book - 
demonstrators are not 
wearing gloves nor 
wearing masks when 
pouring cement or 
working with metal wiring. 
When compared to newer 
editions, there are safety 
precautions and 
demostrators wear masks 
and gloves while mixing 
cement. Withdrawn.

Alberto Giacometti, 1901-
1966 709.24 Fletcher 1988      x  x  x  

Last circ 10/2014. Other 
titles in collection have 
high quality color images 
of Giacometti's work

Alexandria CD Mystery Davis   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

Alias Grace Atwood, M.     x    x  x

Worn copy with 105 circs. 
Wrinkled pages and 
multiple splits in spine. 
Replacing with new 
prebound copy.

Alien corn 812.52 Howard  x        

All about saguaros 583.56 Hodge 1998      x   x  
We have another book on 
this topic

All American Quilts J 746.46 Storms      x  x  x  
All New Crafts for 
Thanksgiving J 745.59416 Ross 2006       x  x  

All of Us and Everything Asher, B.      x   x  

Hasn't circ'd in over 2 
years. Other CCRLS 
libraries own, some have 
also not circ'd since 2016 
or 2017.

All or Nothing Adler, E.      x   x  

Hasn't circ'd in over 2 
years, nor have many 
other titles by this author. 
Other CCRLS libraries 
own.



Title Call #

Reviewed and 
returned to 
shelf

Sent to be 
mended

Withdrawn - 
excess copy

Withdrawn 
- condition

Withdrawn- 
lack of use

Withdrawn - 
outdated 
content or 
other MUSTIE 
factor 
(misleading, 
ugly, 
superseded, 
trivial, 
irrelevant, 
elsewhere) Last copy?

Is item being 
replaced? 
(check if yes) 
Not necessarily 
a one-to-one 
replacement - 
i.e. replacement 
could be the 
same book, a 
newer edition, or 
another title with 
similar content. Notes

All the Light We Cannot 
See Doerr, A.    x      

Excess copy after demand 
has died down.

All the World J Sca   x       

American art : history and 
culture 709.73 Craven 1994      x  x  x  

Last circ 10/2014. Have 
other titles with 
comparable content that 
contain full color images 

American art pottery OVERSIZE 738.3 Rago 1997      x   x  Last circ 11/2015
American barns and 
covered bridges 728.95 Sloane     x    x  

Stained and yellowed 
pages. Ordered new copy

Americanah Adiche, C.   x       

Spine splitting. This copy 
has circ'd 90 times in 6 
years.

Amethyst CD Romance Snelling   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

Among the Impostors TEEN Hadix, M.     x     
Amphibians of 
Washington and Oregon 597.809795 Amphib 1993  x        
An architectural 
guidebook to the national 
parks 720.978 Kaiser 2002      x  x  x  

Last circ 2/2016. Have 
other titles with the same 
subject matter 

An Artist's America J 702.812 Albert 2008      x   x  

An Edge in the Kitchen 641.589 Ward 2008  x        

Book in good condition. 
Offers subject coverage. 
BTS. (back to shelf)

An island garden 712.09741 Thaxter 1998     x    x  x
Stained and worn. New 
copy ordered

Ancient coin collecting 737.493 Sayles 1996 V.1      x  x  x  

Last circ 8/2015. Contains 
outdated and misleading 
information 

Ancient coin collecting 737.493 Sayles 1997 V.2  x       x  
Information not found 
elsewhere in collection 

Ancient coin collecting 737.493 Sayles 1997 V.3  x       x  
Information not found 
elsewhere in collection 

Ancient coin collecting 737.493 Sayles 1998 V.4  x       x  
Information not found 
elsewhere in collection 

Ancient coin collecting 737.493 Sayles 1998 V.5  x       x  
Information not found 
elsewhere in collection 

Ancient coin collecting 737.493 Sayles 1999 V.6  x       x  
Information not found 
elsewhere in collection 

Ancient Near Eastern art 709.56 Collon  x       x  

Do not have other items 
that cover subject area in 
collection



Title Call #

Reviewed and 
returned to 
shelf

Sent to be 
mended

Withdrawn - 
excess copy

Withdrawn 
- condition

Withdrawn- 
lack of use

Withdrawn - 
outdated 
content or 
other MUSTIE 
factor 
(misleading, 
ugly, 
superseded, 
trivial, 
irrelevant, 
elsewhere) Last copy?

Is item being 
replaced? 
(check if yes) 
Not necessarily 
a one-to-one 
replacement - 
i.e. replacement 
could be the 
same book, a 
newer edition, or 
another title with 
similar content. Notes

And Every Morning The 
Way Home Gets Longer 
and Longer Backman, F.    x      

Excess copy after demand 
has died down.

Andy Warhol OVERSIZE 709.2 Katz 1993      x  x  x  
Last circ 2/2016. Ordering 
new title on artist 

Angel TEEN FICTION Patterson, J.     x     

angeles y demonios SPANISH Brown, D. For. Lang. Coll     x    x  x

SPLM does not have the 
complete series (missing 
books 2&3 in series). 
Other copies exist in 
CCRLS. Book cover is 
creased and starting to rip 
from spine. Reputable 
Spanish publisher.  Book 
has grime at the bottom of 
the spine. Pages are 
creased and contain 
stains. Pen marks in book. 

Angelguard Acheson, I.     x  x   x  
Last circ'd over 2 years 
ago. Stain on back pages.

Animal Behavior 591.51 Animal 1994      x  x  x  
We have newer books on 
the topic

Animal tracks 591.479 Murie 1974     x  x   x  x
Animal tracks of the PNW 591.479 Randell 1981  x        
Animal tracks of 
Washington & Oregon 591.479 Sheldon 1997     x    x  

We have copies of the 
newer edtion

Animals Noises JB     x     x
Another Monster at the 
End of This Book JB     x     x
Antipode: Seasons with 
the extraordinary wildlife 
and cultures of 
Madagascar 508.691 Heying 2002      x   x  
Antique Trader salt and 
pepper shaker price guide 730.075 Moran 2008      x   x  Last circ 7/2013

Anyone can landscape! 712.6 Lerner 2001     x    x  
Dirty and stained. Another 
copy available in CCRLS
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aprender tenis en una 
semana

Spanish 796.342 Douglas For. Lang. 
Coll      x  x  x  x

Published in 1991, last 
checkout was over 7 
years ago, recommended 
tennis equipment is 
outdated. Only tennis 
guide in Spanish that's 
available in the collection. 
Ordering another title with 
similar content.

Arabian Jazz Abu-Jaber, D.     x  x   x  

Last circ'd almost 3 years 
ago. MTA copy hasn't 
circ'd since 2008. Spine 
splitting in multiple 
locations and some water 
damage. Award-winning 
author's first novel, but 
lack of use and condition 
does not justify replacing. 

Architectura : elements of 
architectural style OVERSIZE 720.9 Arch 2008  x       x  

Good resource even if low 
circ

Architectural illustration 
inside and out 720.284 Lorenz 1988     x    x  x

New title covering subject 
area ordered 

Architecture and urbanism 
in modern Korea 720.95195 Chong 2013      x  x  x  

Has never been checked 
out

Architecture of the British 
Empire 720.9171 Architecture     x  x  x  x  

Last circ 8/2015. Copy is 
stained and worn.

Arctic & Its wildlife 508.311 Sage 1986       x  x  x

Arctic Chill Arnaldur Indridason  x        

Hasn't circ'd since 2016, 
but in better condition that 
other copy, which circ'd in 
2018. Discarding the other 
copy that has more use 
and worse condition in 
favor of this one. 

Arctic Chill Arnaldur Indridason    x  x     

Water damage, split 
spine. Another copy in 
better condition still on the 
shelf.

Arctic: a guide to coastal 
wildlife 591.7586 Soper 2001      x   x  

We have other books on 
this topic
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Armenian art treasures of 
Jerusalem OVERSIZE 704.03919 Armen 1979     x    x  Water damage 

aromaterapia
Spanish 615.3219 Lavabre 1995 
For. Lang. Coll       x  x  

(nonfiction) Book includes 
medicinal properties of 
plants from 1995 - newer 
research and medical 
studies exist on botany. 
There are other 
aromatherapy books (in 
Spanish) that are current 
and exist in the SPLM 
collection. Withdrawn.

Arp 709.2 Fauchereau 1988      x  x  x  

Last circ 7/2014. Have 
other items addressing 
Dadaism, Surrealism, and 
Jean Arp

Art JP McD  x        

Art deco : flights of artistic 
fancy OVERSIZE 709.04012 Sternau 1997      x  x  x  

Last circ 2/2015. Have 
other, newer and more 
comprehensive titles on 
subject

Art deco tableware : 
British domestic ceramics, 
1925-1939 738.30941 Spours 1998      x   x  Last circ 4/2016

Art in Venice OVERSIZE 709.4531 Art 1999  x       x  

Good coverage of subject 
that is not covered 
elsewhere in collection. 

Art Installations J 709.04 Wood  x        
Art of coppersmithing : a 
practical treatise on 
working sheet copper into 
all forms 739.511 Fuller 1993      x   x  Last circ 4/2013
Art pottery of America 738.0973 Henzke 1999      x   x  Last circ 8/2015
Art That Moves J 791.433 Bliss 2011+      x   x  
Arthur Miller Collected 
Plays 812.52 Miller 2012  x        
Arthur's Nose JP Bro     x     Out of print
Arthurian Legends 823.2 Arthur 1985  x        

Arts and crafts of India OVERSIZE 709.54 Barnard 1993      x  x  x  x

Pub date 1993. Presents 
information as current. 
Ordered a newer title on 
subject

Asian-American Carfts 
Kids Can Do J 745.5095 Hartman 2006  x        
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Asteroids, comets, and 
meteorites 551.397 Erickson      x  x   x  x
Astonishing Art J 745.5 Martin 2012      x  x  x  

astrologia para 
principiantes

Spanish 133.5 Hewitt 2001 For. 
Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

Last checkout was 3 
years ago, published 18 
years ago, has yellowing, 
but there is another book 
on astrology (published in 
2012) in Spanish at SPL.  

Atlas of water 553.7 Black 2009      x  x  x  x

Atlas of western art history 
: artists, sites, and 
movements from ancient 
Greece to the modern age OVERSIZE 700.223 Steer 1994      x   x  Last circ 8/2015
Attack of the Jack J Stine, R.     x     x
Audubon Society Field 
Guide to the Rocky 
Mountain States 508.78 National 1999  x        

aura SPANISH Fuentes. C. For. Lang. Coll     x  x    

(fiction) Has a checkout 
history of two. Has various 
stains throughout the 
book, some are oil others 
appear sticky. Cover is 
creased and pages as 
well.  Language is of 
quality - written by the 
author, not a translation. 
This is also a duplicate 
copy. See notes on the 
other copy.

aura SPANISH Fuentes, C. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  x

(fiction) book has checked 
out never, has yellowing 
of pages, and Spanish is 
of quality. However, it's a 
genre that I have not seen 
a lot of in the collection. 
New replacement copy 
includes a compliation of 
supernatural/occult fiction 
from the author.
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Aurora The Mysterious 
Northern Lights Oversize 538.768 Savage 1994      x  x  x  

We have a newer 
oversize book on the 
Aurora.

Baabwaa & Wooliam JP Elliott  x        
Bad Kitty Gets a Bath J Bruel     x     x
Bad Kitty Gets a Bath J Bruel     x     x

Baking with Julia 641.509 Baking with Julia 1996     x     x

Spine broken. Cover dirty. 
New copy on order. High 
circ.

Battle Cry of Freedom - 
part 1 CD 973.73 Mcpher 2007   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

Battle Cry of Freedom - 
part 2 CD 973.73 Mcpher 2007   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

Beading J 745.5942 Boony      x  x  x  
Bear Has a Story to Tell JP Ste  x        
Beastly book 501.65 Hanson     x    x  
Beautiful Days TEEN FICTION Godbersen, A.     x  x   x  

Beds and borders 716 Murphy 1990     x    x  

Dirty, creased, and 
stained. Have other items 
that cover the topic

Bees of the world 595.799 O'toole  x        
Before and Again Delinsky, B.    x      West Salem Lucky Day
Between Pacific Tides 591.926 Ricketts 1985  x        

BHG Family Favorites 
Made Lighter 641.5638 BHG 1992     x   x   

Speckles. Dirty cover. 
Newer BHG content 
available. No circ in 2+.

BHG Simple Secrets to 
Better... 641.555 Simple 2000     x  x  x  x  

Spine broken. Cover 
loose. No circ in 4+. 
Newer BHG content in 
collection.

Bing & Grondahl figurines 738.82 Pope 2002      x   x  Last circ 2/2016. 

Biology of the honey bee 595.799 Winston 1987      x  x  x  
We have other books on 
this topic

Birds of Paradise Abu-Jaber, D.    x   x    

This copy hasn't circ'd in 
over 2 years. Other copy 
is still circulating and 
multiple other CCRLS 
libraries own. One copy is 
sufficient for demand.

Bitman Takes On 
America's Chefs 641.5 Bitt 2005     x  x  x  x  

Newer Bitman books in 
collection + purchased 
last month with 
replacement funds.
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Bitter Harvest 364.1523 Rule     x     

Black Swan CD 003.54 Taleb   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

Blackman's coffin CD Mystery De Castrique     x    x  

Blood fury CD Ward   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

Blue and Red Make Purple JP Casol  x        

bodas de cenizas SPANISH Palma, M. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) Book cover is 
badly creased and worn, 
several stains (possibly 
mustard stains?) within 
the book. Text block 
pages are warn with dark 
and yellow stains. No 
checkout once in 2016, 
book has been on shelf 
since 2004.  Language is 
of quality - written by the 
author, not a translation

Bones of contention 569.9 Lubenow 1992      x  x  x  

Book of bamboo 584.93 Farrelly 1984     x   x  x  
We have newer books on 
this topic

Bowling By the Numbers J 794.6 Bussiere 2014      x   x  
Boys of Steel J 741.5973 Noble      x  x  x  
Breathe TEEN FICTION Crossan, S.     x     x
Bricks & mortals : ten 
great buildings and the 
people they made 720.9 Wilkinson 2014      x  x  x  

Last circ 6/2015. Another 
copy is in CCRLS

brida SPANISH  Coelho, P. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) 5 checkouts since 
2008. Other Copies exists 
CCRLS. Yellow and 
browning pages, 
Unknown white stain on 
top of book.

Bridge CD 921 Obama, Barack 2010     x   x  x  
Bright Young Things TEEN FICTION Godbersen, A.      x   x  
Bringing It Home 641.51 Simmons 2017  x        BTS.
British teapots & tea 
drinking, 1700-1850 738.0942 Emmerson 1992      x   x  Last circ 11/2014
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Budget Bytes: Over 100 
Easy... 641.522 Moncel 2014     x     x

Other copies in CCRLS. 
New copy on order for 
SPLM. Condition discard, 
tattered PBK. High circ. 

budismo moderno
Spanish 294.3 Kelsang 2012 For. 
Lang. Coll  x       x  

Last checkout was almost 
two years ago, has minor 
stains, but overall the 
book is in circulable 
condition. It's also one of 
the few Spanish books 
that gives an introduction 
to Buddism - returning the 
item to the shelf for 
collection breadth.

budismo para dummies
Spanish 294.3 Landaw 2011 For. 
Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

Book has never checked 
out. Published ten years 
ago. There are other 
Spanish Buddism books 
in the library that are more 
current.

Bugs of the world 595.754 McGavin  x        
Building a House J 690 B     x  x    

Building big 720 Macaulay 2000      x  x   x

Last circ 8/2015. Ordered 
newer title with fresh 
content

Building inside nature's 
envelope : how new 
construction and land 
preservation can work 
together 720.47 Wasowski 2000      x  x  x  

Last circ 8/2015. Have 
similar titles in collection

Buildings for tomorrow : 
architecture that changed 
our world 720.1 Cattermole 2007      x  x  x  

Last circ 10/2015. Have 
similar titles in collection

Buildings in Disguise J 720 Arb 2004  x        
Bunny Money JP Wel     x     
Burj Khalifa J 720.483 KAllen  x       x  
Burj Khalifa J 725.2 Golds      x  x  x  

Burnt Mountain CD Fiction Siddons   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

Butterflies of Oregon 595.789097 Dorn 1980     x    x  
We have other books on 
this topic

Buzzwords 595.7 Beren 2000      x   x  
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By The Shores of Silver 
Lake J WIlder, L.     x     x
Cairo: histories of a city 720.962 AlSayyad 2011      x  x  x  Last circ 5/2016. 

Calder OVERSIZE 730.9 Calder 1971     x   x  x  x

Stained and yellowed 
pages. Replaced with new 
item presenting Calder's 
work in color 

Calling All Cookies JP Sch +E     x     

Cameos : a pocket guide 
with values 736.222 Clements 2011  x       x  

No other items in 
collection address this 
subject 

Cameos : classical to 
costume 736.222 Clements 1998      x  x  x  

Last circ 5/2015. Have 
updated version

Camps, cabins, & 
cotaages 728.72 Camps 2004     x    x  

Pages falling out and 
spine breaking. Have 
similar titles in collection

Can You Find it, Too? J 750.11 Cressy 2004  x        
Can You Find It? America J 709.73 Falken      x   x  

Can't wait to get to heaven CD Fiction Flagg     x    x  
Replacement copy not 
available from publisher

canasta de cuentos 
mexicanos Spanish Traven, B. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) another copy 
exists in CCRLS. Cover is 
creased, pages are 
yellow, last circulated in 
2015.

Capoeira J 793.31 Goggerly 2011+  x        

Carnivorous plants 583.75 Stack 1979     x    x  
We have newer books on 
the topic

carpinteria: herramientas 
Spanish 694 Carpint 1992 For. Lang. 
Coll      x  x  x  

(nonfiction) Published in 
1992. Has not circulated 
in 5 years, has outdated 
information on building 
doors, shelving, and walls. 
For example, the book 
demonstrates how to 
make a bookshelf for a 
nursery but does not 
describe anchoring it to 
the wall (to prevent tip-
over). There are more 
current books on building 
and home projects with 
safety measures included. 
Withdrawn. 
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carrie
SPANISH Stephen., K. For. Lang. 
Coll     x    x  x

(fiction) CCRLS owns 
other copies but our book 
copy is worn and is dark 
yellow. The book cover is 
creased and there is dust 
bunnies within the book, 
but it has circulated well. 
There is orange and red 
stains towards the end of 
the book, book has some 
moisture damage. 
Ordering a replacement 
copy.  Translation is of 
quality.

Carving bears and bunnies 731.462 Wolfe 1990      x   x  Last circ 3/2015

Carving carousel animals : 
from 1/8 scale to full size 731.8323 Marlow 1989      x   x  Last circ 10/2015
Carving horses in wood 731.462 Zimmerman     x    x  Ripped pages and spine
Carving hummingbirds 731.462 Solomon 1996      x   x  Last circ 8/2015
Carving miniature wildfowl 
with Robert Guge : how to 
carve and paint birds and 
their habitats 731.462 Schrodeder 1988      x   x  Last circ 6/2015

Carving realistic faces 
with power 731.462 Russell 1993      x   x  x

Last circ 2/2016. Ordered 
a newer title on carving 
with power tools 

Carving signs : the 
woodworkers's guide to 
carving, lettering and 
gilding 731.462 Krockta 1997      x   x  Last circ 1/2016

casada o cazada
Spanish 248.844 Fernan 2005 For. 
Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

Last checkout was three 
years ago, book has 
stains and split in the 
middle, and has 
underlined pen marks in 
various pages. There are 
other books in Spanish 
about marriage and 
Christianity.
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castillos de carton
SPANISH Grandes, A. For. Lang. 
Coll     x  x   x  x

(fiction) book has low 
checkouts, staining on 
bottom. Ordering a 
different title from the 
author instead. 

Castles and Forts J 725.18 Adams 2003     x     Out of print

Cat who had 60 whiskers CD Mystery Braun     x    x  
There are many other 
copies in CCRLS

Cat who knew 
shakespeare CD Mystery Braun     x    x  x

Cat's Eye Atwood, M.     x    x  x

Grubby copy with 61 circs. 
Replacing with new 
prebound copy.

causa de muerte
SPANISH Cornwell, P. For. Lang. 
Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) book is yellow, 
back cover is staring to 
tear off (has torn 1/16 of 
the way already). Last 
checked out 2018, but has 
low circulation.

cesped
Spanish 635.964 Haas For. Lang. 
Coll      x  x  x  x

(nonfiction) published in 
1996 (23 years old) and 
last circulated 2013. Only 
item on grass care and 
grass planting in Spanish. 
I'll try to order an item in a 
similar subject.

Change we can believe in 973.931 Obama 2008  x        
Charles M. Russell, legacy 
: printed and published 
works of Montana's 
Cowboy artist OVERSIZE 709 Peters 1999      x   x  Last circ 12/2012

Charleston CD Fiction Jakes   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

Charlie Trotter's 641.509 Charlie Trotters 1994     x    x  
Spine snapped. Pages 
loose.

Chato and the Party 
Animals Sot +E   x       
Cherry Cheesecake 
Murder CD Mystery Fluke     x    x  x
Chez Panisse Cafe 
Cookbook 641.509 Chez Panisse Cafe 1999  x        
Child of my heart CD Fiction McDermott     x  x   x  
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China's sacred sites 726.143 Nan 2007  x       x  

Even though low circ, 
there are no comparable 
titles in collection 

Chinese art & culture 709.51 Thorp 2001      x   x  

Last circ 10/2014. 
Textbook. Have other 
titles in collection 
addressing topic

Chinese bronzes : art and 
ritual 739.512 Chinese      x   x  Last circ 3/2015
Chinese New Year Crafts J 745.59416 Bledsoe      x  x  x  
Chocolate 641.3374 Rosen 2005  x        BTS.

Christmas Bliss Andrews, M.    x   x    

Hasn't circ'd since 2016. 
One copy is sufficient for 
demand. West Salem 
copy hasn't circ'd since 
2017.

Christmas Crafts J 745.59412 Robing 2004+    x      
Cinco de Mayo Crafts J 745.59416 Gnojew      x  x  x  

cincuenta sombras 
liberadas SPANISH James, E. For. Lang. Coll     x    x  x

(fiction) two copies exist in 
other CCRLS libraries. 
First 24 pages have 
detached from spine. 
Book is stained (looks like 
oil?) and some pages 
have tears. Book has 
moisture damage, and 
has circulated last year. 
Book is in need of 
replacement. Translation 
is of quality.

cincuenta sombras mas 
oscuras SPANISH James, E. For. Lang. Coll     x    x  x

(fiction) three copies exist 
in other CCRLS libraries. 
Book has several stains, 
cover is creased, and has 
circulated last year. Book 
is in need of replacement. 
Translation is of quality.

City of Halves TEEN Inglis, L.      x   x  

Classic Buddhist sculpture 
: the Tempyō period 732.72 Sugiyama      x   x  Last circ 10/2015
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Classical deception : 
counterfeits, forgeries, 
and reproductions of 
ancient coins 737.493 Sayles 2001      x   x  Last circ 11/2015

Claudia's Shadow Allen, C.     x  x   x  

Hasn't circ'd in 2.5 years. 
Author's other works have 
also not circ'd recently. 
Has some food stains.  
Still owned by STA - that 
copy hasn't circ'd in 
almost 2 years.

Clay-mates 731.4 Deter 1991     x    x  Ripped and creased cover
Clementine J Pennypacker, S.     x     x
Clock Dance Tyler, A.    x      West Salem Lucky Day
Clockwork Angel TEEN Clare, C.     x    x  x

Cloudburst Andrews. V.     x  x    

Hasn't circ'd since 2016. 
Has water damage. Many 
other copies in CCRLS. 
Sequel to a book not 
owned by SPL. 

coaching para dummies
Spanish 158.3 Mumford 2011 For. 
Lang. Coll      x  x  x  

Last checkout was 3 
years ago, book is 
yellowing and cover has a 
tear. There are other 
items on personal 
motivation in Spanish 
already in the collection.

Coco JP Coco   x       

Coins through the ages 737.49 Brown 1962      x   x  
Last circ 4/2015. Have 
other titles on the subject 

Cold Nowhere CD Mystery Freeman   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

Collected Poems (Robert 
Lowell) 811.52 Lowell 2003     x    x  x

Already replaced in 
December

Collected poems of 
Thomas Hardy 821 Hardy  x        

Collecting coins for 
pleasure and profit 737.4 Krause 1991     x   x  x  x

Stained and creased. 
Ordered newer item on 
the subject 

Collector's encyclopedia 
of Russel Wright : 
identification & values 738.09 Kerr 2002      x   x  Last circ 11/2012
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Collector's encyclopedia 
of Stangl artware, lamps, 
and birds : identification & 
values 738.82 Runge 2002      x   x  Last circ 11/2015
Collectors encyclopedia of 
Roseville pottery 738.09 Huxford 2001 V. 02      x   x  Last circ 11/2015
Color : natural palettes for 
painted rooms OVERSIZE 729 Kaufman 1992      x   x  

Last circ 12/2015. Have 
similar titles in collection 

Color on metal : 50 artists 
share insights and 
techniques 739.15 McCreight 2001      x   x  Last circ 1/2016

Colorful World J 782.42083 Winans 2007         

Moving to Books with CD 
for Potentially better 
visibility

como agua para chocolate SPANISH Esquivel, L. For. Lang. Coll     x    x  x

(fiction) 7 other copies 
exist in CCRLS, book is 
yellow and cover is 
creased. Circulated well 
(wear appears to use) but 
book needs replacement. 

como hablar en publico 
sin temor

Spanish 808.51 Booher 1994 For. 
Lang. Coll     x   x  x  

Last checkout 2 years 
ago, it's in good binding 
condition but the pages 
are yellow and it is 25 
years old (published in 
1994). It is a guide on 
public speaking in 
Spanish. SPLM has a 
current guide on public 
speaking in Spanish. 

como un hombre piensa, 
asi es su vida

Spanish 289.98 Allen 2012 For. 
Lang. Coll       x  x  x

Last checkout was in 
2018, book has grime and 
stains and book cover has 
low image quality. Only 
copy in CCRLS. 
Translator is not 
mentioned in the 
copyright. Ordering a 
replacement copy from a 
more reputable Spanish 
publisher.

Compendium of seashells 594 Abbott 1982       x  x  
We have other books on 
this topic

Complete Mathematics 510 Johnson 2010     x    x  x



Title Call #

Reviewed and 
returned to 
shelf

Sent to be 
mended

Withdrawn - 
excess copy

Withdrawn 
- condition

Withdrawn- 
lack of use

Withdrawn - 
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other MUSTIE 
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ugly, 
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elsewhere) Last copy?
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(check if yes) 
Not necessarily 
a one-to-one 
replacement - 
i.e. replacement 
could be the 
same book, a 
newer edition, or 
another title with 
similar content. Notes

Computer Games 
Designer J 794.8 Feather 2014+  x        

Consent to kill CD Fiction Flynn     x    x  
Two more copies in 
CCRLS

consigue lo que quieres
Spanish 158.1 Gray 2012 For. Lang. 
Coll     x  x   x  

Last checkout was in 
2017, cover is creased, 
has low checkouts. There 
are other self-help books 
in Spanish already in the 
collection.

construcción de terrazas
Spanish 690.184 Construc 1992 For. 
Lang. Coll      x  x  x  

(nonfiction) published in 
1992. Book has stains 
and marks. A more 
current guide on building 
porches already exists in 
our collection. 

Consumed Ward, J.    x      Lucky Day

Contemporary public art in 
China : a photographic tour 709.51 Young 1999      x  x  x  

Last circ 2/2016. Checked 
out 7 times in 15 years. 

Cookies for Christmas 651.568 Cookies 1999  x        

Cooking 641.555 Chic 1995 Q     x  x  x  x  
Black speckles across 
cover. Spine. No circ in 3.

Cool Beaded Jewelry J 745.5942 Scheun      x  x  x  
Cool Clay Projects J 731.42 Scheun  x        

Cool cottages: 235 
delightful retreats 728.37 Cool 2001     x    x  

Staining and ripped 
pages. Have newer titles 
covering subject 

Cool Drawing J 741.2 Hanson  x        
Cool Metal Projects J 745.56 Scheune 2012  x        
Cool Productions J 792.02 Kenney 2010+      x   x  
Cool Slumber Parties J 793.21 Kenney 2012+      x   x  

Copper River CD Mystery Krueger   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

Cosmopolis CD Fiction Delillo     x  x   x  
Cottage by the Sea ROMANCE Macomber, D.    x      Lucky Day

Count to Ten Patterson, J.    x  x     
West Salem Lucky Day. 
Brown stains.

Cowboy Artists of America OVERSIZE 704.949 Duty 2002  x       x  

Do not have many other 
items that cover subject 
area in collection

Coyote Blue CD Fiction Moore   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts



Title Call #

Reviewed and 
returned to 
shelf

Sent to be 
mended

Withdrawn - 
excess copy

Withdrawn 
- condition

Withdrawn- 
lack of use

Withdrawn - 
outdated 
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irrelevant, 
elsewhere) Last copy?
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(check if yes) 
Not necessarily 
a one-to-one 
replacement - 
i.e. replacement 
could be the 
same book, a 
newer edition, or 
another title with 
similar content. Notes

Cradle and All TEEN Patterson, J.    x      
Craft Skills J 745.5 Turnbull      x  x  x  
Crafts for Kids Learning 
About Transportation J 745.5 Ross 2007      x  x  x  
Craftsman collection 728.373 Crafts 1999    x      
Crazy Rich Asians Kwan. K.    x      Lucky Day

Cream Puff Murder CD Mystery Fluke   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

Creative landscaping 712.6 Fell     x    x  x
Ordered new item 
covering the subject

Creative stamping in 
polymer clay 731.42 McGuire 2002      x   x  

Last circ 1/2016. Have 
similar titles in collection 

Critical CD Fiction Cook     x    x  2 other copies in CCRLS

Crooked staircase CD Koontz   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

Crusade TEEN Laird, E.     x  x   x  
Cryptid Hunters J Smith, R     x     

cuando te encuentre Spanish Sparks, N. For. Lang. Coll  x        

(fiction) another copy 
exists in the library, but 
the condition of the book 
is overall fair, some 
yellowing but the cover is 
uncreased and pages are 
clear.

Cubism J 709.04032 Bolton      x   x  
Cuckoo Song TEEN FICTION Hardinge, F.    x   x    
Cuckoo Song TEEN FICTION Hardinge, F.  x        

cuentos SPANISH Poe, E. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  x

(fiction) book is yellow. 
Has not circulated since 
2016. Was added to the 
collection in 2005. Only 
Spanish translation of Poe 
work at the Salem main 
library, ordering another 
title by the author in 
Spanish.
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Withdrawn - 
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a one-to-one 
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i.e. replacement 
could be the 
same book, a 
newer edition, or 
another title with 
similar content. Notes

cuentos completos SPANISH Dario, R. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  x

(fiction) grime, red stains, 
pen marks and the cover 
is faded in color. Low 
checkout/no checkout 
since 2016. Another copy 
exist in CCRLS. Ordering 
another title by the author 
instead. Spanish publisher 
is of quality.

Curse of the Were-Wiener J Vernon, U.     x     x
Cut-art : an introduction to 
Chung-hua and Kiri-e 736.98 Christensen 1989      x   x  

Pub date 1989. Last circ 
5/2014

dalai lama consejos 
espirituales

Spanish 294.3444 Bstan 2002 For. 
Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

Last checkout 2015, 
pages are yelow. There is 
a more current copy on 
Buddism by the Dalai 
Lama in Spanish at SPLM.

Damsels in Distress CD Mystery Hess     x    x  
We only own a few 
audiobooks in this series

danza de dragones SPANISH Martin, G. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) book is yellow, 
has grime. Cover is 
creased. Has not 
circulated since 2015. 
Another copy exists in 
CCRLS.

Dark horse CD Mystery Johnson   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

Dark in death CD Mystery Robb     x     We own a second copy

Dark lover CD Fiction Ward   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

Dark Sacred Night MYSTERY Connelly. M.    x      Lucky Day
Dark Triumph TEEN FICTION LaFevers, R.     x     
Date you can't refuse CD Mystery Kozak         
Dating Dead Men CD Mystery Kozak     x    x  

Daughters of the House Aikath-Gyaltsen, I.      x   x  
Last circ'd over 2.5 years 
ago. 

Daumier, 1808-1879 OVERSIZE 709.44 Daumier 1999      x   x  

Last circ 4/2016. Has 
been checked out one 
time. 

Dave Barry's only travel 
guide you'll ever need 818.54 Barry 1991  x        
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shelf
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mended

Withdrawn - 
excess copy

Withdrawn 
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Withdrawn- 
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(check if yes) 
Not necessarily 
a one-to-one 
replacement - 
i.e. replacement 
could be the 
same book, a 
newer edition, or 
another title with 
similar content. Notes

Day of battle CD 940.54215 Atkin   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

Dead Ex CD Mystery Kozak     x    x  

Death of a chimney sweep CD Mystery Beaton   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

Death Run TEEN Higgins, J.     x   x  

Series is going unread; 
parts missing; not worth 
replacing

Deck the Hall J 782.28 Long 2000   x       

Moving to Holiday books 
for potentially better 
visibility

Deck the Hounds MYSTERY Rosenfelt, D.    x      Lucky Day

decoracion del hogar: 
pinturas y papel tapiz

Spanish 698.14 Decor 1993 For. 
Lang. Coll      x  x  x  

Checkout was about five 
years ago, book was 
published 1992. There are 
more current titles on 
painting and decoration in 
Spanish at the library.

deja en paz al diablo Spanish Verdon, J. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) last circulated 
more than two years ago, 
has only five checkouts 
since it's addition to the 
collection in 2012. Pages 
are yellow, bottom of book 
has grime and stains.

Depth of Winter MYSTERY Johnson, C.    x      Lucky Day
Desert wildflowers of 
North America 582.130978 Taylor 1998      x   x  
Designing with perennials OVERSIZE 716 Harper 1991    x      

desnuda ante ti SPANISH Day, S. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) translation is of 
quality. Another copy 
exists in CCRLS. Book 
has circulated only three 
times, the most recent 
year in 2017. Cover is 
creased and pages are 
fanned out. 
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a one-to-one 
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i.e. replacement 
could be the 
same book, a 
newer edition, or 
another title with 
similar content. Notes

desnuda el affaire 
blackstone I SPANISH  Miller, R. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) checkout 1 time 
since 2013, last checkout 
was 2016. Large print. 
Reputable Spanish 
translation publisher.

despues de soñar SPANISH Lee, R. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) cover has various 
dents and creases, and 
pages have a tannin tone. 
Book has not circulated 
since 2016 and was 
added over 15 years ago. 
Reputable Spanish 
translation publisher.

Dewey Bob Sch +E   x       

diario de santa maria 
faustima

Spanish 271.92 Faustina 2004 For. 
Lang. Coll  x        

book has never checked 
out but it is in new 
condition and recently 
added to the colleciton in 
2017, returning to shelf.

Diary of a Worm JP Cronin  x        
Diatoms to Dinosaurs 591.4 McGowan      x   x  

diccionario de terminos 
juridicos

Spanish 340.03 Romanach For. 
Lang. Coll  x       x  x

Legal terms book 
published in 1992 (27 
years old) and last 
checkout was 5 years 
ago. Since it is the only 
item that presents legal 
terms in Spanish and 
English, it will continue to 
circulate until it can be 
replaced with a more 
current title.  

Dictionary of Animals 590.3 Diction 1984  x        

diez leyes irrefutables
Spanish 261.85 Panasuik 2010 For. 
Lang. Coll     x    x  

Last checkout was in 
2017 but the book has 
heavy staining. There is 
another book in Spanish 
that is in better condition 
with the subject of 
religious guidance on 
finances.
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i.e. replacement 
could be the 
same book, a 
newer edition, or 
another title with 
similar content. Notes

Digital Art J 776 Miller 2008+  x        

Older  publication and 
some outdated content 
but there does not appear 
to be anything new on the 
subject to replace it with

Dimensional bead 
embroidery : a reference 
guide to techniques 739.27 Eakin 2011      x   x  

Last circ 5/2016. Have 
many similar titles in 
collection

Dimity Dumpty JP Gra +E     x    x  

Dinnertime Survival Guide 641.555 Kuzen 2014     x    x  x

New copy of newer book 
on same topic on order 
from author. Pub 2018. 
This copy: taped spines, 
water damage, sticky. 

Dinnerware of the 20th 
century : the top 500 
patterns 738.09 Dinner 1997      x   x  Last circ 8/2015
Dinosaurs Before Dark J Osborne, M.     x     x

Disappeared CD Box   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

Distant mirror 921 Coucy, Enguerrand de  x       x  x

I am putting this copy 
back on the shelf, but also 
ordering a new copy 
because this copy is 
getting worn.

Divers and snorkelers 
guide to the fishes and 
sea life of the Caribbean, 
Florida ... 597.09729 Stokes  x        
Doc Savage his 
apocalyptic life 813.52 Farmer  x        

Doing hard time CD Mystery Woods   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

Doing simple math in your 
head 513.9 Howard      x   x  x

dominacion Spanish Sansom, C. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) book last 
circulated in 2016, it has 
only checked out twice 
since it's addition to the 
collection in 2013. Book 
has some yellowing and 
minor stains.
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could be the 
same book, a 
newer edition, or 
another title with 
similar content. Notes

Don't Laugh at Me JP Seskin  x        
Don't Turn Around TEEN FICTION Gagnon, M.  x        

Don't Turn Around TEEN FICTION Gagnon, M.   x  x  x     

There were two copies of 
this book. One had not 
circulated in nearly 2 
years. The other has 
circulated recently. 
However, the one that had 
been on the shelf for two 
years had circulated 
siginifcantly fewer times 
overall and was in better 
condition, so I returned 
the "lack of use" copy to 
the shelf and withdrew 
this copy because of poor 
condition.

Dotty's First Book JB     x     x
Doubt Vol. 1 TEEN GRAPHIC Doubt Vol. 1     x    x  x
Dr. Seuss from then to 
now : a catalogue of the 
retrospective exhibition 
organized by the San 
Diego 709.73 Dr. 1987      x   x  

Last circ 11/2015. Other 
copies in CCRLS

Drawing Dracula J 743.8 Roza      x  x  x  
Drawing Lessons from 
Stan and Jan JP Ber     x    x  Out of print

Dream houses 728.37 Gilliatt 1987      x  x  x  
Last circ 1/2015. 1987 
publication date

Dream Snow JB     x     x

Dressed for death CD Mystery Leon   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

Drumbeat in Our Feet J 793.31 Keeler  x        

Drunken Forest 591.98 Durrell     x    x  x
Trying Alibris for 
replacement

Du Iz Tak? JP Ellis  x        
Duck for President JP Cro     x     x
Duck for President JP Cronin  x        

Dust CD Mystery Cornwell   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

Dying Freedom: 
Insurrection 1810 Acosta Vallejo, R.      x   x  Never circulated. 
Dying to tell CD Fiction Goddard     x    x  
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i.e. replacement 
could be the 
same book, a 
newer edition, or 
another title with 
similar content. Notes

e de evidencia SPANISH Grafton, S. For. Lang. Coll  x        

(fiction) book has low 
checkouts but the 
condition of the book is 
good. Reputable Spanish 
publisher.

Early Christian & 
Byzantine art 709.02 Lowden  x       x  

Good quality material on 
the subject even if low 
circ. Not many other 
similar titles in collection

Earth Medicine Earth 
Foods 581.634 Weiner 1972       x  x  

We have newer books on 
this topic

Earth-Friendly Buildings, 
Bridges, and More J 720.472 Kaner      x   x  
Earth-Friendly Clay Crafts 
in 5 Easy Steps J 731.42 Llimos  x        
Earth-Friendly Holidays J 745.59416 Pfiff      x  x  x  
Earth, Sea, Sun and Sky J 704.943 Stieff 2011  x        
Easy living one story 
designs 728.373 Easy 2000     x    x  Stained and ripped pages

Eat Right, Eat Well - The 
Italian Way 641.5638 Giobbi 1998     x   x  x  

Cover curled. Pages dirty. 
Newer content on light 
italian/meditterranean.

Echoes in the Walls Andrews, V.    x      Triple copy.
Edgar Miller and the 
handmade home : 
Chicago's forgotten 
Renaissance man OVERSIZE 729.09 Cahan 2009      x   x  Last circ 4/2012

Edge of recall CD Fiction Heitzmann   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

Edge of the sea 591.92 Carson     x     

Hardcover without a 
dustjacket; we have a 
paperback copy

Edgeland TEEN Halpern, J.      x   x  
Edible and medicinal 
plants of the west 581.63 Tilford 1997     x    x  

We have other books on 
this topic

Eighth Continent 508.691 Tyson  x        
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could be the 
same book, a 
newer edition, or 
another title with 
similar content. Notes

el 4 de julio
SPANISH  Patterson, J. For. Lang. 
Coll   x       

(fiction) Last checkout in 
2018. Some creasing on 
front cover, book cover 
peeling. Tiny small stains 
throughout book. 
Reputable Spanish 
translation publisher. 
Recommended for minor 
cover mending. 

el archivo de sherlock 
holmes SPANISH Doyle. A. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  x

(fiction) has not circulated 
since 2015, cover is 
creased and does not 
close all the way. 
Undentifiable stains that 
appear sticky. Translation 
is of quality. Ordering a 
different title from the 
author.

el beso de la muerte SPANISH Reichs, K. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) white-out inside 
first page over pen marks, 
book is dusty and has no 
checkout since 2015.

el bosque magico
SPANISH Grossman, L. For. Lang. 
Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) book has no 
circulation activity since 
2016, book was added in 
2012, dark stains on the 
bottom text block of the 
book - looks like mold or 
moisture mixed with 
grime, spine is creased. 
Translation is of quality.

el caballero del jubon 
amarillo

SPANISH Perez-Reverte, A. For. 
Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) various pages 
have moisture damage 
and pages bunch 
together. Book is large 
print and book #5 of the 
series.  Language is of 
quality - written by the 
author, not a translation. 
Front and back covers are 
creased. Has not 
circulated since 2006. 
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could be the 
same book, a 
newer edition, or 
another title with 
similar content. Notes

el camino de paz
Spanish 289.98 Allen 2010 For. 
Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

Last checkout was 3 
years ago, book has 
grime, but circulation is 
low. 

El Charro Cafe 641.509 El Charro 1998     x   x  x  
Water damage. Ink in 
front pages. 

el club social de las chicas 
temerarias

SPANISH Valdes Rodriguez, For. 
Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) other copies exist 
in CCRLS, pages are 
yellow, has red markings 
on the bottom of the book, 
and item has not 
circulated since 2015. 

el coraculo del delphi keep SPANISH  Laurie, V. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) one checkout 
since 2011, yellow pages, 
creased pages, book 
cover peeling from spine. 
Reputable Spanish 
translation publisher.

el coronel no tiene quien 
le escriba

SPANISH Marquez, G. For. Lang. 
Coll  x        

(fiction) book spine is 
worn, dark yellowing 
throughout book. 
Condition is not prime, but 
it last circulated in 2018.  
Language is of quality - 
written by the author, not 
a translation. Item will 
circulate until replacement 
item is received. 

el curioso incidente del 
perro a medianoche SPANISH Haddon, M. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) book has staining 
on top and bottom of the 
text block pages, but has 
low circulation rates. Last 
checkout was in 2016. 
Reputable Spanish 
translation publisher.

el eco negro
SPANISH Connelly, M. For. Lang. 
Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) has not circulated 
in two years, pages are 
yellow and have stains. 
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same book, a 
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el enigma de la atlantida SPANISH Brokaw, C. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) book is yellow and 
it last circulated in 2017. 
Cover has creases. Pages 
have grime.

el fantasma de la noche SPANISH Kenyon, S. For. Lang. Coll      x   x  

(fiction) book has low 
circulation (1 checkout in 
2015), book was added to 
the collection in 2012. 
Book has yellowing, 
reputable Spanish 
publisher. 

el fuego secreto de la 
madre teresa

Spanish 271.97 Langford 2010 For. 
Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

Right top corner of book is 
bent, has stains, and 
pages are yellow. Most 
recent circulation was in 
2017. There are other 
books on Mother Teresa 
in the library (in Spanish).

el hijo de viento SPANISH Mankell, H. For. Lang. Coll      x   x  

(fiction) cover is creased 
but pages are clear, book 
has low circulation ever 
since it was added to the 
collection in 2011. Last 
checkout was in 2017.

el impostor Spanish Stuart, A. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) last circulated in 
2016, book pages are 
yellow, cover is creased, 
back pages have torn 
from spine. 

el libro de cuentos de 
amor de todo el mundo Spanish Libro For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) last circulated in 
2017 and Spanish 
publisher is reputable. 
However, pages are 
brown in tone, and there's 
several particles (of 
food?) stuck in various 
pages.

el libro de sombras SPANISH Gonzales, Wippler, M.  x        

(fiction) has 0 checkouts 
but book was published in 
2016, condition is like new. 
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el mago de los huesos SPANISH Higgins, F. For. Lang. Coll      x   x  

(fiction) has not circulated 
since 2016, condition is 
okay minus some grime 
on pages. Has checked 
out six times since being 
added to the collection in 
2011 - low checkout.

el oraculo 
SPANISH Manfredi, V. For. Lang. 
Coll  x        

(fiction) book cover is 
slightly creased, pages 
are in good condition, last 
circulated in 2018. Overall 
book is good shape - can 
still circulate.

el oro del rey
SPANISH Perez-Reverte, A. For. 
Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) book pages are 
warped, has grime 
throughout the text block 
pages of the book. No 
checkouts since 2015. 

el pacto SPANISH Pang, A. For. Lang. Coll  x        

(fiction) book has some 
yellowing, scuffs, and one 
very creased page. But 
the condition is overall 
good for circulation, it last 
checked out in 2018. 
Translation is of quality. 
Book is #1 of a series. 

el padre pio la madre 
teresa Spanish 271 Di 2003 For. Lang. Coll  x       x  

Last checkout was in 
2017, cover is creased but 
it is the only book about 
the subject of a particular 
religious saint in Spanish 
at SPLM. 

el palacio de la 
medianoche

SPANISH Ruiz Zafon, C. For. Lang. 
Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) book last 
circulated in 2016, 
another copy exists in 
CCRLS. Cover is creased, 
pages are yellow, has 
various stains (possibly 
food related stains?) 
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el principe lestat SPANISH Rice, A. For. Lang. Coll  x        

(fiction) other copies exist 
in CCRLS, book checked 
outed recently in 2018, 
binding is sturdy and 
pages are new. Returning 
to shelf. Spanish 
translation publisher is 
reputable. 

el reino del dragon de oro SPANISH  Allende, I. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  x

(fiction) Book is hard to 
open. Pages are yellow 
and stained. Has hair 
attached to spine. Pencil 
shavings inside book. 
Language is of quality - 
written by the author, not 
a translation. Circulated 
three times, last circ was 
2016. CCRLS has copies. 
Ordering another title by 
the author.

el retrato de dorian gray Spanish Wilde, O. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  x

(fiction) latest checkout 
was in 2017, book has 
serious yellowing. 
Ordering a replacement 
copy.

el ruido de las cosas a 
caer Spanish Vasquez, J. For. Lang. Coll      x   x  

(fiction) book last 
circulated in 2015 and has 
only three checkouts 
since it's addition to the 
collection in 2012. About 
half of the pages are bent, 
has some yellowing. 
Creased cover.

el sacrilegio SPANISH LaHaye, T. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) low circulation, 
two other copies exist in 
CCRLS, pages are 
creased, has a few stains. 
Reputable Spanish 
publisher.
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el secreto de monna lisa SPANISH Garcia, D. For. Lang. Coll      x   x  

(fiction) book last 
circulated in 2016, book 
has heaving staining on 
top of the text block but 
pages seem unaffected. 
Pages are creased and 
reputable Spanish 
publisher.

el secreto de tio oscar
Spanish Trujilo Sanz, F. For. Lang. 
Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) last circulated in 
2017, book has several 
stains, cover is creased.

el señor de los cielos
SPANISH Lopez Lopez, A. For. 
Lang. Coll      x   x  

(fiction) book is yellow, 
other copy exists in 
CCRLS, has low 
checkouts,  and cover is 
creased. 

el silencio de galileo
SPANISH Lopez Nieves, L For. 
Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) book pages are 
yellow and it last 
circulated in 2017, also 
has low checkout. Cover 
has creases. 

el silencio de los corderos SPANISH Harris, T. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) another copy 
exists in CCRLS, last 
circulated in 2017. Cover 
and pages have grime, 
last half of book has 
moisture damage and 
staining. 

el tercer circulo SPANISH Quick, A. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) book is yellow, 
has green marks on the 
bottom of the book. Has 
not circulated for three 
years. 

el tunel SPANISH Sabato, E. For. Lang. Coll   x       

(fiction) condition: pages 
are clean, no yellowing, 
small mark on text block 
pages, binding is sturdy. 
Language is of quality - 
written by the author, not 
a translation. Circulated 
recently. Sending for new 
dust cover.
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el ultimo caton SPANISH  Asensi, M. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) pages are dark 
yellow, bottom edges of 
book have dark grime. 
Various minor red 
markings (crayon) 
throughout book. Multiple 
markings.  Language is of 
quality - written by the 
author, not a translation. 
Only one checkout since 
2006.

el vencedor esta solo SPANISH Coelho, P. For. Lang. Coll   x       

(fiction) book is slightly 
yellow, but has circulated 
well. Text block has 
detached from hardcover 
spine. Sending it for 
mending. Other copies 
exist in CCRLS. 

el verano de los juguetes 
muertos SPANISH Hill, T. For. Lang. Coll      x   x  x

(fiction) book has low 
checkouts, none since 
2016. Book has yellow 
and some stains. 
Language is of quality - 
written by the author, not 
a translation. Book is 
worn, ordering a different 
title by the author.

el viaje del elefante Spanish Saramago, J. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  x

(fiction) latest checkout 
was in 2017, pages are 
yellow, cover has stains. 
Ordering a replacement 
copy. Spanish publisher is 
reputable.
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elboracion de jabones y 
aromas

Spanish 668.12 Bardey, 1999 For. 
Lang. Coll      x  x  x  x

(nonfiction) book was 
published in 1999, book 
has pen markings and 
stains, and a red/orange 
streak across the top, 
gives perfume brands that 
are no longer made, only 
book on soapmaking in 
Spanish in collection. Last 
checkout was 3 years 
ago. Ordering a more 
recent  title with similar 
content.

Elevation King, S.    x      Lucky Day
Eleven J Myracle, L.     x     x
Elmo Pig JP KAN     x    x  

en el nombre de salome SPANISH Alvarez, J. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) other copies exist 
in CCRLS, book has 
yellowing pages, bottom 
of book has moisture 
damage, book has low 
circulation.  Language is 
of quality - written by the 
author, not a translation.

en el pais de la nube 
blanca SPANISH Lark, S. For. Lang. Coll  x        x

(fiction) book is #1 of a 
three part series, 
translation is of quality. 
Book has circulated twice 
in the last year. Book has 
stains and grime on the 
top and bottom of the text 
block. Ordering a 
replacement but book will 
circulate until item arrives.

encargos al universo
Spanish 158.1 Mohr 2008 For. Lang. 
Coll     x  x   x  

Last checkout was in 
2017, book was published 
over 10 years ago. Book 
is in the area of 
psychology. There are 
other more current books 
on the subject of self-help.
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Enchanted Islands Amend, A.        x  

Last circ'd over 2 years 
ago. Still owned by other 
CCRLS librararies. None 
of those copies have 
circ'd since 2017.

Enchantress of Florence CD Fiction Rushdie   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

Encyclopaedia of British 
pottery and porcelain 
marks 738.3 Godden 1991      x   x  

Last circ 9/2013. Own 
other titles that address 
the topic 

Encyclopedia of animal 
behavior 591.51 Encyclo 1987  x        
Encyclopedia of insects 595.7 Encyclopedia 1986  x        
End of science 501 Horgan  x        
End of the dream 364.1523 Rule     x     
Endless Feasts 641.509 Endless 2002  x        

Endurance LP 921 Kelly, Scott     x     

Cover chewed on and 
ripped. Outreach LP copy. 
Additional copies in 
CCRLS and SPLM.

enemigos bajo las 
sabanas SPANISH Leclaire, D. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  x

(fiction) Last circulated in 
2016, but circulated well 
prior to 2016. Book is 
creased and does not 
close all the way. Book 
has warped and yellow 
pages. Reputable Spanish 
translation publisher. 
Ordering another title with 
similar content.

Energy free homes for a 
small planet 720.472 Edmin 2009    x      

enigmas y misterios del 
talmud y la cabala

Spanish 296.16 Sheling 2009 For. 
Lang. Coll  x       x  

Book is in good condition, 
last checkout was in 2017 
but it is the only Spanish 
book on the Kabbalah and 
Talamud in CCRLS so I'm 
returning it to the shelf.

Enter Title Here TEEN Kanakla, R.  x        
Entries 811.54 Berry  x        
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Ernest Thompson Seton's 
America 508.7 Seton 1954  x        

españa y su civilizacion
Spanish 946 Ugarte 2005 For. Lang. 
Coll  x       x  x

Last checkout was 2 
years ago, it is a textbook 
with exercises on Spain's 
cultural history. It was 
published in 2005, but it is 
the only book in the 
collection that is about 
Spain's social and cultural 
history in Spanish.

Essential Horace 874 Horace  x        

este puede ser tu mejor 
año

Spanish 158.1 Ford 2006 For. Lang. 
Coll       x  x  x

Book has circulated well 
and checked out in 2018. 
It was last published in 
2002, but there is a newer 
edition. Cover is heavily 
creased, has grime, and 
stains.

Eternity's Wheel TEEN FICTION Gaiman, N.   x       
Evangeline 811.3 Longfellow     x     x
Even in quiet places 811.54 Stafford  x        
Every Breath Sparks, N.    x      Lucky Day

Everybody Always 248.4 Goff 2018    x  x     
Lucky Day. Grubby back 
cover.

Everything Leads to You TEEN FICTION LaCour, N.     x     
Explore and Draw Whales J 743.695 Thomp  x        
Face, Place adn Inner 
Spaces J 701.18 Sousa      x   x  

falco
SPANISH Perez-Reverte, A. For. 
Lang. Coll  x        

(fiction) book has not 
been checked out but it 
was added in 2018. 
Another copy exists in 
CCRLS. Book pages are 
intact with no stains. Book 
will go back in circulation. 
Language is of quality - 
written by the author, not 
a translation

Falcon JP JES     x     Out of print

Fallingwater, a Frank 
Lloyd Wright country house OVERSIZE 728.6 Kauf 1986      x  x  x  

Last circ 4/2014. Have 
titles that cover the 
structure with color 
photographs 
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Farm Journal's 
Homemade Breads 641.509 Farm Journal 1985  x        

BTS. Recent circ. Niche 
item. Condition OK. 
Content: natural bread 
baking.

Fashion Designer J 746.92 Wooster 2012 +      x   x  
Faulkner the major years 813.52 Backman     x    x  x
Fear 973.933 Woodward 2018    x      Tons of excess copies
Fear 973.933 Woodward 2019    x      Tons of excess copies
Fear 973.933 Woodward 2018    x      Lucky Day

Fear 973.933 Woodward 2018    x  x     
Tons of excess copies. 
Stains.

Feng shui in the garden 712.2 Wydra 1997     x    x  Pages stained 

festin de cuervos SPANISH Martin, G. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) book is yellow, 
has grime. Has not 
circulated since 2015. 
Another copy exists in 
CCRLS.

Fever TEEN FICTION DeStefano, L.     x     

Ficciones SPANISH Borges, J. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  x

(fiction) Book has various 
stains on cover (possibly 
coffee?) and througout 
pages. Has checked out 
in 2018. Ordering 
replacement. Language is 
of quality - written by the 
author, not a translation

Field guide to seashells of 
the world 594 Lindner 1977       x  x  x

Field guide to the grasses, 
sedges and rushes of the 
United States 584.9 Knobel 1977       x  x  

We have a newer book on 
this topic

Field guide to the slug 594.3 Gordon     x    x  out of print

Fiery Cross part 1 CD Fiction Gabaldon   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

Finger lickin' fifteen CD Mystery Evanovich     x     

We own a second copy 
plus 6 other copies in 
CCRLS

Finnikin of the Rock TEEN FICTION Marchetta, M.    x  x  x    

Fireplace Ideas 721.8 Port 1996     x    x  
Pages falling out. Have 
similar titles in collection
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Fireplaces 721.8 Kinkead      x  x  x  

Last circ 12/2014, Have 
other items in collection 
that address subject

First Strike TEEN FICTION Higgins, J.     x  x  x  x  
First The Egg JP Seeger  x        

Flavored Breads 641.509 Coyote Cafe 1996     x   x  x  

Spine broken in back. 
Mold speckles in front. 
Stains. 

Flora and the Peacocks JP Idle     x     x
Fly Guy's Amazing Tricks JER Arn     x     x
Follow the Yarn JB     x     x
Forced out CD Fiction Frey     x    x  
Forts & castles OVERSIZE 728.81 Hardin 1997      x   x  Last circ 7/2013
Frank Stella: Painting into 
architecture OVERSIZE 709.2 Stella 2007      x   x  Last circ 3/2014

Frederic Remington : the 
masterworks 709.24 Shapiro 1988     x  x  x  x  

Stains and cracked spine. 
Last circ 10/2014. Other 
titles addressing 
Remington's work in 
collection

Free-Range Kids CD 649.1 Skenazy 2009   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

Freestyle, the new 
architecture and interior 
design from Los Angeles OVERSIZE 728.09794 Street      x  x  x  

Pub date 1986. Last circ 
9/2015

frida kahlo la pintora y el 
mito

Spanish 921 Kahlo, Frida 2001 For. 
Lang. Coll  x       x  x

Last checkout was 2 
years ago (published 18 
years ago) it is the only 
adult Spanish biography 
of Frida Kahlo in the 
library. Will circulate until 
replacement is acquired. 

Froi of the Exiles TEEN FICTION Marchetta, M.    x  x     
From Wax to Crayon J 741.23 Nelson      x  x  x  

Full Dark No Stars CD Fiction King   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

Fun Fabrics J 745.5 Owen      x  x  x  
Fun with Paint J 745.5 Lim 2013      x  x  x  

Garden ornaments 717 Hankinson 1999      x  x  x  
Last circ 7/2015. Have 
similar titles in collection

Garden paths 712 Hayward      x   x  

Pages falling out. Many 
other items on subject in 
collection 
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Garden planning 712.6 Garden 1992     x     x
Faded, creased, and dity. 
New item ordered 

Garden Rooms 728.924 Tanner 1986     x    x  Stained and dirty
Gaseous matter 530.43 Angelo 2011  x        

Gates of Thread and Stone TEEN FICTION Lee, L.      x    
Genius talk 500 Brian  x        

gente letal SPANISH Locke, L. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) book has not 
circulated in three years, 
yellowing pages. 

Geologic history of the 
Columbia River Gorge 557.97 Williams     x     We have 2 other copies
Geology a self-teaching 
guide 550 Murck 2001      x  x  x  x
German and Austrian 
porcelain 738.209 Ware      x   x  Last circ 1/2016
Get That Hat JER Far     x     
Get That Hat JER Far     x    x  
Ghost of Nicholas Greebe JP Joh     x    x  Out of print
Gifts J 745.5 Owen      x  x  x  

Gildenford Anand, V.     x  x   x  

Last circ'd over 2 years 
ago. Do not own 2/4 
books in series.None of 
other author's work owned 
by SPL have circ'd 
recently either. Stains 
inside. 

Gingerbread Baby JP Bre +E     x     x

Girl in a Blue Dress Arnold, G.      x   x  

Hasn't circ'd since 2016. 3 
other CCRLS libraries 
own, last use dates 2009, 
2016, and 06/2017.

Girl next door CD Fiction MacDonald     x    x  

Girl of his dreams CD Mystery Leon   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

Global Babies JB     x     x

Gluten-Free, Sugar-Free... 641.5638 O'Brien 2006     x     

Binding. Cover split. Food 
stains. Newer book in 
collection that also covers 
GF and SF cooking.

Go J 741.6 Kidd  x        
Go to Sleep, Little Farm JP Ray   x       
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God Bless This Starry 
Night JB     x     x

God's Cookbook 641.567 D'Antioc 2014  x        

BTS. Good condition. 
Recent in-house use. 
Topic coverage. 

Good samaritan strikes 
again CD 796.5 McManus     x     

We own a second copies 
plus more in CCRLS

Goodnight Nobody CD Fiction Weiner     x    x  
Replacement copy not 
available from publisher

Goodnight Sleepy Animals JB     x     x
Goodnight, Goodnight, 
Construction Site JP Rinker  x        

grandes momentos de 
nuestra vida

Spanish 130 Grandes 2008 For. 
Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

Book has 5 checkouts 
since 2016, has stains, 
and yellow pages. Cover 
is creased.

Grasshopper trap CD 796.5 McManus   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

Great men & women of 
the Bible 920.92209 Fortosis  x        
Greene & Greene: 
Furniture and related 
designs 728.0979 Makinson V.2     x  x  x  x  

Stained and dirty. Have 
other items on the 
Greenes' work

Gregg Reference Manual 808.042 Sabin 2005     x    x  x
Staff copy will be moved 
to circulation

H.O.R.S.E. JP Meyers  x        

Handpainting porcelain 738.15 De Sartiges 2001      x   x  

Last circ 6/2015. Have 
other titles in collection 
that address the topic

harry potter y el caliz de 
fuego Spanish Rowling, J. For. Lang. Coll    x  x  x    

(fiction) book last 
circulated in 2016, pages 
have grime, and have 
stains. Other copy exists 
in the library.

harry potter y el prisionero 
de Azkaban Spanish Rowling, J. For. Lang. Coll  x        x

(fiction) book last 
circulated two years ago, 
pages have grime and 
stains, cover is creased. 
Will circulate until 
replacement copy arrives.
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harry potter y las reliquias 
de la muerte Spanish Rowling, J. For. Lang. Coll  x        

(fiction) book has checked 
out recently, some pages 
are creased but the 
binding is sturdy. Has 
some grime, but the 
pages are clear.

Haunted MYSTERY Patterson, J.    x      West Salem Lucky Day

Haunting Bombay Agarwal, S.      x   x  

Last circ'd over 2.5 years 
ago. Still owned by 
CCRLS.

Having everything right 814.54 Stafford 1986     x     
Having everything right 814.54 Stafford 1986  x        

Hawaiian Reef Animals 597.09969 Hobson 1990     x     
We have a newer book on 
this topic

Heart full of lies 364.1523 Rule     x    x  x
Heart in the wild 508 McElroy 2002      x   x  
Hello, Olaf! JP POS     x    x  
Hemp Jewelry J 745.5942 Sadler      x   x  
Hi-Tech Clothes J 746.92 Spils 2013 +      x   x  
Hidden cities : the 
discovery and loss of 
ancient North American 
civilization 720.97 Kennedy      x  x  x  

Last circ 3/2016. Have 
similar titles in collection

Hidden harmonies 516.22 Kaplan      x   x  
Higher loyalty 921 Comey    x      
Higher loyalty 921 Comey    x      
Higher loyalty 921 Comey    x      
Higher loyalty 921 Comey    x      
Higher loyalty 921 Comey    x      

hijos de la madrugada SPANISH Andres, B. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) Book is signed by 
the author -unverified? 
Two checkouts since 
2005.  Language is of 
quality - written by the 
author, not a translation. 
Pages are dark yellow, 
stained. Recommended 
for Friends Library Store 
but not for circulation. 
Small book and binding 
will not hold up. 

Hip-Hop J 793.3 Royston 2013+  x        

His excellency CD 921 Washington, George 2004     x     
1 copy at WSL, plus 4 
others in CCRLS
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historia de dos ciudades SPANISH Dickens. C. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  x

(fiction) book has never 
checked out since it's 
addition to the collection 
in 2005. Has dark staining 
through various pages, 
distracts me from reading. 
Translation is of quality, 
but there is another 
version from a more 
reputable Spanish 
publisher available. Cover 
has several minor dents. 
Pages are dark yellow. 
Ordering replacement 
from a different translation 
publisher.

historia de los incas
Spanish 980.36 Sarmien, 2001 For. 
Lang. Coll  x       x  

Last checkout was in 
2017, but the book is in 
great condition. Has an 
updated introduction 
commenting on the first 
edition of this book 
published in 1945. 
Returning to shelf. 

historias de la gente (large 
print) SPANISH Historias For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) book is worn - 
cover is creased and the 
color is faded from the 
book, red sharpie on top 
of the book spine, pages 
are warped and various 
stains on the text block.  
Language is of quality - 
written by the authors, not 
a translation, but the book 
has check out three times 
since 2004. Book has no 
ISBN. 

Holiday Crafts J 745.5941 Holland  x        
Holy Ghost MYSTERY Sandford, J.    x      Lucky Day

Holy Ghost CD Sandford   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts
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Home planning for your 
later years 720.846 Wasch       x  x  

Published in 1996. 
Outdated information. 
Collection contains other 
relevant material

Home to Harmony CD Fiction Gulley     x    x  x
Hondo & Fabian JP McC  x        
Hoot TEEN HIAASEN, C.    x  x     

Hop in the Saddle: A 
Guide to Portland's... 641.23 Burn 2013  x        

BTS. Local interest/travel. 
Good condition. Subject 
coverage.

Hour of Magic J Stilton, G.     x     x
How Big is a Foot JP Myl +E       x  x  
How do you do it? Ask the 
kids 817.008 How 1989     x    x  
How it Feels to Fly TEEN Holmes, K.    x   x    
How to Be Brave TEEN Kottaras, E.    x      
How To Bicycle to the 
Moon JP Gerstein     x     x
How To Break a Dragon's 
Heart J Cowell, C.     x     x
How to carve wildfowl 731.462 Schroeder 1984 V. 01      x   x  Last circ 12/2015
How to carve wildfowl 731.462 Schroeder 1986 V. 02      x   x  Last circ 6/2015
How to catch and identify 
the gamefish of Oregon 597.09795 Lusch 1978     x    x  out of print
How to Cook Everything: 
The Basics 641.5 Bitt 2012  x        

How to dissect 590.78 Berman 1984       x  x  
We have a newer book on 
this topic

How to Feed Your baby... 641.5622 Lewis 2010     x  x  x  x  
Stains on cover. No circ in 
4. Newer books on topic. 

How to feng shui your 
garden 712.2 Hale 2000    x  x    x  

Stained and dirty pages 
and cover 

How to Hang a Witch TEEN Mather, S.    x  x     

How to make mobiles 731 L99L     x  x   x  
Last circ 10/2015. Stained 
and yellowed pages. 

How to Pick a Peach 641.35 Parsons 2007      x    

Newer books on topic. 
Other copies in CCRLS. 
No circ in 3.5+.

How to write & give a 
speech 808.51 Dietz     x   x  x  x

Hubble vision 522.2919 Peters 1995 Q      x  x  x  
We have newer books on 
the Hubble telescope
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Human nature : the 
Japanese Garden of 
Portland, Oregon 712.09795 Hamilton 1996      x  x  x  

Last circ 5/2016. have 
similar titles in collection

humo en tus ojos
SPANISH Pacheco. C. For. Lang. 
Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) book has not 
checked out since 2015, 
only one checkout. Book 
pages are dark yellow. 
Translation is of quality. 

I Dreamed of Flying Like  
a Bird J 779.32 Haas 2010+      x   x  
I Know You Know Macmillan, G.    x      Lucky Day
I Love You Daddy JB     x    x  
I See The Rhythm of 
Gospel J 782.25 Igus 2010+      x   x  
I Stink! JP McMullan  x        
I Survived the Destruction 
of Popeii J Tarshis     x     x
I-5 killer 364.1523 Rule     x     
I'm Brave! J McM     x     x

Ideas for great floors 721.6 Ideas 2002      x  x  x  

Last circ 11/2015. Have 
other items in collection 
that address subjecHave o

Ideas for great garden 
decor 717 Bix 2000      x  x  x  

Last circ 7/2015. Have 
similar titles in collection

Imani's Moon JP Bro  x        
Impact CD Fiction Preston     x    x  2 other copies in CCRLS

impacto SPANISH Reuland, R. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) book is yellow, 
has red marking inside 
pages. Has not circulated 
for four years. 

implacable
Spanish 248.4 Bevere 2012 For. 
Lang. Coll  x       x  

Last checkout was in 
2017, book has some 
grime but it's still 
circulable. This may be 
the only book on this 
subject in Spanish 
collection. 

Impressionism J 759.4 Welton+  x        

In a heartbeat Adler, E.      x   x  

Hasn't circ'd since 2016, 
nor have many other titiles 
by this author. Other 
CCRLS libraries own.

In our humble opinion 814.6 Maglioz 2000   x       
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In the company of soldiers 956.70443 Atkin 2004     x  x   x  

In the Country Alvar, M.    x   x    

Last used over 2.5 years 
ago. SPLW copy has 
never circulated. Other 
SPLM copy last circ'd 2 
years ago, will keep it on 
the shelf. NYTimes 
editor's choice 2015.

In the Darkroom CD 921 Faludi, Susan 2016   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

In the fullness of time : 
masterpieces of Egyptian 
art from American 
collections 709.32 Romano 2002  x       x  

Local interest: catalog of 
Hallie Ford museum 
exhibit containing high 
quality images of ancient 
Egyptian art

In the name of love 364.1523 Rule     x     
In the Small, Small Pond JP Fle     x     x
In the wake of the sea-
serpents 591.92 Heuvelmans      x  x  x  
Incredibles 2 J Disney     x     

Independence of Miss 
Mary Bennet CD Fiction McCullough   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

India : art and culture, 
1300-1900 OVERSIZE 709.54 Welch 1985      x   x  

Last circ 4/2015. Pub date 
1985. 

Indian temples and 
palaces 726.14 Edwardes     x  x  x  x  

Last circ 1/2015. Water 
damage. Published 1969

inferno SPANISH Brown, D. For. Lang. Coll     x    x  x

SPLM does not have the 
complete series (missing 
books 2&3 in series). 
CCRLS has other copies. 
Book has water damage 
and black ink is over the 
last 100 pages. Ordering 
replacement copy along 
with the missing books in 
the series. Reputable 
Spanish publisher. 

infidel CD 921 Hirsi Ali, Ayaan 2007     x    x  2 other copies in CCRLS
Influential gardeners : the 
designers who shaped 
20th-century garden style 712.09 Wilson 2002  x       x  

Relevant information even 
if low circ. No other titles 
that address subject
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Insect Societies 595.7 Wilson     x    x  out of print
Insects a guide to familiar 
American insects 595.7 Zim     x    x  

We have a newer edition 
of this book

Insects of the world 595.7 Wootton  x        
Inside Out JP Disney     x     x
Intervention CD Fiction Cook     x    x  4 other copies in CCRLS
Into the Gauntlet J Thirty-nine     x     x

Introduction to Japanese 
swords 739.722 Hawley 1973      x   x  

Last circ 9/2015. Have 
other items in collection 
that cover the topic

Introduction to North 
American Beetles 595.76 Papp 1984     x   x  x  

We have newer books on 
this topic

Invertebrates 592 Invert 2001      x   x  

Islam : art and architecture OVERSIZE 709.17671 Islam 2000  x       x  
Good resource even if low 
circ

It's In His Touch Alexander, s.     x  x   x  

Last circ'd over 2.5 years 
ago. Water damage. Don't 
own rest of 5-book series. 

Italian Baroque and 
Rococo architecture 720.945 Varriano      x  x  x  

Last circ 2/2015. Other 
titles in collection cover 
topic with high-quality 
color images 

j de juicio SPANISH Grafton, S. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) book has never 
circulated, even though it 
was put on display in 
2015. Book cover has 
detached from spine, 
cover is creased in 
several places, top and 
bottom of text block has 
stains. Translation is of 
quality.

Jack and the Beanstalk JP Gal +E    x    x   

Japanese art : a cultural 
appreciation 709.52 Ienaga      x  x  x  x

Last circ 6/2015. 
Published in 1979 with 
black and white images. 
Title with high quality color 
images has been ordered. 

Japanese homes and their 
surroundings 728.0952 Morse 1961     x   x  x  x

Ordered newer edition 
that places the information 
in historical context
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Jasper Johns OVERSIZE 709.2 Chrichton 1994      x  x  x  

Last circ 5/2016. Have 
other, newer titles 
covering this artist 

jesus
Spanish 232.901 Solana 2002 For. 
Lang. Coll     x    x  

Grime, unidentifiable 
stains, pages are 
separating from spine, 
and there are several 
biographical books on 
Jesus in Spanish that are 
more current and in better 
condition that already 
exist in the collection.

jesus de nazaret
Spanish 232.901 Benedict 2011 For. 
Lang. Coll  x       x  

Last checkout was two 
years ago, cover is 
creased but the pages are 
clear and in good 
condition. Written by a 
subject matter expert.

Joan Miró 709.24 Malet 1984  x       x  

Good quality material on 
Joan Miró even if low circ. 
Not many other similar 
titles in collection

Josephine CD 921 Josephine 2000     x    x  
Journal of Henry David 
Thoreau Oversize 818.3 Thoreau v. 2  x        
Journal of Henry David 
Thoreau Oversize 818.3 Thoreau v. 1  x        
Journeys through the 
garden : inspiration for 
gardeners in B.C. and the 
Pacific Northwest OVERSIZE 712.09711 Wales 1998      x   x  

Last circ 7/2015. have 
similar titles in collection 

Julia's Breakfasts, 
Lunches... 641.568 Child 1999     x    x  

Pages falling out of 
middle. Spine broken. Oil 
stains. Dirty cover.

Jumping Off Swings TEEN FICTION Knowles, J.     x  x   x  

Juneteenth CD Fiction Ellison   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts
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justicia salvaje
SPANISH Margolin, P. For. Lang. 
Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) cover has lost 
pigmination, text block 
pages are dark yellow, 
almost brown. Translation 
is of quality. Has a low 
circulation record (3) since 
it's addition in 2004. 

Justin Morgan Had a 
Horse J Henry, M+     x    x  x

karma yoga
Spanish 294.5436 Guin 2011 For. 
Lang. Coll      x  x  x  

Cover is a bit worn, but 
the pages are in good 
condition. However, the 
book has only circulated 3 
times and was last 
checked out in 2015. 
There is newer books on 
yoga (in Spanish) at 
SPLM.

Keeping Food Fresh 641.4 Keeping 1999     x  x  x   

Pages dirty. No circ in 
4.5+. Newer content on 
topic. 

Keeping the Harvest 641.4 Chioffi 1990     x    x  x

New copy on order. 
Popular canning and 
preserving resource from 
Storey Press. 

Kid Pickers J 745.1 Wolfe      x   x  
Kids' Art Work J 702.8 Henry      x  x  x  
Kids' Guide to Balloon 
Twisting J 745.594 Trusty  x        
Killing Commendatore Murakami, H.    x      Lucky Day.
Killing Commendatore Murakami, H.    x      Lucky Day.
Killing the SS 940.5318 O'Reilly 2018    x      Lucky Day
Killing the SS 940.5318 O'Reilly 2019    x      Lucky Day
Killing the SS 940.5318 O'Reilly 2020    x      Lucky Day

Kingdom of shadows CD Fiction Furst   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

Knives at Dawn 641.5 Fried 2009  x        

Book in good condition. 
Offers subject coverage. 
In-house use. BTS. (back 
to shelf)

Korea : art and 
archaeology 709.519 Portal 2000  x       x  

Helpful overview of topic 
even if low circ
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Korea: its history and 
culture 915.19 Wright 1996       x   x  x

Korean art and design 709.519 McKillop 1992  x       x  
Helpful, shorter overview 
of topic even if low circ

Korean royal palace 
Gyeongbokgung 722.2 Yi 2014      x  x  x  Never checked out. 
Kwanzaa Crafts J 745.59416 Gnojew      x  x  x  

Kyoto country retreats OVERSIZE 725.170952 Fujioka 1983     x  x    x

Last circ 5/2016. Ordered 
a new title addressing 
Kyoto houses and gardens 

l de ley (o fuera de ella) SPANISH Grafton, S. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) book has low 
checkouts, pages are 
yellow and bottom spine 
of book has stains. Book 
cover is creased, 
reputable Spanish 
publisher.

la 1a  detective de 
botsuana

SPANISH McCall-Smith, A. For. 
Lang. Coll  x        

(fiction) book also 
checked out for the first 
time this year. Book cover 
is in great shape, but 
pages are yellow and 
there is blue and orange 
markings on the outside 
of the text block pages. 
Reputable Spanish 
translation publisher.

la autopista del sur y otros 
cuentos SPANISH Cortazar, J. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) Bent cover, brown 
pages, last checkout once 
in 2016.  Language is of 
quality - written by the 
author, not a translation.

la bruja de portobello SPANISH Coelho, P. For. Lang. Coll   x       

(fiction) Other copies in 
CCRLS. Pages are yellow 
with one or two stains, but 
it has circulated this year.  
Language is of quality - 
written by the author, not 
a translation. Recommend 
new dust cover. 
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la campaña SPANISH Fuentes, C. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) book is yellow 
throughout and book has 
only checked out once in 
2012. Written by the 
author in Spanish. Some 
pages are ripped. 

la caricia de la oscuridad SPANISH  Dodd, C. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  x

(fiction) cover is creased. 
Unidentifiable stains in the 
first 5 pages of book. Dog 
ear creases. Book 
checkout only once since 
2012, but circulated well. 
Translation is of quality. 
Book #2 of the series, 
other books in series are 
not in the stacks. Ordering 
a similar romance title.

la chica que soñaba con 
un cerillo y un galón de 
gasolina SPANISH Larsson, S. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) there are other 
copies in CCRLS. Book 
has circulated once since 
2016. Book has stains 
and grime on the bottom 
text block. Top block is 
dark yellow. Front cover 
has a large notable 
crease. Translation is of 
quality. 

la ciencia de la felicidad
Spanish 158 Lyubo 2008 For. Lang. 
Coll     x  x  x   

has four checkouts since 
2016, it's a self-help 
psychology book on 
happiness from 10 years 
ago. There are more 
current titles on the 
subjects of self-
actualization in Spanish 
that exist in SPLM.

la cola de la serpiente SPANISH Padura, L. For. Lang. Coll      x   x  

(fiction) condition: book 
cover is creased and has 
grime but it has not 
circulated since 2015, 
cover is creased, only five 
checkouts between 2012-
2015. 
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la cuarentena SPANISH Grisham, J. For. Lang. Coll      x   x  

(fiction) low circulation, 
cover is creased and has 
an orange streak on the 
bottom of the book spine. 
Reputable Spanish 
publisher

la eleccion
SPANISH Mandino, O. For. Lang. 
Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) book cover is 
creased and bent in 
various places, reputable 
Spanish translation 
publisher. The book has 
several (multicolor) stains 
on the textblock pages on 
the bottom and side. 
About 3/4 of the pages 
have been creased. Has 
circulated only twice since 
it's addition to the shelf in 
2004. 

la esperada
SPANISH McGowan, K. For. Lang. 
Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) book has not 
checked out since 2017, 
only three checkouts 
since it was added in 
2009. Reputable Spanish 
translation publisher. Back 
cover is creased, bottom 
spine of book has grime 
and the overall color of 
the pages is yellow. 

la granja SPANISH Grisham, J. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) book has low 
checkouts and another 
copy exists in CCRLS. 
Pages are wrinkled and 
over half the pages are 
creased, book has stains 
and cover is creased. 

la hermandad SPANISH LeClezio, J. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) low circulation, no 
checkout since 2015, 
yellowing pages, 
reputable Spanish 
publisher.
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la joven de la perla SPANISH Dario, R. For. Lang. Coll  x        

(fiction) book has some 
yellowing, but book cover 
is in tact. No stains. Last 
checkout was in 2018. 
Spanish publisher is of 
quality.  

la joya de medina SPANISH Sherry, J. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) pages are yellow, 
there are stains 
throughout the book, 
pages are creased, 
reputable Spanish 
translation publisher, but 
book has no circulation 
since 2016.

la maldicion del castillo
SPANISH  Medeiros, T. For. Lang. 
Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) last circ 2017, 
checked out once, yellow 
pages, bent spine, pen 
indentations on cover. 
Language is of quality - 
written by the author, not 
a translation

la muerte de arte mio cruz SPANISH Fuentes. C. For. Lang. Coll     x  x    

(fiction) book has only 
checked out twice 2012 & 
2016. Pages are dark 
yellow and language is of 
quality - written by the 
author, not a translation. 
See note below.

la muerte de arte mio cruz SPANISH Fuentes. C. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  x

(Fiction) Book has never 
checked out.  Language is 
of quality - written by the 
author, not a translation. 
Hardcopy version with the 
complete novella exists 
through our vendor. 

la mujer que quiso ser dios SPANISH Ramos, L. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) book has stains 
and it last circulated in 
2016, also has low 
checkout. Cover has 
creases. Text block pages 
have grime on the top, 
bottom, and side.
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could be the 
same book, a 
newer edition, or 
another title with 
similar content. Notes

la nube del no saber SPANISH Cook, T. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) book has not 
circulated since 2016, 
translation is of quality. A 
few pages are creased 
and the cover is scuffed. 
Bottom and top text 
blocks (near the spine) 
are dark yellow or stained. 

la priamide SPANISH Mankell, H. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) book has 
circulated only 4 times, 
the earliest being 2016 - 
book was added in 2011. 
Book cover is creased 
and pages are yellow, with 
brown and orange stains. 
Some pages are creased, 
translation is of quality, 
book is #9 of series and 
no other books in the 
series (1-8) exist within 
CCRLS.

la princesa perdida
SPANISH MacDonald, G. For. Lang. 
Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) last checkout was 
never, other copy in 
CCRLS. Unknown stains 
in the inside cover of the 
book (mold? dirt? algae?). 
Cover is creased in 
multiple areas. Translation 
is of quality.

la quinta montaña

(fiction) cover is creased and bent to 
the point that the book opens in that 
direction. Dark yellowing of pages. 
Unknown stains throughout the 
book. Other copies exist in CCRLS. 
Book has 2 checkouts, last checkout 
was 2015.     x  x   x  

(fiction) cover is creased 
and bent to the point that 
the book opens in that 
direction. Dark yellowing 
of pages. Unknown stains 
throughout the book. 
Other copies exist in 
CCRLS. Book has 2 
checkouts, last checkout 
was 2015. Language is of 
quality - written by the 
author, not a translation
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i.e. replacement 
could be the 
same book, a 
newer edition, or 
another title with 
similar content. Notes

la reina en el palacio de 
las corrientes de aire SPANISH Stieg, L. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) other copies 
exists in CCRLS, last 
checkout was in 2017 with 
a record of only 2 
checkouts since it's 
addition in 2012. Spine is 
creased, pages have pen 
marks, and pages have 
started to detach from the 
spine in various parts. The 
bottom of the book has 
grime; reputable Spanish 
translation publisher.

la resurreccion maya SPANISH Alten, S. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) other copies exist 
in CCRLS, yellowing 
pages, book cover has 
tearing from spine, cover 
is creased and has pen 
impressions

la sanguijuela de mi niña SPANISH Moore, C. For. Lang. Coll      x   x  

(fiction) last checkout is 
never since it's addition to 
the collection in 2011. 
Translation is of quality.

la sombra de ender SPANISH Fuentes, C. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) This is the only 
book in Spanish in the 
series and book has not 
circulated, cover is bent 
and pages are yellow-
stained. 

la sustancia del mal
SPANISH D' Andrea, G. For. Lang. 
Coll  x        

(fiction) low checkout, but 
book is in good condition 
to circulate. Spanish 
publisher is of quality. 

la vida secreta de las 
abejas SPANISH Kidd, S. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  x

(fiction) CCRLS owns 
other copies. Book is worn 
and several creases on 
book cover. Both bottom 
and top text blocks are 
dark yellow. Ordering a 
replacement copy.
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could be the 
same book, a 
newer edition, or 
another title with 
similar content. Notes

la voz de conocimiento
Spanish 299.792 Ruiz 2004 For. 
Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

Last checkout was in 
2017, book has grime and 
stains. There are other 
books by the author in the 
SPLM collection. 

la zona muerta SPANISH King, S. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

 (fiction) book has low 
circulation, other copy 
exists in CCRLS, Book 
has yellowing, reputable 
Spanish publisher. Cover 
is creased, yellowed, and 
has dark stains.

LA, lost & found : an 
architectural history of Los 
Angeles 720.979494 Kaplan 1987      x  x  x  Last circ 12/2014. 
Lady Renegades TEEN Hawkins, R.    x   x    
Lady Renegades TEEN Hawkins, R.  x        
Lady Renegades TEEN Hawkins, R.    x   x    

Landscape design and 
construction 712 Lands 1993     x    x  

Foxing and stains. Have 
other items that cover the 
topic

Landscapes of Mars 523.43 Vogt 2008 Q      x  x  x  x
Language of the night 809.3876 Le Guin  x        

las cinco personas que 
econtraras en el cielo SPANISH Albom, M. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) book last 
circulated in 2018, other 
copies exist in CCRLS, 
book cover is worn, 1/3 of 
the book has dog-leafed 
or heavly creased pages - 
not recommended for 
continued circulation. 
Reputable Spanish 
publisher

las religiones del mundo
Spanish 200 Smith 2005 For. Lang. 
Coll     x  x  x   

Book has stains, has only 
had 4 checkouts since 
2016, published over 14 
years ago, there are two 
more current books on 
religions of the world at 
SPLM in Spanish. 

Last camel died at noon CD Mystery Peters     x     We own a copy at WSL
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could be the 
same book, a 
newer edition, or 
another title with 
similar content. Notes

Last Cowboys CD 791.8409 Branch 2018   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

Last to Die CD Mystery Gerritsen     x    x  
There are 3 other copies 
in CCRLS

Latin Names Explained 590.12 Gotch 1995  x        

latina es poder
Spanish 158.1 Nogales 2003 For. 
Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

Book has yellow stains 
and is tanin in color, 
published 16 years ago, 
last checkout was 3 years 
ago. 

Laughed 'til he died CD Mystery Hart     x    x  
Replacement copy not 
available from publisher

Le Cordon Bleu At Home 641.509 Cordon Bleu 1991     x   x  x  
Spine. cover. Stains. 
Binding. 

leamos Spanish 649.68 Behm For. Lang. Coll      x  x  x  

(nonfiction) published in 
1993, practices on 
teaching early literacy to 
children have changed 
since then. Has not 
checked out in 4 years.

Learn to Speak Film J 791.43 Glass 2013+  x        

lecciones para chicas 
guapas

SPANISH McCall-Smith, A. For. 
Lang. Coll  x        

(fiction) book checked out 
for the first time this year. 
Book cover is in great 
shape, but pages are 
yellow most likely due to 
age (added in 2006). 
Reputable Spanish 
translation publisher.

Left Behind CD Fiction LaHaye     x     We own a second copy

Leftover Dreams Allen. C     x  x   x  

Hasn't circ'd in 2.5 years. 
Author's other works have 
also not circ'd recently. 
Has some interior stains. 
Still owned by IND. That 
copy hasn't circ'd in 1.5 
years.
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same book, a 
newer edition, or 
another title with 
similar content. Notes

legado de amor
SPANISH Bennett, T.J. For. Lang. 
Coll     x  x   x  x

(fiction) last circulated in 
2018 but pages are yellow 
and creased. Book has 
some grime on pages. 
Good circulation, ordering 
another title with similar 
content.

Legends, Icons & Rebels J 782.42164 Roberts 2013  x        
Leo a Ghost Story JP Barnett  x        

leona vicario la insurgente SPANISH Aguirre, E. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) cover has tear, 
like a pen tore through. 
Book has not circulated 
since 2016. Book is yellow 
and has stains on pages.

Less is more 729.2 Lewis     x   x  x  

Yellowed pages and foxed 
edges. 1995 title. Have 
newer title on minimalism

Let There Be Peace on 
Earth JP Jackson  x        
Lethal White MYSTERY Galbraith, R.    x      Lucky Day.

levantado del suelo Spanish Saramago, J. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) book was added 
to the collection in 2004 
and last checkout was in 
2016 - it has a history of 
only two checkouts. Book 
has stains (red grime on 
bottom) and has physical 
damage on the top of the 
spine. 

Leverage in Death MYSTERY Robb, J.    x      Lucky Day
Life JP Rylant  x        

Light & Easy 641.5635 Gibbons 1991     x  x  x  x  
Faded, curled cover. 
Superseded. No circ in 3+.

Little Blue Lies TEEN FICTION Lynch, C.        x  x
Little Red Hen JP Fin     x    x  Out of print
Living homes 728.37 Moore 2001      x  x  x  Last circ 1/2015. 
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same book, a 
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another title with 
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llamadas desde el cielo SPANISH Albom, M. For. Lang. Coll  x        

(fiction) book last 
circulated in 2017 but the 
pages are clear, no 
markings and overall in 
good condition. However, 
the back end paper has 
detached from the spine. 
Sending it for mending.

lo que nos dicen los 
angeles

Spanish 202.15 Virtue 2012 For. 
Lang. Coll  x       x  

Book is in circulable 
condition. Book was 
published in 2012 and the 
last borrowed date was 
2017.

lo que sabe la gente feliz
Spanish 158.1 Baker 2004 For. 
Lang. Coll     x   x  x  

Last checkout was four 
years ago, has yellowing 
pages, and was published 
15 years ago. There are 
more current self-help 
books in the collection.

lobas de mar Spanish Valdes, Z. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) last circulated in 
2016, has low circulation, 
pages are stained, has 
grime, and pages are 
creased pointing to the left.

lobo oscuro SPANISH Feehan, C. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) book is number 
#25 of a series, CCRLS 
has book series 1-3 and 
book number #28. Last 
circulated in 2017. Book 
has stains, cover is worn. 
Odd that collection 
skipped books #4 through 
#24 and #26 & #27 of the 
series. 

Locked Rooms CD Mystery King     x    x  x

Log house plans OVERSIZE 728.37 Mackie 1997      x   x  
Pub date 1997. Last circ 
11/2011
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same book, a 
newer edition, or 
another title with 
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Long Road to LaRosa Bagdon, P.     x  x   x  

Book 2 and 3 in series 
circ'd about 1.5 years ago. 
Books 1 and 4 haven't 
circ'd in 3 years. Book 4 is 
a paperback with a split 
spine and staining. Book 3 
has light staining. All this 
combined does not justify 
keeping this series.

Look Again CD Fiction Scottoline     x    x  4 other copies in CCRLS
Look at Me! J 704.942 Strand      x   x  
Look What I Did with a 
Leaf J 745.92 Sohi 1995  x        

los años con laura diaz SPANISH Fuentes, C. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  x

(fiction) has not circulated 
since 2017, low circulation 
(7 checkouts from 2004-
2017). Ordering a different 
title by the author. Book 
has grime and red 
markings on random 
pages. 

los cuidados del acuario
Spanish 639.34 Bailey 1998 For. 
Lang. Coll      x  x  x  

(nonfiction) last checkout 
four years ago, 21 years 
old, and has stains.

los detectives salvajes SPANISH Bolaño, R. For. Lang. Coll     x    x  x

(fiction) book has stains, 
cover is creased, has 
grime on bottom and top 
of textblock. Circulated 
well. Ordering 
replacement.

los lobos de invierno Spanish Rice, A. For. Lang. Coll  x        

(fiction) circulated in 2018, 
has low checkouts and 
book has some yellowing 
but the pages are clear 
and binding is sturdy. 
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los pasos perdidos
SPANISH Carpentier, A. For. Lang. 
Coll     x  x   x  x

(fiction) checked out once 
since 2004, brown pages, 
copies exists in CCRLS. 
Spanish is of quality. 
Ordering a replacement 
because the collection 
needs more 
comtemporary authors.

los perros descalzos
Spanish Ruiz-Camacho. For. Lang. 
Coll  x        

(fiction) another copy 
exists in CCRLS. Last 
circulated in 2017 but the 
condition of the book is 
like new, has no yellowing 
and the cover is 
uncreased.

los pinos
Spanish 921 Fox, Vicente 1999. For. 
Lang. Coll  x       x  

Last checkout 2016, book 
has grime and pen 
markings, but it is the only 
autobiography of Mexican 
president Vicente Fox (in 
Spanish) that exists in the 
library.

los sueños de los animales
SPANISH Kingslover, B.. For. Lang. 
Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) book has grime 
on the bottom, has 
checked out only once in 
2017 ever since addition 
to the collection in 2004. 
Some pages have 
staining and are creased, 
and the book cover shows 
wear. Reputable Spanish 
translation publisher.

Lost creatures of the earth 576.84 Erick 2001      x  x  x  

Lost Geography Bacon, C.     x  x   x  

Hasn't circ'd since 2016. 
Wrinkled and grease-
stained pages.

Lost Island CD Fiction Preston     x     We own a second copy

Love in the time of cholera CD Garcia Marquez   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

Love Me Tender JP Presley     x    x  
Luckey's Hǔmmel 
figurines & plates 738.28 Luckey 2003      x   x  

Last circ 5/2015. Have a 
newer item on the topic 
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same book, a 
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another title with 
similar content. Notes

Lulu & Pip JP Gruener         

luna latina en mahattan
SPANISH Manrique, J. For. Lang. 
Coll  x        

(fiction) the book has 
circulated once in 2017 
and Spanish is of quality. 
Book has minor stains, 
but overall in good 
condition.

luna llena SPANISH Escobar, C. For. Lang. Coll      x   x  

(fiction) condition is okay, 
minus some grime and 
scuffed cover marks, the 
pages are white. 
However, the book has 
not circulated since 2015.

luna nueva SPANISH Meyer, S. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) book is dark 
yellow, with different types 
of stains throughout the 
book.  Language is of 
quality - written by the 
author, not a translation. 
Low checkout. Four 
copies exist in other 
CCRLS libraries.

Lying in Wait 364.1523 Rule     x    x  x
M is For Masterpiece J 700 Domen      x   x  
Madeline Finn and the 
Library Dog JP Papp  x        
Make An Animation J 741.58 Levete     x    x  
Make It Easy 641.512 Billis 2016  x        BTS.
Make Your Own Creative 
Cards J 745.5941 Storey  x        
Make Your Own Puppets J 745.59224 D'Cruz      x  x  x  

Making great impressions 
: projects uniting rubber 
stamping with polymer clay 731.42 Hacker 2003      x   x  Last circ 7/2012
Making Masks J 731.75 Larner      x  x  x  
Making mobiles 731.55 William     x    x  Dark stains on pages 
Making Shadow Puppets J 791.53 Bryant +      x  x   x
Male animal 812.52 Thurber  x        
Mama's Nightingale JP Danticat  x        
Man of her dreams CD Fiction Hoag     x  x   x  
Mandie and the Cherokee 
Legend J Leppardk, L.     x     Out of print
Maple JP Nic  x        
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Maple  JP Nic  x        
Maple & Willow Together JP Nichols  x        

mar de sangre una 
historia hecha novela

SPANISH Domenech, Soto. For. 
Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) book cover is 
creased and color is 
faded, book has never 
circulated.  Language is of 
quality - written by the 
author, not a translation

maridos cuentos
SPANISH  Mastretta A. For. Lang. 
Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) last circ 2017, pen 
and sharpie markings, 
yellowed pages and inside 
cover. CCRLS has other 
copies.  Language is of 
quality - written by the 
author, not a translation

Marine Wildlife from Puget 
Sound through the Inside 
Passage 591.77432 Yates 1998      x  x  x  
Mars 523.43 Elkins  x        

Master and Commander CD Fiction O'Brian   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

Masterpieces of Korean art 709.519 Master 2010      x   x  

Last circ 7/2014. Have 
other items addressing 
Korean art

Masterworks of Asian art OVERSIZE 709.5 Master 1998      x   x  x

Last circ 12/2011. Other 
titles in collection address 
art from specific Asian 
countries more 
comprehensively

Math for the frightenend 510.1 Pask      x   x  
Mathematician at the 
ballpark 519.2 Ross     x    x  
Max's Words JP Ban     x     x

maximice su potencial 
Spanish 154.2 Murphy 2012 For. 
Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

has grime, last checkout 
was three years ago, has 
low circulation. Has stains. 

Maze of Bones J Thirty-nine     x     x
McCoy pottery : a field 
guide 738.09 Snyder 2002      x   x  Last circ 3/2016
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same book, a 
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McCoy pottery : Warman's 
companion 738.09 Moran 2006      x   x  

Last circ 3/2016. Have a 
newer Warman's 
Companion on McCoy 
pottery

McCoy pottery. collector's 
reference & value guide 
featuring the finders 
keepers section and 3 volu 738.09 Hanson 2002      x   x  Last circ 3/2016

me llaman la tequilera Spanish Velasco, A. For. Lang. Coll  x        

(fiction) book checkout 
was in 2017 but book is in 
good condition and can 
still circulate.

Melvin the Mouth JP Blanc  x        

mentiras piadosas Spanish Unger, L. For. Lang. Coll     x    x  

(fiction) book has 
yellowing, stains, and 
grime. 

Metalcraft for the home : 
20 step-by-step craft 
projects 739 Brown 2001      x   x  Last circ 11/2015. 

México perdido SPANISH Barberena, R. For. Lang. 
Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) has pen 
markings, several stains, 
and pages are dark yellow 
in appearance. Spine is 
sturdy and language is of 
quality - written by the 
author, not a translation

mi hermana del alma
SPANISH Divakaruni, C.. For. Lang. 
Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) yellow but book is 
in decent condition, but 
book has not circulated 
since 2016.

mi potencial ilimitado 
Spanish 158.1 Romero 2010 For. 
Lang. Coll  x       x  

Has stains but pages are 
clear and last checkout 
was in 2017, published in 
2010 so under 10 years. 
Book can circulate. 

Midnight Flight Andrews, V.      x    

Hasn't circ'd in over 2.5 
years. Sequel to a book 
not owned by CCRLS.

Midnight in the garden of 
good and evil CD 975.8 Berendt   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

Military swords of Japan, 
1868-1945 739.722 Fuller 1986      x   x  Last circ 9/2015
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Milk: The Surprising 
Story... 641.371 Mendel 2008      x    

Newer books on topic. No 
circ in 3.5+.

Millie's FIMO notebook : 
basic techniques for using 
FIMO? modeling 
compound 731.42 Beacham 1991      x   x  Last circ 1/2016

Miss Bishop Aldrich, B.     x  x   x  

Has some water damage 
on middle pages. Last 
used almost 2.5 years 
ago. Still owned by 
CCRLS.

Miss Daisy is Crazy J Gutman, D.     x     x
Miss Malarkey Leaves No 
Reader Behind JP Fin  x        
Mobile homes by famous 
architects 728.79 Schaecher 2002      x   x  Last circ 6/2015. 

Modeling a likeness in clay 731.42 Grubbs 1982      x   x  x

Last circ 11/2015. 
Ordered new title on the 
subject 

Modeling in clay 731.42 Liversain 1998      x   x  

Last circ 9/2015. Have 
other items in collection 
that cover the topic

Modern art, 19th & 20th 
centuries 709.04 Schapiro      x  x  x  

Last circ 8/2015. Have 
other items in collection 
that address subject with 
high quality color pictures 

Modernism and beyond : 
women artists of the 
Pacific Northwest 709.04 Modernism  x       x  

Information of local 
significance not found 
elsewhere in collection

Monet's garden: through 
the seasons at Giverney 712.0944 Russel 1995     x    x  x

Ripped and stained. 
Ordered a new copy 

Mongolia : the legacy of 
Chinggis Khan OVERSIZE 709.517 Berger 1996   x      x  

Good coverage of subject 
that is not covered 
elsewhere in collection. 

Monkey time 811.6 Nikolayev  x        

More Make It Fast, Cook It 
Slow 641.552 O'Dea 2010     x    x  x

New copy on order + new 
copy of author's newer 
book on slow cooker 
suppers. Author is popular 
blogger. This book: Sticky. 
Back corner creased. 
Water damage.

More Math Games & 
Activities J 793.74 Zaslavscky 2003 +      x   x  
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Mortal Danger 364.1523 Rule     x    x  x
Mosaics : inspiration and 
original projects for 
interiors and exteriors 738.5 Fassett 1999      x   x  

Last circ 5/2015. Have 
other titles on the subject 
in collection 

Mosaics : principles and 
practice 738.5 Young      x   x  

Last circ 7/2015. Have 
other titles on the subject 
in collection

Moustronaut JP Kel     x     x
Received gift copies from 
Nasa to replace

Mr. Monk and the dirty cop CD Mystery Goldberg   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

Mr. Putter and Tabby JER Rylant     x     x
Mummy dearest CD Mystery Hess     x    x  
Murals: Walls That Sing J 751.73 Ancona 2003+      x   x  

Murder of King Tut CD 932.014 Patterson   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

Murder She Meowed CD Mystery Brown   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

Muse CD Burton   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

My Big Fat Zombie 
Goldfish J O'Hara M.     x     

My Big Mouth TEEN FICTION Hannan, P.     x  x    
Replaced by copy from 
storage

My First Animals JB     x     
My First Sleepover J 793.21 Guillain 2011      x   x  
My H Sound Box JER Moncure       x   x
My J Sound Box JER Moncure       x   x
My J Sound Box JER Moncure       x   x
My life on a plate CD Fiction Knight     x    x  
MY N Sound Box JER Moncure       x   x
My o sound box JER Moncure       x   x
My Sound Parade JER Moncure       x   x
My v soundbox JER Moncure       x   x
My x, y, z soundbox JER Moncure       x   x
Mystery of the Traveling 
Tomatoes J Warner, G.     x     x
Nakamura Reality Austin, A.      x   x  Hasn't circ'd since 2016.
Nam June Paik OVERSIZE 700.9 Paik 2010   x    x   x  Last circ 4/2015. 
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National Audubon Society 
Field Guide to African 
Wildlife 591.96 Alden 1995      x   x  

Does not have sleeve for 
cover

Natural home style : using 
simple materials, 
plantings and sunlight OVERSIZE 721 Mejetta 1985      x   x  Last circ 12/2015

Nature of Materials 724.6 Hitchcock     x    x  

Spine is damaged and 
pages are stained. Have 
many other titles on the 
architect 

Never Do Anything, Ever J Benton, J     x     x
New handbook of British 
pottery & porcelain marks 738.3 Godden 1999      x   x  Last circ 6/2012
New Mexico style : a 
source book of traditional 
architectural details 721 Warren 1986      x  x  x  

Last circ 3/2015. Black 
and white photographs 

New Road! J 625.7 Gibbons     x     Out of print
Night and day 822.914 Stoppard 1979      x   x  
Night of the Living Dummy J Stine, R.     x     x
Nim 591.51 Terrace      x   x  
No One is Here Except All 
of Us Ausubel, R.      x   x  Hasn't circ'd since 2016. 
No Regrets 364.1523 Rule     x     

No Whine with Dinner 641.5622 Weiss 2011     x    x  

Water damage. Pages 
stuck together. Back half 
of book unusable. Newer 
books on meal prep, kid-
friendly nutrition. 

Noel Coward Reader 822.912 Coward 2010  x        
Nonconformist art : the 
Soviet experience, 1956-
1986 : the Norton and 
Nancy Dodge Collection, 
the J OVERSIZE 709.47 Noncon 1995  x       x  

Good coverage of subject 
that is not covered 
elsewhere in collection. 

Northwest Conifers a 
photographic key 585.09795 Bever 1981     x    x  

We have newer books on 
this topic

Northwest originals : 
Oregon women and their 
art 709.795 North 1989  x       x  Local interest. 
Northwest trees 582.1609795 Arno 1977     x     x

Not Your Mother's Slow 
Cooker Recipes for Two 641.5612 Hens 2007     x   x   

Brown liquid damage 
across all pages. 2 other 
copies in CCRLS.
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novelita rosa SPANISH Canetti, Y. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) book is of quality, 
cover is creased, with pen 
impressions. Book has 
grime on the bottom and 
top of spine, book pages 
have stains. Book has low 
circulation (4 checkouts in 
the last 15 years).  
Language is of quality - 
written by the author, not 
a translation

novios de papel Spanish Yates, M. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) last checkout was 
in 2017, cover is creased, 
book is yellow, and has 
stains. 

nuestra arma es nuestra 
palabra

Spanish 972.75 Marcos, 2001 For. 
Lang. Coll  x       x  

Last circulated in 2017, 
book has grime and stains 
but it's the only book on 
the subject (Zapatista 
commander) in Spanish in 
the library. 

Nutrition is a Better Way 641.5631 Feingold 1989     x   x  x  

Tattered paperback. 
Tape. Superseded 
content. 

O Come All Ye Faithful J 782.28 Wade 2003+   x       

Moving to Holiday Picture 
books to see if it 
circulates better there

O'Neill Complete Plays 812.52 O'Neill v. 1  x        

Official price guide to mint 
errors 737.4 Herbert 2002     x   x  x  

Brittle, yellowed pages 
and foxed spine. Over 5 
years old. Outdated price 
information 

Ogallala blue 553.79 Ashworth 2006      x  x  x  x
Oh No, Astro! JP Roeser  x        
Oh, Valentine We've Lost 
Our Minds J Gutman, D.     x     x
Old dog barks backwards 811.52 Nash  x        

On the Day You Were Born JP Frasier  x        

On the moon 523.3 Moore 2001      x  x  x  x

There are a lot of moon 
books being published 
right now.

On the Wings of Heroes J Peck, R       x   
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once minutos SPANISH  Coelho, P. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  x

(fiction) cover is badly 
creased, 50 pages are 
water damaged, has mold 
marks. Other copies exist 
in CCRLS. Ordering 
replacement.

Once upon a number 519.5 Paulos      x   x  

Once upon a summer CD Fiction Oke   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

One Bach, R.     x  x   x  
Hasn't circ'd since 2016. 
Spine is split.

Only the Strong Asim, J.  x        

Item type is wrong and 
hasn't allowed holds, 
changing to proper item 
type and returning to shelf 
(only copy in CCRLS, so if 
anyone wanted it, they 
wouldn't have been able 
to hold it). Hasn't circ'd 
since 2016 but circ'd a lot 
in its first year. Author's 
works in the children's 
department circ well, and 
this book was on the NPR 
book concierge and 
praised by diverse review 
sources. 

Oooh! Picasso J 709.2 Niepold      x   x  

oraciones magicas
Spanish 242.8 Houssay 2010 For. 
Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

Last checkout was about 
3 years ago, the cover 
looks good but the pages 
have stains and 
highlighter marks in 
random pages. Has low 
circulation. There are 
other Spanish books on 
prayers.

Oregon Nature weekends 508.795 Yuska 2000  x        
Origami in the Classroom J 736.982 Araki Book     x     Out of print

Origami museum animals 736.982 Yoshiza 1987     x    x  
Torn and stained cover 
and pages 
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osho el gran libro de las 
revelaciones

Spanish 299.93 Osho 2006 For. 
Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

Published in 2016 and last 
checkout was 3 years 
ago. Book is yellow and 
cover glaze is peeling.

Outdoor decor : decorative 
projects for the porch, 
patio & yard 717 Outdoor 1996      x  x  x  

Last circ7/2014. Have 
similar titles in collection

outliers (fuera de serie)
Spanish 158.1 Gladwell 2017 For. 
Lang. Coll  x        

Book is in good condition, 
added in 2017 and only 
checked out once. 
Returning to shelf.

Overdrive TEEN Ius, D.      x    

This book has been in the 
library for 18 months, 
including 6 months on the 
New Book shelf - yet has 
not ever circulated.

Overoard JP Wee     x    x  Out of print
Oxford Dictionary of 
Scientists 509.22 Dictionary 1999      x   x  
Oyster: the life and lore of 
the celebrated bivalve 594.11 Hedeen 1986       x  x  

We have a newer book on 
this topic

P.Zonka Lays an Egg JP Pas  x        
Paint J 702.8 Solga      x  x  x  
Painted ponies: American 
carousel art OVERSIZE 731.8323    x      
Painting J 745.723 Bower      x  x  x  

Palazzi of Rome OVERSIZE 728.82 Cresti 1998  x       x  
Good resource even if low 
circ

pancho villa
Spanish 921 Villa, Pancho 2005 For. 
Lang. Coll  x       x  

Last circulated in 2017 but 
it is the only Spanish 
language book on the 
subject of Pancho Villa at 
the library. Pages are 
yellow and have staining, 
but due to little collection 
representation in this 
area, item will return to 
shelf.

Paper Crafts for mardi 
Gras J 745.59416 McGee      x  x  x  
Paper snowflakes for all 
ages 736.98 Kelly 1996     x    x  

Cover missing and pages 
cut out 
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Paperart : the art of 
sculpting with paper : a 
step-by-step guide and 
showcase 736.98 LaFosse 1998      x   x  

Last circ 1/2016. Have 
similar titles in collection

Paradox Coulter, C.    x      Lucky Day

Passage to India CD Fiction Forster     x    x  x Will order new copy in July
Pathways to Korean 
culture : paintings of the 
Joseon Dynasty, 1392-
1910 709.519 Jungmann 2014      x   x  

Has never been checked 
out

Patience of the spider CD Mystery Camilleri   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

patios Spanish 690.184 Cory For. Lang. Coll      x  x  x  

Checkout was about 5 
years ago, book was 
published in 1996 - there 
is a more current book in 
Spanish on building patios 
available at SPLM.

Peedie JB     x     x

pequeña guia para ser feliz
Spanish 170.44 Quind 2001 For. 
Lang. Coll       x  x  

Book was published 18 
years ago. It is a self-help 
book, there are more 
recent books that have 
circulated better. 

perdido en tu piel Spanish Ubanell, R. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) last circulated two 
years ago, has low 
circulation, pages are 
yellow, spine is creased, 
pages have split from the 
front cover. Other copy 
exists in CCRLS.

persuasion SPANISH Austen, J. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  x

(fiction) last circulated in 
2017, pages are yellow, 
front cover is bent. 
Ordering a replacement 
copy because it's the only 
Persuasion title in 
Spanish at this location, 
there's other copies in 
CCRLS.

Pete's a Pizza JP Steig  x        
Picasso and the age of 
iron OVERSIZE 735.2304 Picasso      x   x  

Last circ 12/2012. Black 
and white images 
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Piece of Mind Adelman, M.      x   x  

Last circ'd over 2 years 
ago. Other CCRLS 
libraries own.

Pieces of Her Slaughter, K.    x      Lucky Day

Pieces of her CD Slaughter   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

Pilgrim's progress CD Bunyan   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

Places J 704.9436 Thom      x  x  x  
Planet Kindergarten JP Ganz-Schmitt     x    x  
Planet Kindergarten JP Ganz-Schmitt  x        
Planteveien 12: the 
Korsmo House a 
Scandinavian icon OVERSIZE 724.6 Tostrup 2014      x   x  

Last circ 5/2016. Have 
other titles covering 
Scandinavian architecture 

Plants of the Pacific 
northwest coast 581.9795 Plants 2004     x     

Playing to the gallery : 
helping contemporary art 
in its struggle to be 
understood 709.05 Perry 2015  x       x  

Guide to interpreting art is 
unlike other books in 
collection in its treatment 
and examination of the 
contemporary art world

Playing with Fire TEEN Landy, D.     x     
Please Bring Balloons JP War     x     
Poison Princess TEEN Cole, K.    x   x    
Pop art : a new generation 
of style OVERSIZE 709.04071 Leslie 1997  x       x  

Have little other material 
on subject 

por la vida de mi hermana SPANISH Picoult, J. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) other copy exists 
in CCRLS, no circulation 
since 2016, book is 
yellow. Reputable Spanish 
translation publisher.

por quien doblan las 
campanas

SPANISH Hemingway, E. For. Lang. 
Coll     x  x   x  x

(fiction) book spine has 
red sharpie mark across 
the pages and bottom of 
book has red/brown 
grime. Spine and book 
cover is creased, book 
has not circulated since 
2015. Copy is in need of 
replacement. Reputable 
Spanish translation 
publisher.
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Port mortuary CD Mystery Cornwell     x     

We own a second copy 
plus many others in 
CCRLS

Pottery and porcelain; a 
guide to collectors, 738 Litchfield      x   x  x

Last circ 1/2016. Ordered 
newer title on the subject 

Practical garden stonework 729.6 Hamilton      x  x  x  

Last circ 3/2015. Black 
and white photographs. 
Many other items in 
collection with better 
coverage of subject 
matter and color images 

Practical Guide to edible & 
useful plants 581.63 Tull 1987       x  x  

We have newer books on 
this topic

Pretty Girls CD Fiction Slaughter   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

Pretty Presents J 745.54 Geen 2013  x        
Prince Caspian J Lewis, C.     x     x
Princess Ellie's Summer 
Vacation J Kimpton, D.     x     Out of print

Private NY LA London 
Paris CD Fiction Patterson   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

Prometheus Deception CD Fiction Ludlum   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

Promise for Ellie CD Romance Snelling   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

Puppet Mania! J 745.5922 Kennedy      x    
Puppets: How Do They 
Work? J 791.53 Sadler 2005+      x   x  

Pursuit Athanas, V.      x   x  
Hasn't circ'd in almost 3 
years.

Pursuit of honor CD Fiction Flynn     x    x  3 other copies in CCRLS

que bailen sus espiritus SPANISH  Duarte, S. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction)  Language is of 
quality - written by the 
author, not a translation. 
Has checked out only 
once in 2015, book was 
added in 2005. Pages 
have heavy yellowing. 
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Queen Elizabeth II J 921 Elizabeth II 1993       x  x  x

Will try to order a new 
title, but not much 
available on the subject

Queen of the tearling CD Fantasy Johansen   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

Queenpin Abbott, M.     x  x   x  
Last circ'd over 2 years 
ago, spine starting to split

Questions about angels 811.54 Collins 1999  x        

quien mato a palomino 
molero

Spanish Vargas Llosa, M. For. Lang. 
Coll  x        

(fiction) book has low 
circulation but the binding 
is sturdy, has minor 
yellowing, and pages are 
clear. Book is in condition 
to circulate.

Quilting for Fun J 746.46 RAu      x  x  x  
Rachael Ray Yum-o 641.555 Ray 2008     x     Spine broken. Corners. 

Rage for glory CD 921 Decatur, Stephen   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

Ragged Dick Alger, H.  x        

Hasn't circ'd since being 
added in 2016, but giving 
this one some more time. 
It is also available online 
free in full text from 
Project Gutenberg. 

Ralph Wrecks the Internet JP Disney  x        
Ransom CD Fiction Steel     x    x  
Rap a Tap Tap JP Dillon  x        
Raspberries! JP OCa     x    x  
Rat Run CD Fiction Seymour     x  x   x  

Real Simple, Dinner Made 
Simple 641.555 Dinner 2016     x     x

New copy on order. This 
book: puppy chew marks. 
Broken spine. Front cover 
coming off. 

Rebel Belle TEEN Hawkins, R.  x        
Recording and Promoting 
Your Music J 780.2373 Anniss 2015+  x        
Recycle Everyday! JP Wal     x    x  Out of print

Red hat club rides again CD Fiction Smith     x    x  
We do not own the first 
audiobook in the series

Red tent CD Fiction Diamant     x     We own a second copy
Red Wing stoneware 
encyclopedia 738.309 DePasquale 2010      x   x  Last circ 11/2015
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Remember Me When Aiken, G.     x    x  x
Beat-up cover. Series 
circulating well. Replacing.

Renegade's Magic CD Fantasy Hobb     x    x  x

reparaciones y proyectos 
de plomeria

Spanish 696.1 Reparaci For. Lang. 
Coll      x  x  x  

Checkout was 7 years 
ago, book was published 
in 1994. This is an 
outdated book on 
plumbing. There are more 
current titles (in Spanish) 
on the topic of plumbing.

Reptiles of Washington 
and Oregon 597.909795 Reptiles 1995     x     x
Return of the Mummy J Stine R.     x     x

Return to the Heartland Bacher, J.     x    x  x

Stains, liquid damage. 
Series is still circulating 
well. Out of print, but 
sending to acquisitions 
staff for potential 
replacement.

Return to Zion CD Fiction Thoene     x    x  

Replacement copies not 
available from publisher; 
We own only one other 
title in series in audio

rezando con los angeles
Spanish 202.15 Webster 2008 For. 
Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

Last checkout was in 
2015, there are pen 
markings in the book, 
book has grime and 
yellowing. There are other 
books on angels and 
prayers in Spanish at 
SPLM.

Ring Ring Pop Pop JB     x     

rio fugitivo SPANISH Soldan, E. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  x

(fiction) last checkout in 
2017, warped spine, 
stains. Ordering 
replacement. Other copy 
exist in CCRLS.

Robert B. Parker's 
Colorblind MYSTERY Coleman, R.    x      Lucky Day.
Robert Frost Himself 811.52 Frost 1986  x        
Rockin' Bedrooms for You J 747.77 Peterson 2014+  x        

Rodin OVERSIZE 730.9 Laurent 1990  x       x  
Good resource even if low 
circ
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Roller Girl J Graphic Jamieson     x     
Roller Girl J Graphic Jamieson, V.     x     
Rookwood pottery : 
identification and price 
guide 738.309 Rago 2008      x   x  Last circ 11/2015
Room Crafts J 745.593 Room     x    x  

Row, Row, Row Your Boat JB     x    x  

Sacrifices TEEN FICTION Lackey, M.      x   x  

This book is #3 in a series 
and was in storage; it is 
the only book in an older 
series that was still active 
in the catalog. It is in fine 
condition, but it not useful 
under the circumstances.

Safely Home Alcorn, R.    x  x     

Very grubby, water 
damage. One copy 
sufficient for demand.

Sailing with Noah 590.73 Bonner 2006      x   x  
Sammy Keyes and the 
Curse of Moustache Mary J Van Draanen, W.     x     x

Santa Bibilia para chicas J 220 Santa 2013     x    x  

Only circ'd 3 times since 
2014. Other Spanish 
bibles are available in 
collection

Saveur Cookes: Authentic 
Italian 641. 509 Saveur 2001 Q     x  x  x   

No circ in 4+. Spine 
broken. Cover 
discolored/faded. Newer 
italian cooking coverage. 

Saving the World Alvarez, J.  x        

Hasn't circ'd in almost 3 
years. Going to give it 
more time due to 
popularity of some of 
author's other works.

Scandinavian art pottery, 
Denmark & Sweden 738.0948 Hecht 2000      x   x  Last circ 9/2014

Scandinavian living design 728.0948 Gaynor 1987     x    x  x
Stains. 1987 pub date. 
Ordered new title

Scarlet TEEN Meyer, M.     x     
Scat TEEN Hiaasen, C.     x     
Schaum's Outlines 
College Physics 530 Bueche 1997       x   x Buying a new edition
Schindler House 724.6 Smith 2001      x  x  x  Last circ 9/2015. 
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Scupture by Picasso OVERSIZE 730.9 Spies    x   x  x  x  x

1971 pub date. Last circ 
5/2013. Ordered newer 
item with color 
photographs

Sea of Thunder CD 940.5426 Thomas   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

Sea Prayer Hosseini, K.    x      Lucky Day
Sea Prayer Hosseini, K.    x      Lucky Day.

Season of fear CD Mystery Freeman   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

Seasonal guide to the 
natural year 508.795 Davis 1996       x   We have a newer edition

Senior Don Gato J 782.42162 Manders 2003+   x       
Move to picture books to 
potentially increase circ

Sequoia JP Joh     x     x
Seven Wonders of the 
Ancient World J 709.012 Cox 2001     x   x  x  
Shadow of the Shark J Osbone     x     x
Shadow Tyrants Cussler, C.    x  x     Lucky Day. Stained.

shakira mujer llena de 
gracia

Spanish 921 Shakira 2001 For. 
Lang. Coll  x       x  x

Last checkout was 2 
years ago, pages are 
yellow and the cover 
states it's an unauthorized 
biography. It will circulate 
until a better (and 
authorized) biography 
becomes available.  

Sharp Shot TEEN FICTION Higgins, J.     x  x   x  
She's in a better place CD Fiction Hunt     x    x  
Shells 594.1477 Dance  x        

Shelter 721 Shelter 1990     x    x  x

Ripped and stained 
pages. Ordered 
replacement copy 

Sherri Haab jewelry 
inspirations : techniques 
and designs from the 
artist's studio 739.27 Haab 2009      x   x  

Last circ 5/2016. Have 
many similar titles in 
collection

Shin Takamatsu 720.952 Takamatsu 1993     x  x  x  x  
Last circ 2/2015. Dark 
stains 

Shingle style 728.37 Shingle 2001     x    x  
Pages falling out and 
ripped spine
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same book, a 
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Shocking beauty : 
Thomas Hobbs' innovative 
garden vision OVERSIZE 712 Hobbs 1999      x   x  

Last circ 1/2015. Have 
similar titles in collection

si yo te dijera SPANISH Budnitz, J. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) book is yellow, 
has stains, pages are 
creased, reputable 
Spanish publisher, it's 
history of circulation is low 
(3 checkouts in 14 years). 

Sidney Sheldon's After the 
Darkness Bagshawe, T.  x       x  

Rest of re-issued series is 
still circing. Putting back 
on shelf.

Sidney Sheldon's Chasing 
Tomorrow Bagshawe, T.  x       x  

Rest of series is still 
circing. Putting back on 
shelf.

Sidney Sheldon's Reckless Bagshawe, T.  x       x  

Rest of series is still 
circing. Putting back on 
shelf.

Siege and Storm TEEN FICTION Bardugo, L.     x     
Sierra Nevada Wildflowers 582.1309794 Wiese 2013  x        
Silver clay with style : 22 
unique & stylish silver clay 
jewellery projects to make, 
wear & enjoy! 739.27 Colman 2011      x   x  

Last circ 1/2015. Have 
other metal clay jewelry 
titles 

Simply pearls : designs for 
creating perfect pearl 
jewelry 739.27 Alden 2006      x   x  

Last circ 8/2015. Have 
similar titles in collection 

sisters/hermanas 
SPANISH  Paulson, G. For. Lang. 
Coll     x  x    

(fiction) checked out 1 
since 2009, dark yellow 
pages, SPLB has two 
copies. Bilingual book, 
reputable Spanish 
translation publisher.

Sistine Chapel J 759.5 Rebman 2000+      x  x  x  

Sitting Practice Adderson, C.     x  x   x  
Last circ'd over 2 years 
ago, spine starting to split

Skinful of Shadows TEEN FICTION Hardinge, F.  x        
Skinful of Shadows TEEN FICTION Hardinge, F.  x        
Skippyjon Jones Snow 
What Sch +E     x     
Skyscrapers J 720.483 Latham      x   x  
Small spaces, beautiful 
gardens 712.6 Davitt 2001      x  x  x  

Last circ 3/2016. Have 
similar titles in collection
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Smoke, mirrors, and 
murder 364.1523 Rule     x     
Smoke, mirrors, and 
murder 364.1523 Rule     x    x  x
Snappy Style Paper 
Decoration J 745.54 Phillips 2013  x        
Snow Shu +E     x     
Snow Bears JP Wad     x     Out of print
So you want to be a 
garden designer : how to 
get started, grow, and 
thrive in the landscape 
design 712.023 Howard 2010  x       x  

Relevant information even 
if low circ. No other titles 
that address subject

sobre la pista
SPANISH Evanovich, S. For. Lang. 
Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) yellow/brown 
pages, book cover is 
worn, stains surrounding 
the text block pages. 
Reputable Spanish 
translation publisher, low 
circulation.

Something in Between TEEN De la Cruz, M.    x  x     
Something Rotten CD Fiction Fforde     x    x  

soñar con los ojos 
abiertos: una vida de 
Diego Rivera

Spanish 921 Rivera, Diego 1999 
For. Lang. Coll  x       x  

Checkout was 2 years 
ago, book has stains but it 
is the only Spanish 
biography on Diego 
Rivera in SPLM.

Song of Years Aldrich, B.      x   x  
Last used almost 2.5 
years ago

Sophomores and Other 
Oxymorons TEEN FICTION Lubar, D.      x   x  
Sotheby's concise 
encyclopedia of porcelain 738.209 Sotheby 1994     x  x   x  

Last circ 1/2016. Warped 
and stained.

Soul of an octopus 594.56 Montgomery 2015  x        

South of Resurrection Agee, J.      x   x  

Last circ'd over 2.5 years 
ago. Lack of demand for 
works by author. 1 other 
title by author hasn't circ'd 
in almost 2 years. Other 
title hasn't circ'd in over a 
year. 

Space Song Rocket Ride Scr +E     x    x  
Spiritual space : the 
religious architecture of 
Pietro Belluschi 726.5 Clausen 1992      x  x  x  

Last circ 3/2015. Black 
and white photographs 
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Split Estate Bacon. C.      x   x  Hasn't circ'd since 2016. 

Spokane sketchbook 720.979737 Stave     x  x  x  x  
Last circ 12/2015. 
Published in 1974

Spookey Modeling Clay J 731.42 Cuxart  x        
Spot Loves Bedtime JB     x     x
Spot's Opposites JB     x     x
St. Patrick's Day Crafts J 745.59416 Gnojew  x        
St. Patrick's Day Crafts J 745.59416 Gnojew    x   x    

Stallions at Burnt Rock Bagdon, P.      x   x  

Book 2 and 3 in series 
circ'd about 1.5 years ago. 
Books 1 and 4 haven't 
circ'd in 3 years. Book 4 is 
a paperback with a split 
spine and staining. Book 3 
has light staining. All this 
combined does not justify 
keeping this series.

Stand Down CD Mystery Jance   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

Star Anderson, P.     x  x    
Last circ'd almost 3 years 
ago. Pbk spine is split. 

Star Wars Episode IV A 
New Hope JP Star Wars  x        
Start to Embroider J 746.44 Buckley      x  x  x  
Steadfast TEEN FICTION Gray, C.    x  x     
Stellaluna JP Cannon  x        

Step on a crack CD Fiction Patterson     x    x  
Many other copies in 
CCRLS

Stephan Balkenhol: 
sculptures and drawings OVERSIZE 735.238 Benezra 1995      x   x  

Has never been checked 
out

Still looking : essays on 
American art 709.73 Updike 2005      x   x  Last circ 7/2012. 
Stories in stone 550.9 Will 2009      x    1 other copy in CCRLS
Story of Time 529 Lippin 1999 Q      x  x  x  
Streams their ecology and 
life 577.64 Cushing 2001  x        
Street Dance J 792.8 Gogerly 2012+      x   x  
Strike TEEN FICTION MacHale, D.    x   x    
Stuff For Your Space J 745.593 Warwick 2004      x  x  x  
Substitute Creature TEEN FICTION Gilman, C.  x        
Suck Wicked Intent TEEN FICTION Oppel, K.      x   x  
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Suffer the little children CD Mystery Leon   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

Summer in Tuscany Adler, E.      x    

Hbk and pbk copies both 
have not circ'd since 
2016, nor have many 
other titles by this author. 
Other CCRLS libraries 
own.

Summer in Tuscany Adler, E.     x  x   x  

Hbk and pbk copies both 
have not circ'd since 
2016, nor have many 
other titles by this author. 
HBk copy spine starting to 
split. Other CCRLS 
libraries own.

Sun moon star Oversize 811.54 Vonnegut 1980  x        

Sun spaces : new vistas 
for living and growing 728.924 Clegg 1987     x  x   x  

Last circ 4/1/2016. 
Squashed insect inside 
and yellowed pages 

Sunset ideas for hot tubs, 
spas, & home saunas 728.9 Sunset 1979     x    x  

Stains and yellowed 
pages. 1979 pub date. 
have newer titles in 
collection

Super Simple Seashell 
Projects J 745.594 Doudna  x        

superando la soledad
Spanish 155.92 Rubio 2003 For. 
Lang. Coll     x  x   x  x

Book on overcoming 
loneliness published 16 
years ago. Pages are 
stained, have grime, and 
last checkout was 3 years 
ago. It circulated well 
before 2017, ordering a 
title with similar content. 

Sure Signs of Crazy TEEN FICTION Harrington, K.    x  x     

Sweet Noshings 641.5676 Kritzer 2016     x     

Water damage. Back 
cover swollen. Pages 
rippled. 

Sweet talk CD Fiction Garwood     x    x  
Sweetheart CD Mystery Cain     x     We own a copy at WSL
Swimming to Ella Avallone, S.      x   x  x Hasn't circ'd since 2016. 
Swimming with Dolphins 508 Wood 2012      x  x  x  x
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Symbols of Judaism OVERSIZE 704.03924 Ouaknin 1996      x  x  x  x

Last circ 12/2015. 
Ordered newer, more 
comprehensive title

taekwondo
Spanish 796.8157 Mitchell 1994 For. 
Lang. Coll      x  x  x  

Published in 1992, last 
checkout was in 2013. 
There is a more current 
guide available in the 
library.

Tailspin Brown, S.    x      West Salem Lucky Day
Team of Rivals part 1 CD 973.7 Goodwin     x    x  x
Team of Rivals part 2 CD 973.7 Goodwin     x    x  x
Tears of the cheetah 591.35 O'Brien 2003      x   x  

Ten days in the hills CD Fiction Smiley   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

ternura y firmeza con los 
hijos

Spanish 649.1 Lyford 2001  For. 
Lang. Coll      x  x  x  

(nonfiction) book is 18 
years old, another copy 
exists in CCRLS, book 
has stains and grime. 
There are more current 
books on the subject of 
child rearing.

Test of Faith Allan. C.  x        

Hasn't circ'd in almost 3 
years, but other titles by 
this author show 2019 
checkouts, so there may 
be a resurgance of 
interest. Other titles 
haven't circ'd in almost 2 
years. Pbk is in very good 
condition. 

Texas Rifles CD Western Kelton   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

Thanksgiving Crafts J 745.59416 Eick      x  x  x  
Thanksgiving Day Crafts J 745.59416 Erlbach  x        
That is Not a Good Idea JP Willems     x     x
That is Not a Good Idea! JP Willems  x        

The 1200- Calorie-a-Day 
Menu 641.5635 Hughes 1994     x   x  x  

Curled cover. Superseded 
content. Faded.

The 13th Reality TEEN Dashner, J.     x     
The 20th century's 
greatest hits : a "top-40" 
list 709.049 Williams 2000     x  x   x  

Last circ 2/2015. Yellowed 
pages. 
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The Afterlife of Holly 
Chase TEEN Hand, C.     x  x    

Remaining copy sufficient 
for demand

The age of Sultan 
Süleyman the Magnificent OVERSIZE 709.56 Atil 1987  x       x  

Good resource covering 
information not found 
elsewhere in collection

The American city : what 
works, what doesn't 711.4 Garvin 2002      x   x  Last circ 4/2015. Textbook 
The American porch : an 
informal history of an 
informal place 721.84 Dolan 2002  x       x  

Even though low circ, 
there are no comparable 
titles 

The architecture of 
castles: a visual guide 725.18 Brown     x    x  x

Rippling from water 
damage. Ordered new 
title with color images 

The Armchair James 
Beard 641.509 Beard 1999  x        

The art and architecture of 
Islam 1250-1800 709.17671 Blair 1995  x       x  

Good quality material on 
the subject even if low 
circ. Not many other 
similar titles in collection

The Bambino and Me JP Hyman   x       

The Best Homemade 
Kids' Snacks on the Planet  x        BTS.
The Big Fella 921 Ruth, Babe 2018    x      Lucky Day
The Black Circle J Thirty-nine     x     x

The Blue Elephant 
Cookbook 641.509 Blue Elephant 1999 Q     x  x  x   

No circ in 3.5. Spine. Ink 
bleed. masking tape. 1 
additional copy in CCRLS.

The Book of I Armenteros, J.      x   x  
Has never circulated. 
Added almost 3 years ago.

The Boy Who Bit PIcasso J 709.2 Penrose      x   x  
The Boy Who Carried the 
Flag J Carson, J.     x    x  
The Breakers MYSTERY Muller, M.    x      West Salem Lucky Day

The Canterbury Tales: A 
Retelling Ackroyd, P.   x       

Pulled for stains on side, 
will see if TS can sand 
them down.

The carousel keepers : an 
oral history of American 
carousels 731.832 Papa      x   x  Last circ 10/2015
The CIA Breakfasts & 
Brunches 641.52 Culin 2005     x     

Spine broken, pages 
loose. Oil stains. Mold.
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The city as a work of art 720.94 Olsen 1986     x    x  

Foxing and wear on cover. 
Stains on pages. Have 
other titles on the subject

The classic Italian garden 712.0945 Chatfield      x  x  x  
Last circ 12/2015. Have 
similar titles in collection

The collector's 
encyclopedia of majolica 738.372 Katz 2000      x   x  Last circ 5/2015

The collector's 
encyclopedia of Van 
Briggle art pottery : an 
identification & value guide 738.09 Sasicki 2000      x   x  Last circ 9/2015
The collectors 
encyclopedia of Weller 
pottery 738.09 Huxford 1996      x   x  Last circ 9/2015

The complete book of 
polymer clay OVERSIZE 731.42 Pavelka 2010      x   x  

Last circ 8/2015. Have 
many other titles on the 
subject 

The complete cookie jar 
book 738 Schneid 2003      x   x  Last circ 7/2011

The complete guide to 
barrier-free housing 720.42 Branson 1991       x  x  

Published in 1991. 
Outdated information. 
Collection contains other 
relevant material

The Cupcake Cafe 
Cookbook 641.509 Cupcake Cafe 1998     x   x  x  

Dirty cover. Ink in front 
pages. Newer books on 
topics including cupcakes 
+ donuts. 

The Dante Chamber LP Mystery Pearl, M.   x       
The Darling Dahlias and 
the Poinsettia Puzzle MYSTERY Albert, S.    x      Lucky Day
The Darling Dahlias and 
the Poinsettia Puzzle MYSTERY Albert, S.    x      Lucky Day.
The decorative tile : in 
architecture and interiors OVERSIZE 721.0443 Herbert 1995      x   x  Last circ 12/2015
The edifice complex : how 
the rich and powerful 
shape the world 725 Sudjic 2005      x   x  

Last circ 3/2015. Black 
and white photographs 

The Elgin affair : the 
abduction of Antiquity's 
greatest treasures and the 
passions it aroused 733.309 Vrettos      x   x  Last circ 1/2015
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The encyclopedia of 
sculpting techniques 731.4 Plowman      x   x  

Last circ 5/2015. Have 
other items in collection 
that cover the topic

The English house, 1860-
1914 : the flowering of 
English domestic 
architecture 728.0942 Stamp 1986      x  x  x  x

New item with high quality 
color images has been 
ordered

The Extraordinary Cases 
of Sherlock Holmes J Doyle, A     x     x
The Fashion Committee TEEN Juby, S.  x        
The Fate of Ten TEEN FICTION Lore, P.     x     
The Feng Shui garden : 
design your garden for 
health, wealth, and 
happiness 712.2 Hale  x        

In better condition than 
similar titles in collection

The Fiber of Life 641.56384 Grogan 2002     x    x  

Brown goo in front cover. 
No circ in 1+. Cover 
curled. Newer books on 
topic.

The First Flute JP Bouchard  x        

The Fragrance of Roses Arana, N.  x        

Hasn't circ'd in over 2 
years. Rest of series (2 
other books) haven't circ'd 
in almost 2 years. Author's 
newer works have circ'd in 
2018. Giving the series a 
little bit more time. 

The Frederic Remington 
Art Museum collection OVERSIZE 709.09747 Dippie 2001  x       x  

Best treatment of the 
subject available

The Games of Lives TEEN FICTION Dashner, J.      x    
The garden planner 712.6 Williams     x     Dirty and stained 

The Gates of hell by 
Auguste Rodin 730.9 Elsen      x   x  

Last circ 5/2015. Have 
items in collection that 
address the Gates of Hell 
in full color 

The glory of the English 
house : one hundred 
architectural masterpieces 728.0942 Esher 1991      x   x  

Last circ 1/2016. Have 
other, newer items in 
collection that address 
subject

The Good Dinosaur JP Disney  x        
The Good Dinosaur JP Disney  x        
The Grudge Keeper Roc +E   x       
The Halloween Gross-Out 
Guide J 745.594 Owen      x   x  
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The Handmaid's Tale Atwood, M.    x  x     

SPLM owns 8 copies, and 
SPLW 1. This paperback 
is an excess copy 
purchased when 
demaned resurged with 
release of TV show and is 
getting grubby and spine 
is splitting.

The harmonious garden : 
color, form, and texture 712.2 Ziegler 1996      x  x  x  

Last circ 5/2015. Have 
similar titles in collection

The Healthy Heart 
Cookbook for Dummies 641.56311 Healthy 2000  x        

The herb garden 712 Hillier 1996      x  x   
Last circ 12/2015. Have 
similar titles in collection

The Hero's Walk Badami, A.     x  x   x  
Hasn't circ'd in almost 2.5 
years. Spine is split.

The home design 
handbook 728.37 Myrvang     x    x  

Stained and warped 
pages. Have newer titles 
in collection covering 
subject matter

The House in Amalfi Adler, E.     x  x   x  

Hasn't circ'd in almost 2.5 
years. Stain on outer 
pages. Other CCRLS 
libraries own.

The House of Lanyon Anand, V.      x   x  

Last circ'd over 2 years 
ago. Do not own other 
book in series.None of 
other author's work owned 
by SPL have circ'd 
recently either. Still owned 
by CCRLS.

The House of the Spirits Allende, I.   x       

Pen marks on side. 
Second copy. Sending to 
be mended.

The house tells the story : 
homes of the American 
presidents

OVERSIZE 728.3709 Van Doren 
2015    x   x   x  

Last circ 3/2016. Available 
elsewhere in CCRLS

The Importance of a Piece 
of Paper Baca, J.      x   x  

Hasn't circ'd in almost 3 
years. 

The Ishbane Conspiracy Alcorn, R.    x     x  x
Paperback with multiple 
splits in spine.

The Kentucky Trace Arnow, H.   x       
Cover is loose and torn. 
Last circ'd 09/2017.
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could be the 
same book, a 
newer edition, or 
another title with 
similar content. Notes

The Ketogenic 
Mediterranian Diet 641.5638 Santos-Prowse 2017     x     x

New copy on order in 
spring cookbook cart. 
Water damage. Cover 
curled.

The Kids' Winter Fun Book J 790.1922 Gillman+  x        
The Kiss TEEN FICTION Patterson, J.    x  x     
The Kiss TEEN FICTION Patterson, J.     x     

The Last Cato Asensi, M.     x  x   x  

Hasn't circ'd in over 2 
years. Neither SPL nor 
any other CCRLS libraries 
owns the sequel.

The Last Taxi Ride Ahmad, A.      x   x  

Last circ'd over 2.5 years 
ago. Other book in series 
has also not circ'd recently 
- last used in 05/2017. No 
new books in series 
anticipated at this time.

The Last Testament of 
Oscar Wilde Ackroyd, P.   x       

Hasn't circ'd in almost 3 
years. Other fiction works 
by author circ well. 
Sending to be re-covered 
and split spine mended to 
try to refresh.

The Last Time I Saw Paris Adler, E.     x  x    

Hbk and pbk copies both 
have not circ'd since 
2016, nor have many 
other titles by this author. 
Pbk in ratty condition. 
Other CCRLS libraries 
own.

The Last Time I Saw Paris Adler, E.      x   x  

Hbk and pbk copies both 
have not circ'd since 
2016, nor have many 
other titles by this author. 
Other CCRLS libraries 
own.

The last Whales Abbey, L.   x       

Pulled for stains on side, 
will see if TS can sand 
them down.

The Late Show MYSTERY Connelly, M.    x      West Salem Lucky Day
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same book, a 
newer edition, or 
another title with 
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The Lord is My Salvation Austin, L.     x    x  x

Wrinkled cover, very 
"sunburnt" pages, spine 
splitting. Series is still 
circing well. Ordering 
replacement.

The Lost TEEN FICTION Patterson, J.    x  x     
The Lost TEEN FICTION Patterson, J.    x  x     

The Lost Norwegian 641.509 Lost Norwegian 1991     x   x  x  

Spine. Cover. Pages. 
Newer books on Scandi 
cooking traditions and 
practices.

The Love-Artist Alison, J.      x   x  
Hasn't circ'd in almost 3 
years.  

The Lowfast Jewish 
Vegetarian Cookbook 641.5676 Wasserman 1994     x  x  x  x  x

Cover sticky & curled. No 
circ in 4+ years. Added 2 
new vegan + vegetarian 
Jewish cooking books to 
May cart. 

The Lucky Ones TEEN FICTION Godbersen, A.     x  x   x  

The Mammoth Hunters Auel, J.    x  x     
Pen marks and stains. 
Have another copy. 

The Melting Season Attenberg, J.  x        

Just over circ guideline for 
review (03/2017 last circ), 
other works circulate fairly 
well, new title coming out 
in fall, will keep a little 
longer in case there's a 
resurgence of interest

The Midnight Star TEEN Lu, M.     x     
The Missing One Atkins, L.      x   x  Hasn't circ'd in 2.5 years. 

The Moon J 523.3 Landau 2008       x   
We have an updated 
edition already

The Moon J 523.3 Landau 2008       x   
The Mystery of Three 
Quarters MYSTERY Hannah, S.    x      Lucky Day
The Nameless Hero J Bacon, L.     x     x
The Napping House JP Wood  x        

The New McDougall 
Cookbook 641.56384 McDoug 1993     x   x   

Dirty. Smelly. Superseded 
content w/ 4+ new books 
from author on shelf. 
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could be the 
same book, a 
newer edition, or 
another title with 
similar content. Notes

The new Western home 728.0978 Ewald 2009      x  x  x  x

Last circ 4/2016. Ordered 
newer item with updated 
information

The Next Person You 
Meet in Heaven Albom, M.    x      Lucky Day
The Noel Stranger Evans, R.    x      Lucky Day
The Noel Stranger Evans, R.    x      Lucky Day

The Norman Pretender. Anand, V.      x   x  

Last circ'd over 2 years 
ago. Do not own 2/4 
books in series.None of 
other author's work owned 
by SPL have circ'd 
recently either. 

The official 2013 
blackbook price guide to 
United States coins 737.4 Hudgeons 2013      x  x  x  

Over 5 years old. 
Outdated price information 

The official 2014 
blackbook price guide to 
United States coins 737.4 Hudgeons 2014     x  x  x  x  

Over 5 years old. 
Outdated price 
information. Stains. 

The official Precious 
Moments collector's guide 
to figurines 738.28 Official 2010      x   x  

Last circ 10/2014. Has 
only been checked out 
once. 

The old house book of 
cottages and bungalows 728.37 Old 1987     x    x  

Stains. Have similar titles 
in collection

The Optomistic Decade Abel, H.   x       

Pulled for stains on side, 
will see if TS can sand 
them down. 

The Parthenon enigma 726.12 Connelly 2014      x  x  x  
Last circ 9/2015. Three 
other copies in CCRLS

The People vs. Alex Cross MYSTERY Patterson, J.    x      West Salem Lucky Day

The perfect home OVERSIZE 728.8 Gilliatt    x   x   x  
Last circ 4/2016. Have 
similar titles in collection 

The Pig in the Pond JP Wad     x     x
The Pinstripe Ghost J Kelly, D.     x     

The Plains of Passage Auel, J.     x    x  x

Grubby pages, spine 
starting to split, odor. 
Ordering replacement 
hardcover.

The President is Missing Clinton, B.    x      West Salem Lucky Day
The President is Missing Clinton, B.    x      West Salem Lucky Day
The Problem with Here Is 
That's It's Where I'm From J Benton, J     x     x
The Quickest Kid in 
Clarksville JP Miller  x        
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could be the 
same book, a 
newer edition, or 
another title with 
similar content. Notes

The Quiet Side of Passion MYSTERY McCall Smith, A.    x      Lucky Day
The religious art of Andy 
Warhol OVERSIZE 709.73 Dillen 1998  x       x  

Good resource even if low 
circ 

The rise of the Gothic 726.7 Anderson 1988      x  x  x  

Last circ 7/2014. Have 
other items in collection 
that address subject with 
color photos

The Rooster Bar Grisham, J.    x      West Salem Lucky Day
The Sacred Lies of 
Minnow Bly TEEN FICTION Oakes, S.  x        
The Sacred Lies of 
Minnow Bly TEEN FICTION Oakes, S.    x  x     
The Sacrifice TEEN FICTION Higson, C.     x     
The Seven Chinese 
Brothers J 398.2 Mahy 1990     x    x  not available in to replace
The Sinners MYSTERY Atkins, A.    x      Lucky Day
The Snowy Day JP Keats  x        

The Song Within My Heart JP Bou  x        
The Spy That Never Lies J Dixon, F.     x     Out of print

The Starch Solution 641.5638 McDoug 2012  x        
BTS. Duplicate, but still 
circulating well/relevant.

The story of architecture 720.9 Glancey 2000       x  x  
Own updated edition by 
DK

The story of jewelry OVERSIZE 739.2719 Black      x   x  Last circ 11/2015

The Stranger from Medina Bagdon, P.      x   x  

Book 2 and 3 in series 
circ'd about 1.5 years ago. 
Books 1 and 4 haven't 
circ'd in 3 years. Book 4 is 
a paperback with a split 
spine and staining. Book 3 
has light staining. All this 
combined does not justify 
keeping this series.

The Tale of Kitty-in-Boots JP Potteer  x        

The Tea Girl of 
Hummingbird Lane Book club kit paperback     x     

Water damage. Curled 
cover. Kit has needed 
copies. 1 paperback 
withdrawn.

The techniques of wood 
sculpture 731.462 Orchard      x   x  

Last circ 3/2015. Have 
similar titles in collection 

The Theory of Everything TEEN FICTION Luna, K.     x    x  
The Time Fetch TEEN FICTION Herrick, A.    x   x    
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same book, a 
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The Truth and Other Lies Arango, S.      x   x  
Hasn't circ'd over 2.5 
years.

The Unbroken Web Adams, R.   x       

Hasn't circ'd since 2017. 
Award-winning author of 
Watership Down.  2 other 
works circing well. 
Sending for a new cover 
and repairs (spine starting 
to split, stains on last 
page) to refresh.

The Valley of Horses Auel, J.    x  x     
Grubby and dirty second 
copy.

The well-decorated 
garden : making outdoor 
ornaments and accents 717 Doran 1999     x  x  x   

Stained and dirty. Last circ 
7/2015.

The Wind Singer TEEN FICTION Nicholson, W.      x   x  
The Work of Frank Lloyd 
Wright : the life-work of 
the American architect 
Frank Lloyd Wright OVERSIZE 724.6 Work 1965      x  x  x  

Last circ 7/2013. Have 
other materials covering 
Wright's work with color 
images 

The world's great 
architecture 720.9 World 1980     x   x  x  

Have similar titles with full 
color pictures 

The Young Entrepreneurs' 
Club J 790.2 Hobbs 2014+      x   x  
Thea Stilton and the Great 
Tulip Heist J Stilton, T.     x     x
Thea Stilton and the 
Madagascar Madness J Stilton, T.     x     x
This Dark Endeavor TEEN FICTION Oppel, K.      x    
This Dark Endeavor TEEN FICTION Oppel, K.      x   x  

This House of sky 978.6612 Doig 1980  x       x  x

I am putting this copy 
back on the shelf, but also 
ordering a new copy 
because this copy is 
getting worn.

This Monstrous Thing TEEN FICTION Lee, M.    x   x   x  

This will change everything 501.12 This 2010  x        

Thomas Paine CD 921 Paine, Thomas 2006   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

Thousand acres CD Fiction Smiley   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

Three Billy Goats Gruff JP Gal +E     x     x
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Three Billy Goats Gruff JP Gal +E     x     
Three By the Sea JP Mar +E     x     
Three-Alarm Jokes J 793.735 Dahl 2004+      x   x  
Thrill! CD Fiction Collins     x  x   x  
Thunder Bunny JP Ber     x    x  

Thunder on the Dos Gatos Bagdon, P.     x  x   x  

Book 2 and 3 in series 
circ'd about 1.5 years ago. 
Books 1 and 4 haven't 
circ'd in 3 years. Book 4 is 
a paperback with a split 
spine and staining. Book 3 
has light staining. All this 
combined does not justify 
keeping this series.

Tile style : painting & 
decorating your own 
designs : creative ideas 
for personalizing tiles to fit 738.6 Elliot 2013      x   x  Last circ 3/2016. 

Time's Convert FANTASY Harkness, D.    x  x     
Lucky Day. Black marks 
on outside pages.

Tin roof blowdown CD Mystery Burke     x     other copies in CCRLS
Tiny homes on the move 728.79 Kahn 2014    x      
Titanic Shipwrecks and 
Sunken Treasure J 910.452 Malam 2003     x     Out of print
To All the Boys I've Loved 
Before Han, J.    x      Lucky Day

To the power of three CD Mystery Lippman   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

todo es silencio Spanish Rivas, M. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) book last 
circulated in 2016 and has 
only two checkouts since 
2012. Book has minor 
signs of wear - some 
yellowing, cover is 
creased, and has grime. 

Too late to say goodbye 364.1523 Rule     x    x  x  
Tool Book JP Gibbons     x     x

tormenta de espadas SPANISH Martin, G. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) book is yellow, 
has grime. Has not 
circulated since 2016. 
Other copies exist in 
CCRLS.
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Towering Homes J 728.372 Bailey  x        
Toys and Games Then 
and Now J 790.133 Nelson 2003+      x  x  x  
Traditional painting : 
window on the Korean 
mind 709.519 Traditional 2010      x  x  x  

Last circ 7/2015. Only 2 
circs since it was added in 
3/2013. 

Transcription Atkinson, K.    x      Lucky Day
Treasures from Korea : 
arts and culture of the 
Joseon Dynasty, 1392-
1910 OVERSIZE 709.519 Treasure 2013  x       x  

Good resource even if low 
circ 

trilogia de la ocupacion
SPANISH Modiano, P. For. Lang. 
Coll  x        

(fiction) book cover has 
small creases but pages 
are in good condition. Can 
still circulate. 

Triple Homicide MYSTERY Patterson, J.    x  x     
West Salem Lucky Day. 
Pbk. spine split

Tugboat JP Gar +E     x     x

Turnaround CD Fiction Pelecanos   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

Twelve Days of Christmas J 782.28 Long 2011+   x       

Moving to Holiday Picture 
books to see if it 
circulates better there

Twelve Days of Christmas J 782.28 Twelve 2009+   x       

Moving to Holiday Picture 
books to see if it 
circulates better there

Twice Lucky Alexander, M.        x  
Low use. Last circ'd over 
2.5 years ago

Twilight of the clockwork 
god 501 Ebert 1999  x        
Tyrannosaurus Rex vs. 
Edna JP Rees         

un beso en la oscuridad SPANISH Howard, L. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) yellow pages, 
creased cover, book has 
grime, and pages are 
stained. Reputable 
Spanish translation 
publisher. Last circulated 
in 2017. other copy exists 
in CCRLS.
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un curso de milagros
Spanish 299.93 Curso 1992 For. 
Lang. Coll      x  x  x  

(nonfiction) Withdrawn. 
Self-help guide from 1992, 
continued learning section 
includes descriptions for 
buying video tapes and 
cassette tapes. A revised 
2nd edition exists with 
updated course materials.

una fraccion de segundo
SPANISH Baldacci, D. For. Lang. 
Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) last circulated in 
2017, pages are all 
yellow, has grime on the 
bottom pages.  

una noche bajo las 
estrellas 

SPANISH Lawrence, K. For. Lang. 
Coll     x  x   x  x

(fiction) Translation is of 
quality. Book is creased 
and is yellow.  Ordering 
another title with similar 
content.

una rosa en invierno
Spanish Woodiwiss, K. For. Lang. 
Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) book checked out 
in 2016, pages have 
started to detach from 
spine, yellowing of pages.

Understanding Greek 
sculpture : ancient 
meanings, modern 
readings 733.3 Spivey      x   x  x

Last circ 4/2015. Ordered 
new title on subject 

Unhinged 973.933 Omarosa 2018    x      Lucky Day
Unhinged TEEN FICTION Howard, A.     x     
United as One TEEN Lore, P.     x     
United States Essays 
1952-1992 814.54 Vidal  x        
Unlikely Pairs J 750.11 Raczka 2006+      x   x  
Unraveling TEEN FICTION Norris, E.    x  x     

Utopia Experiment CD Fiction Mills   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

Vacation Under the 
Volcano J Osborne, M.     x     x
Vacuum Bazookas, 
Electric Rainbow Jelly, 
and 27 Other Saturday 
Science Projects     x   x  x  

This book does not have a 
dust jacket; the author has 
a newer book on science 
experiments.
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valfierno
SPANISH Caparros, M. For. Lang. 
Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) book last 
circulated in 2016, book 
pages are creased, 
various pages have stains.

venas de nieve SPANISH Fuentes, E. For. Lang. Coll  x        

(fiction) low checkout, no 
circulation since 2016. 
Book condition is fine to 
circulate. Not a translation 
- written by author.

venas de nieve SPANISH Fuentes, P. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) condition: book 
cover is creased, has 
grime/scuffs. Bottom of 
book has unknown stains 
and grime but pages are 
clear. Has low checkouts 
(four between 2009-2016) 
with the lastest checkout 
being three years ago.

Vendetta Johansen, I.    x      Lucky Day
Vendetta Johansen, I.    x      Lucky Day

venganza tardia SPANISH Junger, E. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) book has low 
circulation (1 checkout in 
2015). Cover is creased 
and bent. Reputable 
Spanish publisher. 

veronika decide morir SPANISH  Coelho, P. For. Lang. Coll     x  x   x  

(fiction) 3 checkouts since 
2010. Yellow coloring and 
unknown stain on the 
bottom spine of book. 
Inside back cover has oil 
stain.

Victorian classics of San 
Francisco OVERSIZE 728.3709794 Victor 1987      x   x  

Pub date 1987. Last circ 
5/2014. 

Viking age sculpture in 
northern England 730.9 Bailey     x  x   x  

Underlining. Last circ 
1/2015.

Virgin Suicides CD Ficiton Eugenides     x    x  
Voice in the wind CD Fiction Rivers     x    x  x
Voyage of the Dawn 
Treader J Lewis, C.     x     

Voyager part 2 CD Fiction Gabaldon   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts
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Walking Shadows MYSTERY Kellerman, F.    x      West Salem Lucky Day
Warded Man CD Fantasy Brett     x    x  x

Warhol OVERSIZE 709.73 Warhol 1997      x   x  
Last circ 9/2010. Have 
other titles on Warhol

Warman's Hull pottery : 
identification and value 
guide 738.309 Doyle 2007      x   x  

Last circ 1/2016. Available 
in CCRLS

Washington Wines & 
Wineries, 2nd ed. 641.22 Gregutt 2010  x        

BTS. Local interest/travel. 
Good condition. Subject 
coverage.

Watch the Skies TEEN FICTION Patterson, J.    x      
Watching wildife central 
America 591.9728 Hunter 2002      x  x  x  

Watching wildlife Australia 591.994 Watch 2000      x  x  x  
Watching wildlife East 
Africa 591.9676 Andrew 2001      x  x  x  

We own something newer 
on the topic

Watching wildlife Southern 
Africa 591.968 Hunter 2002      x  x  x  

Water bound CD Fiction Feehan     x    x  
We do not own any other 
audiobooks in this series

Water in the garden : a 
complete guide to the 
design and installation of 
ponds, fountains, streams, OVERSIZE 714 Allison 1991      x   x  

Last circ 11/2014.  Have 
similar titles in collection 

Waterfowl carving with 
J.D. Sprankle : the fully 
illustrated reference to 
carving and painting 25 d 731.462 Schroeder 1985      x   x  Last circ 6/2015

Waterfront homes 728.37 Water 1997     x    x  

Dirty pages and cover. 
Have similar items in 
collectiom

Waylon One Awesome 
Thing J Pennypacker, S.    x  x     
We Shall Overcome J 782.42162 Stotts 2010+  x        
Web of Evil CD Mystery Jance     x    x  3 other copies in CCRLS
Wedgwood : a collector's 
guide 738.09 Williams 1992      x   x  Last circ 12/2015
Werido Halloween J Stine, R.     x     x

West Coast Victorians : a 
nineteenth-century legacy 728.0979 Naversen 1987     x  x   x  

Stained and dirty. Last circ 
3/2016. have other titles in 
collection covering the 
subject 
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Whale in My Swimming 
Pool JP Wan     x     x
Wharton Novellas & Other 
Writings 813.52 Wharton  x        
What a Wonderful World J P Wei     x    x  
What happened 921 Clinton, Hillary    x      
What is mathematics? 510 Courant 1996  x        

Wheat Belly total Health CD 613.26 Davis 2014   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

When Blue Met Egg JP Ward     x    x  Out of print
When You Wish Upon a 
Star JP Washington  x        

Where Did THey Hide My 
Present J 782.42083 Katz 2005   x       

Moving to Holiday books 
for potentially better 
visibility

Where is the Baby? Allen, C.      x   x  

Hasn't circ'd in 2.5 years. 
Author's other works have 
also not circ'd recently.

Where Lies Our Hope Bacher, J.     x    x  x

Brown stains. Series is 
still circulating well. Out of 
print, but sending to 
acquisitions staff for 
potential replacement.

Where the past begins CD Tan, A   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

Whiskey in a Teacup 921 Witherspoon, Reese 2018    x      Lucky Day

Whisper to the living CD Mystery Kaminsky     x    x  
We do not own any other 
audiobooks in this series

Whispering land 591.982 Durrell     x     x
White deer 818.52 Thurber 1945  x        
Who Broke the Vase JP Turner     x     x

Who lived where : a 
biographical guide to 
homes and museums 728.0973 Eastman 1983      x  x  x  x

Last circ 12/2014. 
Ordered newer item 
covering the same subject 
matter 

Who Was Neil Armstrong J 921 Armstrong Neil     x     
Why men don't listen and 
women can't read maps 155.33 Pease 2000  x        
Wild orchids across North 
America 584.4097 Keenan 1998      x   x  
Wild orchids of North 
America, north of Mexico 584.4097 Brown 2003      x   x  



Title Call #

Reviewed and 
returned to 
shelf

Sent to be 
mended

Withdrawn - 
excess copy

Withdrawn 
- condition

Withdrawn- 
lack of use

Withdrawn - 
outdated 
content or 
other MUSTIE 
factor 
(misleading, 
ugly, 
superseded, 
trivial, 
irrelevant, 
elsewhere) Last copy?

Is item being 
replaced? 
(check if yes) 
Not necessarily 
a one-to-one 
replacement - 
i.e. replacement 
could be the 
same book, a 
newer edition, or 
another title with 
similar content. Notes

Wild song 811.008 Wild  x        

Wildflowers of the Sierra 
Nevada and Central Valley 582.1309794 Black 1999      x   x  

We have a newer book on 
this topic

Wildlife of east Africa 591.9796 Withers 2002  x        
William Faulkner first 
encounters 813.52 Brooks     x    x  x
William Shakespeare a 
documentary volume 803 Dictionary v. 263  x        

Wine-dark sea CD Fiction O'Brian   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

Winter in Paradise Hilderbrand, E.    x      Lucky Day.

Winter's Solstice CD Hilderbrand   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts

Without pity 364.1523 Rule     x    x  x
Wonders of the World J 709.012 World 1997      x  x  x  
Working drawings 
handbook OVERSIZE 720.284 Styles 1995      x   x  Last circ 11/2015
World atlas of coral reefs 577.789 Spald 2001      x  x   x  
World Book Enciclopedia 
Estudantil Hallazgos J 036 World 2001      x  x  x  
World Book Enciclopedia 
Estudantil Hallazgos J 036 World 2001      x  x  x  
World Book Enciclopedia 
Estudantil Hallazgos J 036 World 2001      x  x  x  
World Book Enciclopedia 
Estudantil Hallazgos J 036 World 2001      x  x  x  
World Book Enciclopedia 
Estudantil Hallazgos J 036 World 2001      x  x  x  
World Book Enciclopedia 
Estudantil Hallazgos J 036 World 2001      x  x  x  
World Book Enciclopedia 
Estudantil Hallazgos J 036 World 2001      x  x  x  
World Book Enciclopedia 
Estudantil Hallazgos J 036 World 2001      x  x  x  
World Book Enciclopedia 
Estudantil Hallazgos J 036 World 2001      x  x  x  
World Book Enciclopedia 
Estudantil Hallazgos J 036 World 2001      x  x  x  
World Book Enciclopedia 
Estudantil Hallazgos J 036 World 2001      x  x  x  
World Book Enciclopedia 
Estudantil Hallazgos J 036 World 2001      x  x  x  
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Reviewed and 
returned to 
shelf

Sent to be 
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Withdrawn - 
excess copy

Withdrawn 
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Withdrawn- 
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Withdrawn - 
outdated 
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other MUSTIE 
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elsewhere) Last copy?

Is item being 
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(check if yes) 
Not necessarily 
a one-to-one 
replacement - 
i.e. replacement 
could be the 
same book, a 
newer edition, or 
another title with 
similar content. Notes

World Book Enciclopedia 
Estudantil Hallazgos J 036 World 2001      x  x  x  
World of Shannara 813.54 Brooks 2001  x        
World of the wasp 595.79 Spoczynska 1975       x  x  
Writer's Life CD 921 Talese, Gay 2006     x  x   x  
Yankee Doodle Riddles J 793.735 Holub 2003      x  x   
You Are (Not) Small JP Kang  x        

You can farm 630 Salatin 1998     x   x  x  x
paperback with split text 
block

You Can Weave! J 746.1 Monagh 2000  x        
You Can't Have Too Many 
Friends     x     x
You in Five Acts TEEN LaMarche, U.     x     

Zeke and Ned CD Fiction McMurtry   x       

Acquisitions staff has 
ordered individual 
replacement parts



Title Issue Date

Withdrawn - 
outside 
retention

Withdrawn 
- condition Notes

New York Times Magazine 12/09/18  x cover off

New York Times Magazine 11/11/18  x falling apart

Analog 11-12/18  x cover off

House Beautiful 5/18  x loose pages

Outdoor Photographer 5/18  x

Owl 5/18  x

Highlights 5/18  x

Horoscope Guide 7/18  x

Ladybug 5-6/18  x

Click 5-6/18  x

Click 3/18  x

Entertainment Weekly 5/11/18  x

Entertainment Weekly 5/25/18  x

US Weekly 5/7/18  x

US Weekly 5/14/18  x

US Weekly 5/21/18  x

US Weekly 5/28/18  x

HGTV 4/18  x

Fine Cooking 4-5/18  x

Coin World 5/18  x

CT 5/18  x

Northwest Travel 6/18  x

Christian Science Monitor 4/2/18  x

Christian Science Monitor 4/9/18  x

Christian Science Monitor 4/16/18  x

Christian Science Monitor 4/23-4/30/18  x

Christian Science Monitor 5/7/18  x

Oregon Humanities 2018 Spring  x

NYT Magazine 4/29/18  x

Seventeen (YA) 5-6 2018  x

Trains 6/18  x

Trains 5/18  x

People en Espanol 6-7/18  x

MIT Technology Review 5-6/18  x

Magnolia Journal 5/18  x

Horticulture 5-6/18  x

Guns and Ammo 6/18  x
Fortune 5/18  x
Cook's Country 6-7/18  x
Conde Nast Traveler 5-6/18  x
Bride's 6-7/18  x
AARP 4-5/18  x
NYT Book Review 04/29/18  x



Title Issue Date

Withdrawn - 
outside 
retention

Withdrawn 
- condition Notes

NYT Book Review 05/06/18  x
NYT Book Review 05/13/18  x
NYT Book Review 05/20/18  x
Bloomberg Businessweek 04/02/2018  x
Bloomberg Businessweek 04/16/18  x
Bloomberg Businessweek 04/23/18  x
Bloomberg Businessweek 04/30/18  x
Bloomberg Businessweek 05/07/18  x
Bloomberg Businessweek 05/14/18  x
Bloomberg Businessweek 05/21/18  x
Bloomberg Businessweek 05/28/18  x
Christian Century 05/09/18  x
Time 02/04/19  x
NADA Official Used Car 4/18  x
Animation 5/18  x
Games 6/18  x
J-14 7/18  x
Real Simple 5/18  x
Skeptical Inquirer 5-6/18  x
Birds & Blooms 6-7/18  x
American Spirit 5-6/18  x
American Philatelist 5/18  x
Library Journal 4/15/18  x
Library Journal 5/1/18  x
Library Journal 5/15/18  x
Girls' Life 6-7/18  x
Ornament 40:3  x
Scientific American 12/18  x loose pages
Mad 08/18  x torn cover
Hot Rod 07/18  x
HGTV 06/18  x
Golf 06/18  x
Forbes 05/18  x
Family Circle 06/18  x
Interweave Knits 06/18  x
Discover 06/18  x
Country Living 06/18  x
Arizona Highways 06/18  x
American Craft 06-07/18  x
Bead & Button 06/18  x
Beadwork 06-07/18  x
History Today 04/18  x
Fine Gardening 04/18  x
Family Handyman 06/18  x
Family Handyman 05/18  x
Alaska 06/18  x
Dance 06/18  x
Sew News 06-07/18  x
National Review 05/14/18  x
New York Times Magazine 05/06/18  x
New York Times Magazine 05/13/18  x
New York Times Magazine 05/20/18  x



Title Issue Date

Withdrawn - 
outside 
retention

Withdrawn 
- condition Notes

New York Times Magazine 05/20/18  x
New York Times Magazine 05/27/18  x
Eco Kids Planet 2018 Summer  x
Eco Kids Planet 2018 Spring  x
Homeschooling Today 2018 Spring  x
Christian Science Monitor 05/14/18  x
Art in America 05/18  x
PW 04/09/18  x
PW 04/16/18  x
PW 04/23/18  x
PW 04/30/18  x
PW 05/07/18  x
Woman's Day 06/18  x
Vanity Fair 05/18  x
Town & Country 06-07/18  x
Sojourners 06/18  x
Scholastic Teacher 2018 Summer  x
Prevention 06/18  x
Parents 06/18  x
Outside 2018 Summer  x
Out 2018 05  x
History Today 2018 05  x
Highlights 06/18  x torn, loose cover
Tricycle 2018 Summer  x
Bell'Italia 04/18  x
Magazine Antiques 05-06/18  x
Make 06-07/18  x
Make 06-07/18  x
Martha Stewart Living 06/18  x
Archaeology 07-08/18  x torn, loose cover
Video Librarian 03-04/18  x
Public Libraries 01-02/18  x
Public Libraries 03-04/18  x
Writer 06/18  x
Quilting Arts 06-07/18  x
Climbing 07/18  x
Allrecipes 04-05/18  x
American Patchwork & Quilting 06/18  x
Guitar Player 05/18  x
Humanist 05-06/18  x
Health 06/18  x
Hawaii 06/18  x
Food & Wine 06/18  x
Elle 06/18  x
DeafLife 05/18  x
Catster 07-08/18  x
Backyard Poultry 06-07/18  x
Yes 2018 Summer  x
Wired 06/18  x
Travel & Leisure 06/18  x
Southern Living 06/18  x
Shape 06/18  x



Title Issue Date

Withdrawn - 
outside 
retention

Withdrawn 
- condition Notes

National Geographic Traveler 06-07/18  x
NYT Magazine Style 03/25/18  x
NYT Magazine 03/25/18  x
Men's Journal 05/18  x
Men's Health 06/18  x
Men's Health 05/18  x
Northwest Sportsman 05/18  x
Outside 06/18  x
Poetry 05/18  x
Runner's World 06/18  x
Sound & Vision 06/18  x
Sound & Vision 05/18  x
NY Review of Books 06/07/18  x
Trailer Life 06/18  x
Western Horseman 06/18  x
Guideposts 07/18  x
Guideposts 06/18  x
Cruising World 06-07/18  x
Artists Magazine 06-07/18  x
American Rifleman 06/18  x
People 11/19/18  x
Reader's Digest LP 3/18  x
National Geographic 3/18  x
Real Simple 3/18  x
Popular Mechanics 3/18  x
Popular Mechanics 4/18  x
Popular Mechanics 01-02/18  x
Prevention 04/18  x
Prevention 03/18  x
QST 04/18  x
QST 03/18  x
Fun to Learn Friends 09-10/18  x back cover gone
People 11/12/18  x
Sons of Norway Viking 06/18  x
Real Simple 06/18  x
Road & Track 06/18  x
Marie Claire 06/18  x
Entrepreneur 06/18  x
High Five Bilingue 06/18  x
Muscle & Fitness 06/18  x
QST 06/18  x
Townsend Letter 06/18  x
Old Cars Report 05-06/18  x
Owl 3/18  x
People 6/4/18  x
People 6/11/18  x
People 6/18/18  x
People 6/25/18  x
Fine Cooking 06-07/18  x
Time 3/18/19  x
Time 03/04/19  x
Seattle 06/18  x



Title Issue Date

Withdrawn - 
outside 
retention

Withdrawn 
- condition Notes

Chirp 06/18  x
Entertainment Weekly 03/29/19  x
Money 06-07/18  x
Paleo 06-07/18  x
National Review 05/28/18  x
Entertainment Weekly 06/01/18  x
NADA Official Used Car 05/18  x
NADA Official Used Car 06/18  x
National Geographic Kids 05/19  x front cover off
Vogue 03/19  x loose pages
AARP 02-03/19  x cover off
Wild West 02/19  x loose pages
Sports Illustrated Kids 10/18  x loose cover
New Moon Girls 01-02/17  x
New Moon Girls 11-12/16  x
Chickadee 06/18  x
Chickadee 05/18  x
Owl 06/18  x
Ranger Rick 12-01/18  x
Ranger Rick 06-07/18  x
Women's Health 06/18  x
Rachael Ray Everyday 06/18  x
Outdoor Photographer 06/18  x
Motor Trend 07/18  x
InStyle 06/18  x
Inc. 06/18  x
Horoscope Guide 08/18  x
Flying 06/18  x
Coin World 06/18  x
Civil War Times 08/18  x
Christianity Today 06/18  x
Art in America 06-07/18  x
Art & Antiques 06/18  x
Men's Journal 06/18  x
Sky & Telescope 07/18  x
Southwest Art 06/18  x
Writer's Digest 07-08/18  x
School Library Journal 05/2018  x
Booklist 04/01/18  x
Library Journal 05/15/18  x
Library Journal 01/18  x
Library Journal 04/15/18  x
Library Journal 05/01/18  x
Booklist 03/15/18  x
Library Journal 06/01/18  x
Library Journal 06/15/18  x
PW 05/14/18  x
PW 05/21/18  x
PW 05/28/18  x
Handmade Business 08/18  x
American Philatelist 06/18  x
Christian Science Monitor 05/21/18  x



Title Issue Date

Withdrawn - 
outside 
retention

Withdrawn 
- condition Notes

Christian Science Monitor 05/28/18  x
Christian Science Monitor 06/04/18  x
Christian Science Monitor 06/11/18  x
Christian Science Monitor 06/18/18  x
Christian Science Monitor 06/25/18  x
Us Weekly 06/04/18  x
Us Weekly 06/11/18  x
Us Weekly 06/18/18  x
Us Weekly 06/25/18  x



Title Call # Able to mend

Withdrawn - 
condition. Not 
able to mend.

Acquisitions 
staff 
Automatically 
replaced? TS Notes

175 Best Instant Pot Recipes 641.587 Haugen 2016 x
20 Garfield Stories J DVD Garfield 1993 x
30-Minute Get Real Meals 641.56383 Ray 2005 x
400 Heart Healthy Recipes and Tips 641.56311 Good 2016 x
5,000 awesome facts J 031.02 Five 2012 x
61 Hours CD MYSTERY Child, L. x
800 Words s.3 pt.1 DVD Eight s.3 pt.1 2018 x
A Conjuring of Light FANTASY Schwab, V. x
A Day at the Zoo! J LAUNCHPAD Day x
A Good Scent from a Strange Mountain Butler, R. x
A Nation Forsaken 658.477 Maloof 2013 x
A Proper Pursuit CD Austin, L. x
A Year in Provence DVD Year 1993 x
A Young Doctor's Notebook DVD Young 2012 x
ABC French J Board x
After long silence CD 940.531809 Fremont 1999 x
Age of Myth FANTASY Sullivan, M. x
Aladdin J DVD Aladdin 1992 x
Alice in Zombieland TEEN Showalter, G. x
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland J Carroll, L. x
Allergick to girls, school and other scary 
things J Look, L. x
Aloha from Hell FANTASY Kadrey, R. x
Amazing animals J 031.02 Guinness 2017 x

American Art Deco
OVERSIZE 709.04012 Weber 
1992 x

An Easy Death FANTASY Harris, C. x
Anatomy Perspective Composition for the 
Artist 704.942 Smith 1984 x
Angel on the square J CD Whelan x
Around the Bend COUNTRY TRAV AB T 42 x
Artemis Fowl the graphic novel J Colfer, E. x x
Artsy pants! J Artsy x



Title Call # Able to mend

Withdrawn - 
condition. Not 
able to mend.

Acquisitions 
staff 
Automatically 
replaced? TS Notes

Astonishing Ant-Man small-time criminal TEEN Spencer, N. v.2 x
Away All Boats DVD Away 1956 x
Ayurveda 615.538 Ketabi 2017 x
Aztecs J 972.01 Wood x
Bad Business CD Parker, R. x
Bad Monkey Hiaasen, C. x
Badlands CD Bowen x
Ballet Cat: The Totally Secret Secret JER Shea x
Ballet shoes J CD Streatfeild
Bancroft strategy CD Ludlum x
Barcelona 914.672 barcelona 2016 x
Basket case CD Hiassen x
Bedtime for Batman J Board x
Being Jazz TEEN 306.768 Jennings 2016 x
Beloved DVD Beloved 1998 x
Berenstain Bears go on vacation J Berenstain x
Berenstain Bears think of those in need J Berenstain x
Best small town J CD Adventures Best x
Beverly Hills Chihuahua 2 J DVD Beverly 2 2011 x
Big fella 921 Ruth, Babe 2018 x Lucky Day
Big Fish DVD Big 2003 x
Big Lips and Hairy Arms JP Jackson x
Big Nate in the zone J Peirce, L. x
Big Nate in the zone J Peirce, L. x
Big Nate lives it up J Peirce, L. x
Big Nate Mr. popularity J Peirce, L. x
Big Nate say good-bye to Dork City J Peirce, L. x
Big Nate strikes again J Peirce, L. x
Big Nate: I can't take it! J Peirce, L. x
Bitter Harvest DVD Bitter 2017 x
Black echo CD Connelly, M. x x
Black rood Lawhead, S. x
Blueberry muffin murder Fluke x



Title Call # Able to mend

Withdrawn - 
condition. Not 
able to mend.

Acquisitions 
staff 
Automatically 
replaced? TS Notes

Bonesetter's daughter CD Tan x
Boy who cried wolf J Play Boy x
Breathless LP ROMANCE Jenkins, B. x
Broken angels Morgan, R. x
Brothers ROCK BLAC-K BRO B 62 x
Brown Bear and Friends J CD Martin, B. x
Brrr! Brrr! J Board x
Bully DVD 302.343 Bully 2011 x
Burned TEEN Shepard, S. x
By the Pricking of My Thumbs MYSTERY Christie, A. x
Cadfael Set 2 DVD Cadfael 2 1995-1996 x
Calico Joe CD Grisham, J. x
Camino Island Grisham, J. x
Campfire Songs 781.594 Campfire 1998 M x
Cannabis: A Beginner's Guide to Growing 
Marijuana 6354.9334 Danko 2018 x
Captain Underpants and the wrath of the 
wicked wedgie woman J Pilkey, D. x
Car TEEN Paulsen, G. x
Career as a Physical Therapist 371.425 no.109 x
Cat crazy J McDonnel, P. x x
Cat Striking Back MYSTERY Murphy, S. x
Celtic Roots: Spirit of Dance WORLD IREL WHEL W 24 x
Chakras Beyond Beginners 131 Pond 2016 x
Chamber CD Grisham x
Champagne, Uncorked 641.2224 Tardi 2016 x
Champion TEEN Lu, M. x
Charlotte's Web J White, E. x
Chato and the Party Animals JP Soto x
Child finder Denfeld, R. x
Children's Encyclopedia J 031 DK 2017 x
Chupacabra ate the candelabra J Nobleman x
City Kitty Cat JP Webb x
Civil Campaign SCI-FI Bujold, L. x



Title Call # Able to mend

Withdrawn - 
condition. Not 
able to mend.

Acquisitions 
staff 
Automatically 
replaced? TS Notes

Clan of the cave bear Auel, J. x
Classic Modern 728.37 Dietsch 2000 x
Classified as murder James, M. x
Clone wars J Hib +E x
Code of Honor Coyle, H. x
Cold betrayal CD Jance x
Cold fire Elliott, K. x
Complete Father Brown stories Chesterton, G. x x
Concrete and Gold ROCK FOO CAG F 12 x
Confession CD Grisham x
Countdown CD Johansen x
Counting Bees 1-2-3 JP CONCEPT Enslow x
Crazy Ex-Girlfriend COUNTRY LAMB CE L22 x
Crooked Kingdom TEEN Bardugo, L. x
Crowd goes wild! J Peirce, L. x
Crown of horns J Smith, J. v.9 x
Crown of midnight TEEN Maas, S. x
Cuentos de Peppa en 5 minutos J Peppa x x
Cultivating Garden Style 712.6 Greayer 2014 x
Dandelion wish J Disney x
Danger down the Nile J Patterson, J. x
Dark Passage DVD Dark 1947 x
Darth Vader and son J Star Wars x
Daughter of the blood Bishop, A. x
Day at the zoo J Launchpad Day x x
DC super hero girls: hits and myths J DC x
Dead and Alive CD Koontz, D. x
Deadliest Volcanoes DVD 551.21 Dead 2011 x
Deadly TEEN Shepard, S. x
Deadly yarn Sefton, M. x x
Death of an Honest Man CD MYSTERY Beaton, M. x
Demon of River Heights/Writ in stone J Petrucha, S. x
Department nineteen TEEN Hill, W. x x
Descendants MOVIE/TV COLL DES C 92 x



Title Call # Able to mend

Withdrawn - 
condition. Not 
able to mend.

Acquisitions 
staff 
Automatically 
replaced? TS Notes

Devoted in Death MYSTERY Robb, J. x
Dewey Bob JP Schachner x
Dilly Dally Daisy JP Fearing x
Dino-Basketball JPT DINO Wheeler x
Dog man and Cat kid J Pilkey, D. x
Dog Training 636.70835 Anderson 2014 x
Dora's Thanksgiving J Dor +E x
Dork diaries J Russell, R. x
Dr. Amelia's boredom survival guide J Moss, M. x
Dracula DVD Dracula 1931-1945 x
Dragnet DVD Dragnet 1952-1958 x
Drowning city Downum, A. x
Duck's Vacation JP Sof x
Echoes in Death MYSTERY Robb, J. x
Educated 921 Westover, Tara 2018 x
El deafo J 921 Bell, Cece 2014 x
Eli and the Thirteenth Confession ROCK NYRO ETC N 26 x
Entombed CD Fairstein x
Esperar no es facil J Willems x
Everyone worth knowing CD Weisberger x
Everything we give Lonsdale, K. x x
Evil at heart CD Cain x
Evolution J DVD 576.8 Bill 2005 x
Extremely cute animals J Gordon x
Fahrenheit 451 MP3 SCI-FI Bradbury, R. x
Fakebook ROCK YOLA FAK Y 12 x
Falcons J 598.96 Kops 2000 x
Fall of grace CD Frank x
Falls CD Oates x
False memory CD Koontz x
Fantastic Optical Illusions J 152.148 Fantastic 2017 x
Farewell to arms CD Hemingway x
Fiddler on the roof MUSICAL FIDD FR B 02 x
Field guide/ Seeing stone J CD DiTerizzi x



Title Call # Able to mend

Withdrawn - 
condition. Not 
able to mend.

Acquisitions 
staff 
Automatically 
replaced? TS Notes

Field of Bones MYSTERY Jance, J. x
Find it! at the construction site J Board x
Finger Lickin' Fifteen MYSTERY Evanovich, J. x
Firestorm Barr, N. x
Fish Carving 731.462 Berry 1988 x
Five masks of Dr. Scream J Stine, R. x

Fluttershy and the Fine Furry Friends Fair J My x

Folk Songs and Blue Grass BLUEGRASS COUN FSB C 22 x
Forrest Gump DVD Forrest 1994 x
Four POP ONED FOU O 02 x
Four-Stroke Performance Tuning 629.2504 Bell 2012 x
Friendship is magic J My x
Friendship to remember J My x
Frozen J CD Disney x
Frozen J CD FICTION Disney x
Further tale of Peter Rabbit JP Thompson x
Gaia's Garden 631.58 Hemenway 2009 x
Gallery of Best Resumes 650.142 Noble 2009 x
Game of Thrones Third Season DVD Game s.3 2013 x
Game of thrones: the illustrated ed. Martin, G. x
Garcia and Colette Go Exploring JP Barnaby x
Gardener J Ste +E x
Gardening with Chickens 636.51 Steele 2016 x
Garfield J Davis, J. v.3 x
Garfield fat cat 3-pack v.4 J Davis, J. x x
Garfield potbelly of gold J Davis, J. x
Garfield potbelly of gold J Davis, J. x
Gargoyles and Grotesques 731.889 Sheridan 1975 x
Genghis: Bones of the hills Iggulden, C. x
Gentleman in Moscow LP Towles, A. x
George Strait COUNTRY STRA GS S 32 x
Get ready for Jetty J Kraus, J. x



Title Call # Able to mend

Withdrawn - 
condition. Not 
able to mend.

Acquisitions 
staff 
Automatically 
replaced? TS Notes

Ghost CD Lightman x
Girl in Pieces TEEN Glasgow, K. x
Girl who cried wolf J Smallman x x
Gluten-Free Girl Every Day 641.5638 Ahern 2013 x
Go Fish! JP Sauer x
Go to Sleep, Little Farm JP Ray x
Golden bunny J Bro +E x
Good morning book J Smith x x
Good night heroes J Testa x
Good night Pepe & Millie J Board x
Good old-fashioned wedgie J Peirce, L. x
Good zap, little Grog J Wil +E x
Goodnight nobody Weiner, J. x
Grandma's house J Mel +E x
Great minds think alike J Peirce, L. x

Great Piano Concertos CONCERTO MOZA GPC A 82 x
Greatest Hits: God's Favorite Band ROCK GREE GHG G 01 x
Grilled Cheese Kitchen 641.84 Gibson 2016 x
Grim grotto J Snicket, L. x
Grow Organic 635.0484 Grow 2008 x
Grumpy bird J Tan +E x
Halloween: Resurrection DVD Halloween 2002 x
Hammer of Eden CD Follett x
Hammett Hammett, D. x
Happy ever after not on line x

Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets TEEN Rowling, J. x
Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince TEEN Rowling, J. x

Harry Potter and the prisoner of Azkaban J Rowling, J. x
Harry Potter and the sorcerer's stone J DVD Harry 2001 x
Heart's safe passage Eakes, L. x
Heartsick Cain, C. x



Title Call # Able to mend

Withdrawn - 
condition. Not 
able to mend.

Acquisitions 
staff 
Automatically 
replaced? TS Notes

Hello My Name Is...Bridgit Mendler POP MEND HMN M 92 x
Help Stockett, K. x
Hen Hears Gossip JP McDonald x
Henry and Mudge and the Starry Night JER Rylant x
Herobrine's war J Minecraft x
Hidden oracle TEEN Riordan, R. x
Hilo saving the whole wide world J Winick, J. x x
Holy ghost Sandford, J. (LD) x
Home J DVD Home 2015 x
Home for the holidays J Davis, J. x
Honor of spies CD Griffin x

Hostage
GRAPHIC 921 Andre, 
Christophe 2017 x

How to Cuss in Western 979.3 Branch 2018 x
How to Hygge 158.1 Johansen 2017 x
How to train your dragon J Cowell, C. x
Hubble's Universe 522.2919 Dickinson 2014 x
Hurricane CHRISTIAN GRAN HUR G 59 x
I Already Know I Love You JP Crystal x
I broke my trunk! J Willems x
I even funnier J Patterson, J. x
I spy mystery J 793.735 Marzollo 1993 x
I will surprise my friend J Wil +E x
Ice planet adventure J Stilton, G. x
If You Plant a Seed JP Nel x
Imperium CD Harris x
In Your Wildest Dreams J CD Adventures In x
Inheritance TEEN Paolini, C. x
Injustice for All MYSTERY Jance, J. x
Ivy & Bean Make the Rules J CD Barrows, A. x
Jack and the Beanstalk J 398.2 Kellogg 1991 x
Jingle-Jingle JP HOLIDAY Smee x
Judy Moody, girl detective J CD McDonald x
Jumanji J ILLUST Van Allsburg, C. x



Title Call # Able to mend

Withdrawn - 
condition. Not 
able to mend.

Acquisitions 
staff 
Automatically 
replaced? TS Notes

Junie B. Jones and her big fat mouth J Park, B. x
Kabul Beauty School 205.48697 Rodriguez 2007 x
Keeper of the Lost Cities TEEN Nessenger, S. x
Kingdom keepers: Disney in shadow TEEN Pearson, R. x
Kingdom of Ash TEEN Maas, S. x
Kingdom of the blind Penny, L. x
Kipper's Christmas Eve J Board x
Knock 'em Dead Resumes 650.142 Yate 2010 x
Kristy's great idea J Martin, A. x
La biblia princiiantes bilingue J 220.9505 Biblia 2016 x x
La cancion del lagarto JP Sha x
La ley de Roderick J Kinney, J. x
La navidad del camioncito azul J Scheritle x
Ladybug J 595.769 Bour 1991 x
Ladybug Girl at the Beach JP Som x
Landscape Planning OVERSIZE 712.6 Adam 2008 x
Last stand of the Tin Can sailors CD 940.5425 Horn 2004 x

Last-Minute Patchwork and Quilted Gifts 746.46 Hover 2007 x

Law of the desert born
GRAPHIC OVERSIZE Santino, 
C. x

Leaders eat last 658.4092 Sinek 2014 x
Lego awesome ideas J 688.725 Lego 2016 x x
Lego ninjago character encyclopedia J 688.725 Lego 2016 x
Lego Star Wars Chronicles of the Force J 688.725 Lego 2016 x
Let's Dance! JM Disney x
Letters of the Scattered Brotherhood 248 Letters 1991 x
Liar Roberts, N. x
Library of souls TEEN Riggs, R. x
Library wars TEEN Library Wars v.7 x
Lion among men CD Maguire x
Lion the witch and the wardrobe J CD Lewis, C. x
Little Bear's friend J Min +E x
Little earthquakes CD Weiner x



Title Call # Able to mend

Withdrawn - 
condition. Not 
able to mend.

Acquisitions 
staff 
Automatically 
replaced? TS Notes

Little gardener J Board x
Little Thinker! J LAUNCHPAD Little x
Little truck JB x
Little white duck J Whippo x
Live at Newport BLUES COLL LN P 12 x
Living with strangers CD Grippando x
London and the south east not on line x
London has fallen DVD London 2016 x
Lorax J DVD Lorax 1972 x
Lost Books and Old Bones MYSTERY Shelton, P. x
Love Does 248.4 Goff 2012 x
Lust for Life ROCK DELR LFL D 02 x
Made in Japan 738.0952 White 2003 x
Manana iguana J Pau +E cd/bk x
Martha says it with flowers J Med +E x

Marvel Avengers ultimate character guide J 741.5973 Cowsill 2015 x
Marvel's The Avengers TEEN DVD Marvel 2012 x
Mary Poppins J CD Disney x
Matilda J Dahl, R. x
Me before you Moyes, J. x
Mean Girls TEEN DVD Mean 2004 x
Medicine walk Wagamese, R. x
Meeow and the Pots and Pans JP Braun x
Merry Christmas Daniel Tiger JB x
Mighty Morphin' Power Rangers J GRAPHIC Higgins, K. v. 3 x
Mind prey CD Sandford x
Minecraft hacks J 793.932 Miller 2014 x
Minor in possession Jance, J. x
Modern romance CD 646.77 Ansari 2015 x
Mona mousa code J Stilton, G. x
Monster at the end of this book J Sesame x
Morning View TEEN MUSIC ROCK Incubus x
Motor mouth CD Evanovich x



Title Call # Able to mend

Withdrawn - 
condition. Not 
able to mend.

Acquisitions 
staff 
Automatically 
replaced? TS Notes

Movie for dogs J CD Duncan x
Mrs. Frisby and the rats of Nimh J CD O'Brien x
My big book of bible J 220 Smouse 2011 x
My Bike JPT GO! Barton x
My first counting book: police J+E x
Mystery of the lost voices J CD Mystery x
Mystery of the tolling bell J Keene, C. x
Naruto v. 7-9 TEEN Naruto v. 7-9 x
Nephilim: the truth is here Marzulli, L. x
Never Fade TEEN Bracken, A. x
New road! J 625.7 Gibbons 1983 x
Night train to Lisbon CD Mercier x
Night victims Lutz, J. x
Nightwoods CD Frazier x
Norwegian Silver 739.237481 Polak 1972 x
Now That's What I Call Music 48 ROCK COLL NTW U 02 x
Oath of Office Cameron, M. x Lucky Day
Ocean Odyssey DVD 577.7 Ocean 2009 x
Once I was a pollywog J +E x
One gorilla J Bro  x
Orchardist Coplin, A. x
Organized Living 643 Walter 1997 x
Orlando Woolf, V. x
Ostriches J 598.524 Riggs 2018 x
Otomen TEEN Otomen v.4 x
Out of the Silent Planet CD SCI-FI Lewis, C. x
Outlander Season 3 DVD Outlander s.3 2017 x
Outside Passage 921 Scully, Julia x
Painted Woman DVD Painted 2018 x
Painted Woman DVD Painted 2018 x
Papier mache made easy J 745.542 Papier 1999 x
Parental Guidance TEEN DVD Parental 2012 x
Parenting beyond pink and blue 649.1 Brown 2014 x
Parenting Teens with Love and Logic 649.125 Cline 2006 x
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Withdrawn - 
condition. Not 
able to mend.

Acquisitions 
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Automatically 
replaced? TS Notes

Peacock Emporium CD Moyes x
Penguin J 598.47 Costain 2011 x
Penguins of Madagascar J DVD Penguin 2014 x
Picasso and the Invention of Cubism 759.6 Karmel 2003 x
Pickin' Up the Pieces ROCK FITZ PUP F 51 x
Pinkalicious JP Kann x
Pinkalicious abc J Board x
Pirate mom J Und +E x
Pirateology J 910.45 Steer 2006 x
Plain truth CD Picoult x
Play Therapy 618.9289 Mellenthin 2018 x
Play with Art J 702.8 Play 2018 x
Pokemon adventures J Pokemon v.4 x x
Pokemon adventures emerald J Pokemon v.9 x
Pokemon Black and white J Pokemon v.2 x
Pokemon ruby and sapphire v.2 J Pokemon v.2 x
Poky little puppy J Board x
Ponyo J DVD Pony 2009 x
Prague winter CD 943.712 Albright 2012 x
Pride & prejudice DVD Pride 2005 x
Projects about Nineteenth-Century 
European Immigrants J 973.5 Broida 2005 x
Prophet of Yonwood J CD DuPrau x
Proud pumpkin J Unw +E x
Puppies and kittens J 636.707 Arion 2013 x
Quilled Mandalas 745.54 Bartkowski 2016 x
Race against time J Stilton, G. x
Ramona and her father J CD Cleary x
Ramona the brave J Cleary, B. x
Ramona's world J CD Cleary x
Real friends J 921 Hale, Shannon 2017 x
Reaper's gale Erikson, S. x
Remedy for regret Meissner, S. x
Restore. Recycle. Repurpose 747 Florke 2010 x



Title Call # Able to mend

Withdrawn - 
condition. Not 
able to mend.

Acquisitions 
staff 
Automatically 
replaced? TS Notes

Reversal CD Connelly x

Richard Scarry's funniest storybook ever! J Scarry x x
Ricky Ricotta's mighty robot vs the stupid 
stinkbugs from J Pilkey, D. x
Ride, Otto, Ride! JER Milgrim x
Riley Mae and the sole fire safari J Osborne, J. x x
Rockabye Baby! (Elton John) JM John x
Rockin' mystery J Dixon, F. x
Roller girl J Jamieson, V. x
Roughing it on the Oregon Trail J Sta +E x
Rubble's big wish J Paw x
Runaway dolls J CD Martin x
Rustler's of West Fork CD L'Amour x
Santa's Little Engine J DVD Thomas Santa's 2013 x
SCI-FI Clarke, A. The Garden of Rama x
Scion of Cyador FANTASY Modesitt, L. x
Scooby-Doo 2 Monsters Unleashed J DVD Scooby 2 2004 x
Scutelosaurus J 567.9 Dixon 2006 x
Sea of glory CD 910.9 Phil 2003 x
Sea sick J Soderberg, E. x
Secret of Pembrooke Park CD Klassen x
Secret of Skeleton Island J DVD Three 2011 x
Secret of the fairies J Stilton, T. x x
Secrets of solace TEEN Johnson, J. x x
See me dig J Mel +E x
Seeing red J Mlynowski, S. x x
Serial garden J Aiken, J. x
Seriously Amazine J 591.518 Seriously 2015 x
Serpent's tale CD Franklin x
Shadow tyrants Cussler, C. x
Shapes J Board x
Sheer mischief Mansell, J. x
Shining CD King x
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Withdrawn - 
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able to mend.

Acquisitions 
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Automatically 
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Shocking sharks J 597.33 Guillain 2013 x
Should I share my ice cream? J Wil +E x

Show time with Sophia Grace and Rosie J Bro +E x
Silver eyes TEEN Cawthon, S. x x
Silver-smithing 739.234 Finegold 1983 x
Simple Math ROCK MANC SM M 12 x
Sin Salida J Kinney, J. x
Sing a song of Wiggles J DVD Wiggle 2008 x
Sing it Now CHRISTIAN MCEN SIN M 0A x
Singable Songs for the Very Young JM Raffi x
Skinny dip CD Hiaasen x
Skippyjon Jones class action J Sch +E bk w/cd x
Snow White J 398.2 Poole x
Someone Like Me Carey, M. x
Son of a witch CD Maguire x
Son of Neptune J CD Riordan x
Sound of Music DVD Sound 1965 x
South Riding DVD South 2011 x
Speedbumps CD 921 Garr, Teri 2005 x
Spirit rebellion Aaron, R. x
Spoon J Ros +E x
Sports: the complete visual reference J 796 Sports 2000 x
Spot's first Christmas JP HOLIDAY Hil x
Star Wars return of the jedi J DVD Star Wars 6 1983 x
Star Wars: The Adventures of Luke 
Skywalker, Jedi Knight J ILLUST Star Wars x
State of the Union CD Thor x
Stormy ride on Noah's ark J Hoo +E x
Stranger Than Fiction TEEN DVD Stranger 2007 x
Strength of  a Woman R&B BLIG SOW B 02 x
Struck by genius CD 155.935 Padgett 2014 x
Success Habits 158.1 Hill 2018 x
Sudden prey CD Sandford x
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able to mend.

Acquisitions 
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Automatically 
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Sunset in St.Tropez CD Steel x
Sunset Shimmer's time to shine J My x
Super Bug Encyclopedia J 595.7 Woodward 2016 x
Superfail J GRAPHIC Brunner, M. x
Surfs up, Geronimo!/Wild wild West J CD Stilton x
Swedish Proverbs 398.9397 Swedish 1994 x
Swing of things Keir, L. x x
Tabletop Distilling 663.16 Moller 2018 x
Tahoe Blowup MYSTERY Borg, T. x
Take Me Home LP ROMANCE Garlock, D. x
Tale of two kitties J Pilkey, D. x
Tales from a not so happy heartbreaker J Russell. R. x

Tales from a not so smart Miss Know-it-all J Russell, R. x
Tales from the Odyssey J Osborne, M. x
Tattooist of Auschwitz Morris, H. x
Taunton's Front Yard Idea Book 712.6 Webber 2002 x
Te Maori 709.011 Te 1984 x
Teach Yourself to Play Piano 786.2193 Sheppard 2004 x
Tell Me Three Things TEEN Buxbaum, J. x
Ten black dots J Crews x
Thank You for Today TEEN MUSIC ROCK Death x
The Acid Watcher Diet 616.324 Aviv 2017 x
The Actor's Life 792.028 Fischer 2017 x
The Alexandria Link CD Berry, S. x
The Ancient Alien Question 001.942 Coppens 2012 x
The ARRL General Class License 
Manual for Ham Radio 621.38416 Silver 2015 x
The Art Forger Shapiro, B. x
The Art of Psychic Reiki 615.852 Campion 2018 x
The Bambino and Me JP Hyman x
The Bean Trees CD Kingsolver, B. x
The Blood of Olympus J Riordan, R. x
The Book of Three J Alexander, L. x
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Acquisitions 
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Automatically 
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The Bourne Legacy DVD Bourne 4 2012 x
The Boy Hoag, T. x
The Bridge at Remagen DVD Bridge 1969 x
The Crooked Staircase CD Koontz, D. x
The Dante Chamber LP MYSTERY Pearl, M. x
The Dark Hills Divide J PLAY FICTION Carman x
The Definitive Collection: Patsy Cline COUNTRY CLIN DC C 02 x
The Dressmaker DVD Dressmaker 2016 x
The Egyptian Cinderella J 398.2 Climo 1989 x
The Essential Clannad NEW AGE CLAN EC C 52 x
The Fall DVD Fall 1 2013 x
The Family Jewels POP MARI FJ M 52 x
The Gardener JP Stewart x

The Great Book of French Impressionism OVERSIZE 759.4 Kelder 1990 x
The Great British Bake Off Perfect Cakes 
& Bakes to Make at Home 641.8653 Collister 2016 x
The Great Escape ROMANCE Phillips, S. x
The Great Race J DVD Great 2016 x

The Greatest Showman
TEEN MUSIC SHOWS 
Greatest x

The Grudge Keeper JP Rockliff x
The Hidden Art of Disney's Golden Age OVERSIZE 741.58 Ghez 2015 x

The Housemaid
VIETNAMESE DVD 
Housemaid 2016 x

The Hut Six Story 940.548641 Welch 1982 x
The Indispensable Calvin and Hobbes J GRAPHIC Watterson, B. x
The Invention of Wings CD Kidd, S. x
The Joy Luck Club DVD Joy 1993 x
The Kite Runner DVD Kite 2007 x
The Lady Vanishes/Rich and Strange DVD Lady 1938 x
The Last Dragonslayer TEEN Fforde, J. x
The Last Man CD Flynn, V. x
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Acquisitions 
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Automatically 
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The Last Romantic
921 Marie, Consort of 
Ferdinand I 1984 x

The Legend of the Rift J Lerangis, P. x
The Lost Girls of Paris Jenoff, P. x
The Mitten JP Aylesworth x
The Moonstone DVD Moonstone x
The New Complete Sailing Manual 797.124 Sleight 2005 x
The Original Fannie Farmer 1896 Cook 
Book 641.5973 Farmer 1996 x
The Pacific Crest Trail 917.95 Larabee 2016 x

The Pacific Crest Trail 
796.5109 Pacific Crest Trail v.1 
1989 x

The Photo Ark 779.32 Sartore 2017 x
The Princess in Black J Hale, S. x
The Reckoning CD Grisham, J. x
The Revolving Door of Life McCall Smith, A. x
The Sandcastle Girls CD Bohjalian, C. x
The Shoemaker's Wife Trigiani, A. x
The Soul of an Indian 970.67 Eastman 1993 x
The Spiritual Notebook 299.93 Twitchell x
The Square Halo 704.9482 Fisher x
The Star Trek Encyclopedia 791.4575 Star Trek 1997 x
The Start of Me and You TEEN FICTION  Lord, E. x
The Steel Kiss MYSTERY Deaver, J. x
The Tin Roof Blowdown CD MYSTERY Burke x
The Trapped girl LP Mystery Dugoni, R x
The Vintage Book of Contemporary 
Scottish Fiction Vintage x
The Winter Garden Mystery CD MYSTERY Dunn, C. x
Thea Stilton and the Spanish dance 
mission J Stilton, T. x
There's a monster in my socks J Tatulli, M. x
This book is out of control JP Byrne x
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Thomas' Songs and Roundhouse 
Rhythms JM Thomas x
Throne of Jade Novik, N. x
Throw Down Your Heart WORLD AFRICA FLEC F 42 x
Thump, Quack, Moo JP Cronin x
Time After Time BLUES CASS TAT C 73 x
Timmy needs a bath J DVD Timmy 2012 x
To the Bright Edge of the World Ivey, E. x
To whisper her name Alexander, T. x
Traffic jam with trucks JB x
Traitors heir Thayer, A. x
Travels with Charley CD 917.3 Steinbeck 1999 x
Tripwire CD MYSTERY Child x
True You 921 Jackson, Janet 2011 x
Twilights sparkly sleepover surprise J My x
Ultimate Book of Sports 796 McNeely 2012 x
Unashamed CHRISTIAN BUIL UNA B 92 x
Uncaged TEEN Sandford, J. x
Ungle pachanga J Gol +E bk w/cd x
Up J DVD Up x
Up in Honey's room CD Leonard x
Usborne book of the paranormal J 001.9 Usborne 2000 x
Vacation under the volcano J Osborne, M. x
Vampire Lestat CD Rice x
Vietnam war J 959.7043 Murray 2005 x
Voyage of the Dawn Treader J DVD Chronicles 2010 x
Watchers Koontz, D. x
Watercolor and Collage Workshop 702.812 Brommer 1986 x
We Love Disney JM Disney x
We need to talk about Kevin CD Shriver x
We're not from here J Rodkey, G. x x
Werewolf J Zornow, J. x
What is a Sith warrior? J 791.4375 Star Wars 2013 x
What on earth have I done? CD 814.54 Fulghum 2007 x
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What the dinosaurs did at school J Tuma x
What's in my truck J Board x
What's in the Bible? J DVD What's 2010 x
When crocs fly J Pastis, S. x
When the sea turned to silver J Lin, G. x
Where shadows meet Coble, C. x
Where the wild things are J Sen +E x
Where's Waldo now J Han +E x
Where's Waldo? deluxe edition J Han +E x
Whisperers CD Connolly x
Whispers CD Koontz x
Why We Were in Vietnam 959.70433 Podhoretz 1982 x
Wicked world v.2 J Disney x x
Wild inside Carbo, C. x
Wild West Feb 2019 MAGAZINE 2019 02 x

William & Mary: The Complete Collection DVD William 2003-2005 x
Wobbly wheels and whistles DVD Thomas 2010 x
Woman with a gun LP Margolin, P. x

Women heroes of the American revolution TEEN 920.9973 Casey 2015 x
Women Heroes of WWI TEEN 940.3 Atwood 2014 x
Wonder struck J Selznick, B. x

Wow #1s
TEEN MUSIC CHRISTIAN 
WOW 2011 x

WOW Hits 2013 CHRISTIAN COLL WHT E 27 x
Yawn J +E x
Yellow brick war TEEN Paige, D. x
Yellow star J CD Roy x
You are special, Daniel Tiger! J Santomero x



Title Call #
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paid for and checked out 
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Spot's peekaboo J BOARD BOOK x
We will run JER Gollaher x
Badasses 796.33264 Richmond 2010 x
Spiders J 595.44 Zabludoff 2006 x
Where the Crawdads Sing Owens, D x Lucky Day
Bad to the Bones J GRAPHIC Brown, J. x
The Spanish on the Northwest Coast 979.501 Neering 2014 x
A Noble Masquerade Hunter, K. x
Bossypants 921 Fey, Tina 2011 x
Trouble in Shangri-La ROCK NICK TIS N 22 x
Classic Disney Vol. V JM Disney x
From river to raindrop J 551.48 Berne 2018 x
Cultured food for health 613.26 Schwenk 2015 x
Gymnastics jump JER Joven x
The verbally abusive relationship 362.8292 Evans 2010 x
Treasure Buddies J DVD Treasure 2012 x
Goosebumps. Perfect School J DVD Goose Perfect 1997 x
Digimon Tamers J Graphic Yu, Y. V.04 x
The Authoritative Calvin & Uobbes J 741.5973 Watterson 1990 x
Spy J 327.12 Platt 2009 x
Goosebumps: Creepy Creatures J Graphic Stine, R. x
Copilot J 745.592 Harbo 2011 x
Game on! J GRAPHIC Steinberg, D x
Grow up! J GRAPHIC Steinberg, D x
Bone J GRAPHIC Smith, J. v. 1 x
Big Nate and Friends J GRAPHIC Peirce, L. x
Pokemon Visual Guide J 793.932 Fang 2008 x
Cast No Shadow TEEN GRAPHIC Tapalansky, N. x
Blues Harmonica for Dummies 788.8219 Yerxa 2012 x
Killing Commendatore Murakami, H. x
Connections in Death MYSTERY Robb, J. x
The High Tide Club Andrews, M. x
Martin Storey's Easy Cable & Aran Kints 746.432 Storey 2018 x
We're Not From here J Rodkey, G. x
Blood, Sweat, and Pixels 794.8 Schreier 2017 x
Peter Pan J DVD Peter 1953 x SPLW
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Who Was Leonardo da Vinci? J 921 da Vinci, Leonardo 2005 x
Alice in the Country of Clover TEEN GRAPHIC Alice Cheshire v.1 x
Alice in the Country of Clover TEEN GRAPHIC Alice Cheshire v.2 x
Boo! J BOARD BOOK x
Seraph of the End: Vampire Reign TEEN GRAPHIC Seraph v.3 x
Ford Taurus and Mercury Sable automotive repair manual 629.287 Ford 1986-95 x
Food Network Magazine MAGAZINE 2019 01/02 x
Entertainment Weekly Magazine MAGAZINE 2019 03 15 x
It is Ann JER Findlay x
The Force Oversleeps J GRAPHIC star wars x
Pen and Ink 751.4 Hobbs 2016 x
Tortall: A Spy's Guide TEEN Pierce, T. x
Tempests and Slaughter TEEN Pierce, T. x
Shaken 248.4 Tebow 2016 x
Full Moon & Empty Arms ORCHESTRA COLL FME R 00 x
Mythology WORLD IREL CELT C 02 x
Answers 294.3 Bstan 2001 x
Otherland FANTASY Williams, T. x
The Organized Mind 153.42 Levitin 2014 x
Big Ben JER Leo x
The Keepsake MYSTERY Gerritsen, T. x
My Sister, the Serial Killer LP Braithwaite, O. x


